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UNITED STATES ASSISTANCE OPTIONS FOR
TEANDES

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 2000

UNITED STATES SENATE,
CAUCUS ON INTERNATIONAL NARcOTncs CONTROL,

AND) THE SUBCOMMMrE ON INTERNATIONAL NADE,
OF THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Wadhington, DC.
The Caucus and Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10

a.m., in room SD-2 15, Dirksen Senate Office Buildig Hon.
Charles E. Grassley, chairman of the caucus and the subcommittee
presiding.

Present: Senators Grassley, Sessions, Biden, and Graham.
Senator GRAessLfY. Even though my colleagues are not here, I am

going to goahead and get started because some of our witnesses,
particularly General McCaffrey, have other obligations outside the
city today and I want to get started on time. #

First of all, I thank particularly our witnesses for coming, taking
time out of their busy schedules to help us with the process of con-
gressional oversight. All of you who are in the audience, we thank
you for your interest in this issue as well.

The purpose of this hearing is to look at United States counter-
drug policy for the Andean region. We have a lot of ground to cover
today. The proposed emergency assistance package at the ami-
istration has submitted to Congress is one of the most significant
foreign policy' issues put before Congress in recent years, and it
also marks a very major escalation in U.S. counter-drug efforts in
Colombia. It comes about as~a result of a major expansion in drug
production and traffickin from'Colombia.

The principal target for most ofsthe drugs produced in Colombia,
of course, is the United States. That expansion. has occurred de-
spite an already extensive U.S.-supporte effort in Colombia, and
it has happened in large part because Marxist guerrillas in that,
country have algntemselves with drug pushers, become in
the end drug thugs themselves.

A hig murder rate and endemic violence by narco-traffickers,
guerrlas, and pkaramilitares mean that Colombia faces unprece-

dented challenges. The fate of democratic institutions and the fu-
ture of decent government are at risk. Clearly, it is in the U.S. na-
tional interest to be concerned about not only what is happening"
in Colombia, but what we can and must do about the situationa
there to protc te Aerican people frm thi drgtafckig

But it does make a difference how we engage, ad the pupoe
of our engagement, of course, is to make a difference. This h eating



is to look at how the p resent proposals will accomplish important
goals that will help Colombia as well as help the United States.

Last year, Senators Coverdell and DeWine and myself introduced
the Alianza Act. The purpose of that effort was to urge immediate
and, let me stress, avery thoughtfu response, as opposed to just
an ad hoc, tempoiig piaecermeal effort. Wat we asked for in that
legislation was for the administration to submit a strategy for how
to make a difference and not just some grab-bag of goodies bundled
together, because there are serious issues involved that require se-
rious consideration.

Our gal was and still is to see Colombia supported. The Alianza
Act indeed tries to prime the pump, but we also sought to find a
coherent, comprehensive, intelligent strategy, not just a list of
projects. I would like to quote from that Act about what Congress
wanted then and what we expect now. It is not complicated, but
it is necessary.

What we want to see is a plan that lays ot pirties, describes
the actions needed to address the priorities. defies te respective
roles of the United States on the one hand and Colombia on the
other details how the pIan will incorporate other regional partners,
and delineates a time li ne for accomplishing the goals based upon
some understandable criteria.

-At this point, we have yet to see such a detailed plan. What we
have seen is various wish lists, and many of these have been some-
what vague. Even these Wish lists a pear uncoordinated and diver-
gent. So it is my hope that we can carify tapiurtoay during
this hearing. This caucus tried to get that clarity in a similar hear-
ing late last year. The administration did not seem able to shed
much light then, and I do hope that they catn do better today.

So let me be clear. I believe that it is important to support Co-
lombia, that the situation there is serious and how it develops is
of direct concern to us. We have an obligation to help because by
helping we help the United States with the drug trafficigta
is coming here.

But it makes a difference how we go about providing that help.
Poorly conceived and badly implemented prograins will do more
harm than if we did nothing at all. We will have a lot of questions
today about the issue of just what it is we are going to do, how we
are going to do it, and what we expect in results.

So I would like to conclude by introducing for the record a letter
that I received from the General Accounting Office d etain some
of its recent findings on problems with our efforts inColombia.
Members have copies of that communication in their packages. So
I just want to read a brief paragraph.

. . .the executive branCT has proposed a $1.3 billion assistance
package primarily designed to support Colombian military and law
enforcement activities, interdiction efforts, economic and alter-
native development, and human rights and the rule of law...
However, at the time of our review, an operational iteragency
strategy for Colombia had not been developed. An official with the
Office of National Drug Control Policy indicated that it is consid-
ering developing such a strategy; but there is currently no con-
seOnsus among the interagency counter-narcotics community wheth-
er an integrated strategy should be developed. The official also
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stated that the Office of National Drug Control Policy may not
have the legislative authority to make such a strategy work."

[The letter referred to follows:J
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February 18,2000

The Honorable Charles E. Grasaley
Chairman, Caucus on International Narcotics Control
United States Senate

Subject: Drug Control: U.S. Effrts In 1Lin AmeriCA and fhe Caribbea

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Illegal drugs, primarily cocaine and, Increasingly, heroin from countries in South
America, continue to threaten the health and well-being of American citizens. In
1993, the United States developed a policy designed to reduce the production of
Illegal drugs in South America and stem their flow through the rest of Latin America
and the Caribbean. Despite the expenditure of billions of dollars by the United States
and foreign countries to carry out this policy, illegal drugs still flood the United
States. Although U.S. and host nation counternarcotics -efforts have resulted in the
arrest of major drug traffickers and the seizure of large amounts of drugs, they have
not materially reduced the availability of drugs in the United States.

In response to your request, we are providing Informaton on (1) the nature of the
drug threat facing the United States,. (2) the way in which the international drug
control strategy of the United States addresses the nature of the drug threat, and (3)
the obstacles tha foreign governments and the United States face in reducing the
drug threat. In gathering information on these issues, we reviewed our prior reports
and updated information from these reports through discussions with U.S. law
enforcement, military, and Department of State officials In Washington, D.C.; the U.S.
Southern Command in Miami, Florida; and the Joint Interagency Task Force-East in
Key West, Florida. (For a more detailed discussion of our approach, see the scope
and methodology section at the end of this report.)

RESULT IN IR

The drug threat confronting the United States has changed. Since 1996, Colombia has
surpassed Bolivia and Peru as the world's leading source of coca and has become the
primary source of cocaine and heroin being shipped into the United States.
According to U.S. officials, the nost recent data Indicate that because of the Increase
In Colombian coca cultivation, the type of coca being grown, and the production
efficiencies of the drug traffickers, the total amount of cocaine produced significantly
increased in 1998 and I99. Moreover, Mexican drug-trafficking organizations have

GAOMMSADORf U.& Dnag CmaUvl EffoiU
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become the major conduits for cocaine, heroin, and methamphetamines tha are
consumed in the United Staes.

The U.S. international drug control strateg emphasizes reducing the production and
flow of cocaine Ad heroin before they reach the United States. In Latn America and
the Caribbean, the strategy is designed to reduce drug trafficking in the source
countries of Bolivia, Colombia, and Peru and in transit ares within the Caribbean,
Central America, and Mexico!' Because of the increased drug threat to the United
States from Colombia, the U.S. strategy places its highest priority on eliminating drug-
trafficking activities in thi country. The executive branch recently requested a
substantial increase In counternarcotics assistance to Colombia.

Since 1997, we have Issued numerous reports discussing the obstacles that foreign
governments and the United States encounter in trying to reduce drug-traffcking
activities. Many remain.

*Foreign governments and law enforcement organizations frequently lack
resources, equipment, and training necessary for them to stp drug production
and trafficking activities. This problem continues to be compounded by
widespread corruption which, according to U.S. offlclala exists within many of
these governments. Moreover, counterdrug efforts must compete with other
economic and political issues such as dealing with local insurgent groups.

*The level of U].S. support devoted to detection and monitoring activities has
declined in the source countries. Moreover, staffing limitations and information-
sharing issues continue to impede coordinated counternarcotics efforts. Finally,
human rights concerns sometimes make It diffcult for the United States to
support cpunternarcotics efforts in some foreign countries.

Historically, Colombia has always been the world's leading producer of cocaine.
However, as shown in table 1, starting in 1997, Colombia surpassed Bolivia and Peru
in the number of hectares' that were under coca cultivation. Irn February 2000, the
Director of the Office of National Drug Control Policy reported tha in 1999 the
number of hectares under coca cultivation In Colombia exceeded 1997 estimates by
43,000 hectare, or over 50 percent!

'fTe major sourc countries for coca and cocaine awe Bolivia Colombia, and Peru. The ma*o source
cotries for heroin in the Wesemn Heuahere ame Colombia and Mexico. The major drog trM
mum include Mexico, %e Caribean, thesstern Pacific and Cestra America

'One hectmv equals 247 aeas.

'Stalanest by General SoMr RL McCatr, Direco", Office o( NatlWa Drug Control Poliy, before the
SubcowuuIttee on Crmina Juxtice, DnugFolic, wAd Hun Resources, Home Committee on
GOMM"uustdorm (Fb. 15, 2004)

Pqs2 ~~GA0ISIAD.000 UAS DMu Ontr WortsPop 2
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Table 1: Hectares Under Coca Cultivation in Bolivia, Colombia, and Peru, 19960

Country 1996 1998 1997 1IN8 199

Bolivia 48,600 48,100 45,8~0 38,000 21,800

Colombia 60,900 87,200 79,500 101,800 122,6001

[~ rj~ 1 1,30 94,400 1 68,8001 61,0001 38,700
Toa 1,0 209,7001 194,100 190,800 188,000
Source- &tazent by GeeW Bany &. McC&ffry, Feb. 16, 2000

Moreover, the amount of cocaine being produced in Colombia has also increased
significantly since 1907. According to the Drug Enforcement Administration (DRA),
the estimated cocaine production In Colombia increased from 350 metric tons In 1997
to 520 metric tons in 1999. Besides the increases in the number of hectares under
coca cultivation, the Director of the Office of National Drug Control Policy attributed
the rise in Colombian cocaine production to higher yielding varieties of coca leaf and
more efficiency in processing coca leaf into cocaine.

Colombia is not only the major source of the cocaine entering the United States; it
also has become the major source of heroin. Previously, according to DEA,
Southeast and Southwest heroin dominated the U.S. market, but these types are no
longer available in sizable quantities in cities along the east coast, where, historically,
there has been the greatest demand. According to U.S. estimates, the number of
hectares opium poppies under cultivation in Colombia has increased from almost
nothing in 1990 to over 6,000 hectares in 1999! DEA reports that 65 percent of the
heroin seized in the United States during 1998 originated in Colombia.

Despite U.S. and Colombian efforts to disrupt drug-trafficking activities, the U.S.
embassy in Colombia has not reported any net reduction in the processing or
exporting of refined cocaine to the United States. Moreover, according to DEA, while
two major groups (the Medellin and Call cartels) dominated drug-trafficking activities
during the late 1980s and early 1990s, today huaidreds of smaller and more
decentralized organizations are involved in all aspects of the drug trade. According
to DEA, several billion dollars flow into Colombia each year from the cocaine trade
alone. This vast amount of drug money has made it possible for these organizations
to gain unprecedented economic, political, and social power and influence. Finally,
in June 1999 we reported that according to Departments of Defense and State
officials, insurgent and paramilitary organizations were becoming increasingly
involved in activities related to drug tracking and were controlling more of
Colombias territory. We also noted tha active insurgent groups and their growing
involvement in drug-traffcking activities over the past several years were
complicating Colombia's ability to reduce drug traffckIng!

VStatmet by Geneal Barry R.McCalfre, Feb. 16, 2000,

Im anuuljarcodcThraftEMu. I& klaCa1m t InMa.r (GAO)NSAD-WIX36 June 22,
1999).

Page 3 ~GAOMMlSADO0QO U.S Mug Control EffortsPop 3
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The United States is also concerned about the increasing role that Mexico ploys in
drug4rafficclng act~vites Mexico continues to be the primary transit country for
cocaine entering the United States from South America s well as a major source
country for heroin, marijuana, and methamphetamines. In June 1998, we reported
that drug-tr&fcking organizations in Mexico had expanded their cocaine and
methamphetamine operations' We also reported that according to DLA, these
organizations are becoming stronger, have billions of dollars In assets at their
disposal, and pose an increased threat to citizens In the United States and Mexico!
In October 1999, DEA reported that heroin from Mexico represented about 17 percent
of the heroin seized in the United States during 1998. Moreover, in March 1999, the
State Department reported that Mexico was a major supplier of methamphetanines
to the Uited States. The State report also showed that the cultivation of opium-
producing poppies in Mexico had increased by 26 percent, from 12,000 hectares in
1997 to 15,000 hectares in 1998. However, according to more current DEA estimates,
the number of hectares under opium poppy cultivation In Mexico declined during
1999.

In addition to the increased cultivation and production of illegal drugs, the drug
threat confronting the United States and foreign governments has changed in terms
of drug-trafficking methods of transportation and the greater use of technology. For
example, since the early 1990s, traffickers have changed their primary mode of
transporting drugs through the Caribbean and Central American transit zones from
aircraft to ships and boat, which are more difficult to locate and identify. Also,
according to law enforcement agencies, drug-traffcking organizations have used
their vast. wealth to acquire and use expensive modem technology such as global
positioning systems, cellular communications equipment, and communications
encryption devices. According to U.S. law enforcement officials, these devices make
it more difficult to intercept communications on planned drug-trafficking activities.

A presidential directive issued in November 1993 established U.S. policy designed to
reduce the flow of cocaine from the source countries of Bolivia, Colombia, and Peru.
In 1996, the Offce of National Drug Control Policy prepared a National Drug Control
Strategy that established goals to reduce drug demand and supply. The strategy
includes two goals for reducing the flow of drugs entering the United States. The two
goals are to break foreign and domestic drug sources of supply and to protect
America's air, land, and sea frontiers from the drug threat

According to U.S. officials at the agencies we visited, the drug control policy and
strategy are the primary guidance they used in developing their countemnarcotics

,a atL V" 1 d~ (0Ac/r-NSIAD98 Mar. 4,
low).

PSU.4 ~GA0O/NMAD~04WR U.S Drug Corol) EfotoPop 4
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programs. The Department of Defense and DEA developed regional strategies for
combatig drug-trafficking activities in the source countries based on tha guidance.
Officials from the Department of State and the U.S. Customs Service said tiat they
have not developed comprehensive plans to support their regional efforts within the
source countries. However, these officials also indicated that drug control efforts in
the source countries will now focus on Colombia as, a top priority and that several
initiatives are planned and under way to address the threat from Colombia. Among
these Initiatives are efforts to enhance the Interdiction capabilities of the government
of Colombia and expand the capabilities of the Colombian military and police to
conduct counternarcotics operations. Finally, the executive branch has proposed an
assistance package of approximately $1.3 billion to primarily support Colombian
m-ilitary and law enforcement activities interdiction efforts, economic and alternative
development, and human rights and the rule of law.

However, at the time of our review, an operational interagency strategy for Colombia
had not been developed. An official with the Office of National Drug Control Policy
indicated that the office is considering developing such a strategy, but the
interagency counternarcotlcs community disagrees about whether an integrated
stategy should be developed.

According to officials from the Office of National Drug Control Policy, Mexico has
also become a top priority for U.S. counternarcotics activities, ranking ahead of the
source countries of Bolivia and Peru, because of the increased drug treat it poses to
the United States. According to US. estimates, Mexican drug-trafficking
organizations facilitate the movement of between 50 and 60 percent of the almost
300 metric tons of cocaine consumed in the United States annually. According to the
Department of State, U.S. counternarcotics policy toward Mexico Is aimed at
supporting the political commitment and strengthening the institutional capability of
the Mexican government and Improving bilateral counternarcotics cooperation
between the two countries.

In 1997, we reported on obstacles to implementing U.S. and host-nation drug 4 ntrol
efforts.' Specifically, the counternarcotics efforts in drug-producing and transit
countries are constrained by corruption, limited resources and institutional
capabilities, and internal problems such as Insurgencies and civil unrest 'We also
reported that U.S. countemnarcotics efforts faced organizational and operational
Limitations and Inconsistent funding levels.

Our current review indicates that foreign governments and the United States continue
to face obstacles that limit their ability to reduce the production and flow of Illegal
drugs. Foreign governments are stil constrained by corruption, limited resources
and institutional capabilities, and In the cause of Colombia an ongoing insurgency and

lomw caw ngk dhgrbUa~~ larJjain a~~fng (oAQW.Si.AD0-7, Feb. 2?,
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civil unrest Moreover, U.S. counitrnarcotics efforts continue to be hampered by the
lack of resources and asset to conduct detection and monitoring operations,
shortalls In staffng. limitations on information sharing and other restrictions on the
U.S. ability to provide assistance to certain foreign organinatons that conduct
counternarcotics operations.

The United States is largely dependent on the countries that produce drugs and are
transit points for traffcldng-relate activities to reduce the amount of coca and
opium poppy being cultivated and to make the drug seizures, arrests, and
prosecutions necessary to stop the production and movement of illegal drugs. Our
review indicates that these countries continue to face lon&-sanding obstacles that
limit their drug control efforts.

Our work over the past 3 years indicates that foreign governments continue to lack
the resources and capabilities necessary to perform effective counternarcotics
operations In the source and transit countries. For example, in February 1997 we
reported that Bolivia, Colombia, and Peru lacked adequate resources to conduct
interdiction and eradication operations.' Moreover in June IM9 we reported that
because of severe budgetary constraints, the Colombian government was unable to
increase funding for counternarcotics efforts and as a result would have a diffcult
time controlling the areas where crops were being grown." We also reported that
according to the Department of Defense, the Oolombian militay lacked a long-term
strategy and effective leadership; suffered from poor morale; and had fnadequate
equipment, logistics, and training. Finally, in December 199 we noted that according
to U.S. embassy officials In Peru, the Peruvian police the lead agency for
counterdrug enforcement) did not have maintenance capabilities or adequately
trained staff to manage boats designed for interdicting drug tracking activities on
their rivers,"

The lack of resources and capabilities continues to exist In key drug-transiting
countries. For example, in June 1998 we reported thut certain Mexican law
enforcement units faced operational and support problems, such as inadequate
funding for equipment, fuel, and salary supplements for personnel assigned to these
units." Moreover, according to the Joint Interagency Task Force-East offcials, Haiti
became a primary point for drug-trafficking activities within the transt zone during
1999. These officials stated that the principal reason for this was that the government

'Drug Cw&-ai (GAOM?4SAD4-76, Feb. 27, 1997)

Inm  kow~na (GAO/N8LAD09.l3SJW* 22, 1999

(GA(YNSLAD4OO., Dec 21, 19)

'lkug Vonul (GAOMN8AD486.5,Jum 3O% 1096
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of Haiti, deapit. a sigifcant level of U.S. assistance, continued to lack the resources,
equipment, and training needed to conuct effective interdiction actvit against

drug traffickers. Finally we als reported that nations within the transit sone had
weak economies and Insuficent resources for conducting law enforcement
activilties.0

Narcotics-relaed corruption Is a continuing impediment to US and foreign
government efforts to reduce drug4raftcdn activities. In March 1999, the
Departent of State reported that despite the efforts of Mexico's president to reduce
coruption, it continues to be a seious erd.blemn in Meican Insrtitutions Including
federal, state, and local police agencies. Moreover, in June 199, we reported that
widespread corruption within all sectors of the Colombian government was a major
factor affecting counternarcotica operations. According to the Department of State,
drug-related corruption in all branches of the government continued to undermine
Colombia's counternarcotics effectiverum~ For example, our report noted that
according to the State Department, the U.S. Customs Service and flEA personnel
searched a Colombian Air Force aircraft in Florida sand found 415 kilograms of
cocaine and 8 kilograms of heroin in November 199&

Corruption also exists In countries throughout the transit; zone. For example, in
March 1999, the State D~epartment reported that corruption in Haiti had infected the
Justice, customs, and port authority sectors oflgovemnment! According to the report,
judges, whose salaries are often lower than those paid to policemen, are likely targets
for drug-tr~'cking organizations. Tisl report further noted that corruption
continues to exist, in other transt countries through the Caribbean region.

Internal strie within Colombia Is limiting Colombia's abilty to reduce drug
trafficking activities. In June 1999, we reported that Colombian Insurgent groups had
become increasingly Involved in drug-related activities and controlled about 40
percent of the country."' We also noted that the current alliance of convenience
between the insurgents and the drug traffickers posed a clear challenge to Colombia's
ability to conduct effective counternarcotics operations In the primary coca. and
opium-growing regions of southern Colomnbia. In addition, powez1Al W=m7r

~~ IilgWaN, D.C.: 114 Depaztnmt ot Stat,
MW. I990

"DM~ (GAOMSIAD-U.13Swi A 0)

'Zgglm~kacgM2C~~j~g1L~t(M 04 ).

"DO'S COMWn (GAQ)N8UW-136i Juas, 1990).
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groups are als heavily Involved in druafckin activities. Our report Ilather aid
that these groups were operating with relative impunity in parts of northern~
Colombia.

Our recent work shows that the U.S. countemnarcotics efforts continue to be hindered
by the lack of adequate levels of detection and Monitoring support, stafig shortfalls)
Wnormatlon~sharlng limitations, and U.S. legal restrictions on the ability of the United
States to provide assistance to certain foreign ognzinsthat conduct
counternarcotics operations.

The Department of Defense, the U.S. Customs Service, and the U.S. Cosa Guard play
a key role in providing the resources necessry to detect and monitor suspected air
and maritime drug-ftfficking activity. However, as stated in our June 1999 report~
Defend* and the U.S. Customs Service had not provided the number of aircraft
needed to meet the U.S& Southern Commnand's detection and monitoring plans for
source countries, including Colombia, primarily because of competing worldwide
demands to support higher priority missions) such as those in Bosnia and Kosovo!
In December 1999, we reported that the Department of Defense's level of support to
International drug control efforts had sigificantly declined since 1992! Our report
noted that the number of flight hours and ship days dedicated to detecting and
monitoring illegal drug shipments declined by about 68 percent and 63 percent,
respectively, between 1992 and 199.

Even though the decline in Defense sets has been offset somewhat by increases in
the U.S. Cosa Guard assets, our recent discussions with Task Force officials indicate
that the lack of sufficient assets continues to hinder U.S. counternarcotics efforts,
particularly in the source countries. According to Task Force officials, the U.S.
government is implementing a plan to enhance Its coverage of Illegal air-trafficking
activities in southern Colombia using existing resources. These officials consider the
sources to be Inadequate topid the coverage necessary for an effective
detection and monitoring mission.

U.S. officials also expressed concern that without authority for U.S. detection and
monitoring aircraft to overfly Venezuela, the forward operation locations in Curacao
and Aruba were not close enough to the southern Colombia operations areas. These
officials stated that while the Manta, Ecuador, location was more strategically
located, it did not currently have the facilities necessary to support the aircraft
needed to conduct detction and monitoring operations. These officials further
stated that they are surveying five different locations to provide U.S. aircraft the
flexibility necsry to operate in areas of southern Colombia. These surveys are

'u.bl(OAQ')D9-138 Jams , 1994)

Callagko (G.AOkSLAD.0O.O Dwc. 21,.19W).

P.08 G~"OAOWDOMO U.S MW CW" roM PSO 8
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being conducted to determine If the sltos have the facilities and security needed to
support the aircraft that would be located there. Task Force officials stated that the
surveys would not be completed until at least the end of March 2000.

Although U.S. officials recognized that the limited assets would be an impediment to
adequately detecting and monitoring Illegal air activity In southern Colombia, they
stated thz, even with increased assets, the ability of the Colombian Air Force to
Intercept drug-trafficking flights is limited by equipment and training limitations and
by the inability of the Colombian air traffic control system to respond In a timely
manner to requests for identibing suspicious air activity. According to the
Department of Defense, portions of the proposed $1.3 billion assistance package-are
being targeted to enhance the equipment and training capabilities of the Colombia Air
Force.

In 1999, the United States closed Its counternarcotics operations in Panama. As a
result of this closure, the Joint Interagency Task Force-East in Key West; Florida,
assumed responsibility for planning and conducting detection and monitoring
operations throughout the source and transit countries.

Staffing shortfalls have been a continuing problem In the Task Force. In October
1997, we reported that 37 of the 184 permanent positions in the Task Force were
vacant and that the anticipated mix of law enforcement positions had not been
achieved. As shown in table 2, this situation continues In the Task Force, where as of
February 18, 2000, 59 of 290 positions were vacant.

Table 2: Authorized and Assigned Personnel in the Joint Interagency Task Force-
East, Key West, Florida (as of February 18, 2000)

Source of personnel Authorized Assigned Shortfall
Department of Defense 179 147 32
U.S.__________ Coastuard_2 18 4

Other U.S. agencies' 34 16 __ 19
Contact ersonel 6 6 4

Total _______________ 290 ___2_1 59

Note &: According to DEA, the number of authorized positions for U.S agencies was developed by the
Department o Defense with no input for the affected U.S. agencies. The number of positions that U.S.
agencies will eventually provide is being negotiated and may change Doum these figures.
Source: The Joint Interagency Task Force-East

According to Task Force officials, the staffing shortages have caused operational
problems and, if continued, morale could suffer. These officials stated that the
shortages are caused by the inability to attract an adequate number of skilled
personnel necessary to fill the positions, the scarcity of housing, and the high cost of
living for civilian personnel living in Key-West. These officials stated that actions are

Page 9 ~GAQOMS1AD4W.OR U.S Drug Control EffortsP*V 9
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under way to provide housing and to obtain a cost of living allowance for personnel
assigned to Key West.

In the past, we have reported tha the reluctance to sham intelligence among U.S.
agencies and between the United States and foreign governments has been a long-
standing impediment to conducting effective countemnarcotica operation?. Although
our work indicates that progress has been made in increasing intelligence sarming
among U.S. agencies, the issue continues to be contentious, particulaly at the Task
Force where foreign liaison officers participate In planning and conducting
countemarotics operations. According to DEA and Task Force personnel.
approximately 80 to 90 percent of the data used by the Task Force originaes from
DEA sources. DEA officials stated that they are concerned about the types of
information that should be released to foreign liaison officers until they have been
properly cleared to receive sensitive law enforcement Information. DEA officials said
tha they are developing a procedure to address the release of information to foreign
liaison officers.

Information-sharing restrictions also limit the ability of U.S. and foreign government
to conduct counternug-otics operations. For example, in June 1999 we reported that
U.S. guidance, initially issued in 1998, restricted the sharing of any information on
inisurgent capabilities and activities in Colombia unless it was directly related to an
approved counternarcotics operation?' As a result of this guidance, U.S. officials
frequently had to make diffcult decisions regarding whether and when information
on Insurgent activities should be provided to the Colombian military. U.S. embassy
officials stated that within the area where most drug-traffcking activities occur, the
drug traffckers and insurgents have become virtually indistinguishable. In
responding to the 1999 report, U.S. officials stated that new guidelines on information
sharing have been issued and that these guidelines should improve the information-
sharing process. We have not assessed whether these guidelines have improved
information sharing with the Colombian military.

Human rights concerns also limit the ability of the United States to provide
counternarcotics assistance to foreign governments. U.S. law prohibits giving
counternarcotics assistance to personnel or units in foreign countries if credible
evidence shows that they have committed gross human rights violations" In June
1999, we reported that the Department of State had established screening procedures

'D Conrol (GAO/NSIAD040, OcM 15, 1997).

"Ou.nqX&U (OAQ#NS1AD.9136, June 2, 1999).

"22U.&C. 2304()(2). Congress has similar restrictions in appropriations acts. See the Foreign
Operatios, Export ftnaning, and Related Appropriations Act, 2000 (See. 564 of 7W*l V, Appendix B
of P.L 106.113). The Cmonges also inclidled similar langug Mn the Depatment of Defense
Appropratiocts Act, 2000 (Sec 808 of P.L 106-79).

Pap 10 GAO/NSIAL0OR U.S9 Drug Control EffortsPop 10
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to determine which Colombian units meet the requirements of this policy before
providing U. counternarcotics assstance"o We Aurthor reported that according to
the Department of State, all units of the Colombian National Police and the
Colombian Air Force, Navy, and Marine Corps could receive U.S. assistance;
however, only three of six army brigades operating in major drug-traffcking areas
had met the requirements. U.S. embassy personnel state that unless othe army
units could meet the screening process requirements, it would be diffcult to provide
the lIve of Colombian military support that the National Police needs to effectively
reduce drug-traffickin activities.

In oral comments on a draft of this report from the Departments of Defense and
State, DEA, and the Joint Interagency Task Force-East, the agencies generally agreed
with the information contained in this report, They also suggested some techical
changes, which we have incoiporated, as appropriate.

SCOPEAn MQDQI

To determine the nature of the drug thresi we ,ecetved briefings and analyzed
documents from U.S. law enforcement and military officials at the Departments of
State and Defense, DEA. and the US. Interdiction Coordiniator in Washington, D.C.;
the U.S. Southern Command In Miami, Flouds and the Joint Interagency Task Force-
East In Key West, Florida.

To determine the status of the implementation of the international portions of the
National Drug Control Strateg and the limittations that host governments and the
United States face, we visited agencies involved in counternarcotics activities in
Washington, D.C.; Miami, Florida; and Key West, Florida. In Washington, D.C., we
Interviewed officials and reviewed various documents and reports at the Office of
National Drug Control Policy and the Departments of State, Defense, Justice,
Transportation, and the Treasury. In Miami, we Interviewed U.S. officials at the U.S.
Southern Command and reviewed documents relating to the planning and
implementation of the National Drug Control Strategy. In Key West, we interviewed
officials at the Joint Interagency Task Force, including foreign liason officers from
the United Kingdom, France, the Netherlands, Colombia, Brazil, and Venezue and
reviewed repm-Is and documents relating to the planning and implementation of
various operations ir. the source and transit zones.

We also reviewed our v various reports and testimony that address issues discussed in
this letter (see related VAO products at the end of this report).

OMM CQNtd (0 ?f4SLAD*l3SA June 2% IWU
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We conducted our work from July 1999 though January 2000 in accordance with
generally accepted government auditing standards.

We are sending copies of this letter to interested congressional committees,- the
Honorable Madeleine L Albright, Secretary of State; the Honorable Willia S. Cohen,
Secretary of Defense; the Honorable Lawrence H. Surmmu Secretary of the
Treaty; the Honorable Rodney E. Slatw, Secrtary of Transportation; the
Honorable Janet F. Reno, US. Attorney General; the Honorable Barry R. McCaffreyl
Director, Office of National Drug Control Policy, the Honorable Donnie R. Marshal,
Acting Adinistrator, Drug Enforcemnent Administration; and the Honorable Lois
Freeh, Director, Feeral Bureau of Investigation. Copies will also be made available
to other interested parties upon requesL

Pleas contact me on (202) 612-42688if you have any questions concerning thia report.
The major contributors to this report were Allen Fleener and Rontald Hughes.

Sincerely yours,

Jess T. Ford
Associate Director,
International Relations and Trade Issues

P~~s. 12 ~GAQ?4SUAZO.QR U.S.Drug Cmo o oPop 12
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Senator GRASSLEY. So I finish with this commentary on the let-
ter. This suggests that we are in the process of considering a major
support package without a clear idea of what it is that we are pro-.
posing to do. Iftat was true last year. I am not too sure that things
are better this year. That is what I hope to hear more about today.
We need an approach that will take the initiative away from the
traffickers and- their allies. If we don't, all we will be doing is play-
ig an expensive game of hopscotch, and we will be doing that all

over the region and that seems to me to be a formula for losing.
I now call on my colleagues, first Senator Biden and then Sen-

ator Graham.
Senator BIDEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to begin by

commending you for holding this hearing. It is very important, that
we consider the proposal for U.S. assistance to Colombia and other
options for the Andes. Though much of the focus of the President's
supplemental budget request is on Colombia, you are correct to em-
phasize that we need a regional approach to combat the drug prob-
lem in South America.

A decade ago, the Bush administration and Con~gess joined in
supporting the Andean Initiative, a multi-year effort to combat
drug trafficki in Bolivia, Colombia, Peru, and Ecuador. Over the
past 10 years, the United States has provided considerable
amounts of assistance as well as specal market access to certain
Andean products under the Andean Tade Preference Act.

As we start a new decade, we can look back with some satisfac-
tion that our joint efforts with these nations have yielded some suc-
cesses. In Boflivia and Peru, coca cultivation is much reduced since
1995. In Colombia, large cartels that once dominated the trade
have been largely dismantled. Colombia has resumed extraditing
criminals to the United States, and countries which a decade ago
appeared to lack any political will to combat drugs have become
our partners in this effort. That is the good news.

The bad news is that the scope of the problem is still much the
same. Cocaine continues to flow out of the region at extremely high
levels. Moreover, the face of the battle in Colombia has changed.
There, the cocaine trade has become decentralized. Large cartels
have been replaced by numerous and smaller organizations. Colom-
bian traffickers have also moved into a new sector which some of
us predicted in the mid-1990s--that is, the cultivation of opium
and the trafficking in heroin-and are now major players in the
eastern United States.

Finall ,Colombia is now a m or center for coca cultivation, re-
p lacing P'eru and Bolivia as theleading supplier of the coca base.
Wen we started the Andean Initiative and we would speak with
Colombians, they would basically say it is your problem; we don't
use it, we don't grow it, it is just transshipped through us. Now,
they use it. Now, they grow it. Now, it is a serious domestic prob-
lem for them, be on the corruption that it breeds and the vio-
lence, just in terms of use.

In 'sum, we face a different set of challenges in the region today
than we Id at decade ago. To address the growing criis in Colom-
bia, President Clinton has put forward an ambitious proposal de-
signed to support the, quote, '"Plan Colombia" formulae by the
Colombian government.



I agree with the Clinton administration that we must signifi-
cantly increase our assistance to Colombia, and do so quickly,, and
I hope Congress will act promptly on the President's request for an
extra $1 billion fo r fiscal year 2000. But as Congress considers this
proposal, we should go in with our eyes wide open.. Everyone
should understand that we are entering a new phase in the drug
war in the Andes.

The proposal to train and equip counter-narcotics battalions in
the Colombian army is not without risk, and some significant risk.
Because the drug trade and the Colombian civil war are inter-
twined in southern Colombia, it seems to me almost inevitable that
these battalions we are training w ill at least occasionally become
engaged in counterinsurgency operations, and we should recognize
that reality at the outset.

But we should guard against being pulled into Colombia's guer-
rilla war. I am confident that the U.S. ltarl doesn't want to be-
come enmeshed in Colombia's civil war, but am not so sure the
Colombian military wouldn't like the United States to become en-
meshed in their civil war. We must make clear to the Colombian
g overnment in our words as well as our deeds that although we
fight against narcotics trafficking and we view it as our fight as
well as theirs, their war against the guerrillas is their war and
their war to win.

In approving the administration's proposal, we should seek
transparency-I can't emphasize this enough to the four witnesses
today-absolute transparency, transparency about the number of
U.S. forces present in the country, transparency about the use of
our equipment, transparency about the activities in U.S.-funded
battalions, transparency as to whatever the heck we are going to
call those who are training, if they are contract folks hire by the
military to do the training as opposed to uniformed military. There
must be transparency because when one element of this goes awry,
the whole house of cards will come down if it is presumed by the
public or the press that there hasn't been absolute transparency.

Second, we should remain vigilant and seek continued improve-
ment in the human rights record of the Colombian military. In past
years, elements of the Colombian army have been guilty of serious
human rights violations. President Pastrana has made serious ef-
forts to ad~es the problem and he appears to be making progress.
But we should demand that institutional tolerance within the mili-
tary for atrocities by right-wing- paramilitaries will cease or we will
cease.

Third, we should consider additional measures to help Colombia's
neighbors. History, as no one knows better than our drug director,
General McCaffrey, tells us that pressure in one area will cause
traffickers to relocate their operations in another area-the so-
called balloon effect. We have seen it when we did, throu gh the
m iiays assistance, such a wonderful job in the Caribbean, and

we moved everything up through Mexico as a consequence of that.
We are going to see it again if we are successful in Colombia. Not
only do Bolivia, Ecuador and Peru deserve our continued assist-
ance, but it is essential that we maintain progress in those coun-
tries on the drug war with them.
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And, fourth, it seems to me we must be sure that the economic
aspects of this proposal receive sufficient emphasis and support. If
enforcement pressures succeed, .we must be ready with alternatives
for the displaced.

And finally, prhaps most importantly, we should all understand
that although the plan before us is a two-year budget, this will be
a long-term effort. Patience is not ways a virtue for which the
American political system is known, but we should recognize that
it Will take more than two years to make siarflcant progress in
turning things around in Colombia without maki things worse in
other p arts of the Andes.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you again for thi
hearing. I also commend the administration for stepping forward
with this plan. The President and his people have done a good job
in assembling a comprehensive proposal, and I look forward to
working with my colleagues and with the people before us today to
help gan its approval.

Bgut, again, let me end by saying transparency, transparency,transparency. I have been down tiis road before in 28 years in this
body. We will make a fatal mistake if it is not totally transparent.
I am not suggesting it is not. I am suggesting, though, that that
be a watch word.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator GRAssLEY. Thank you.
Senator Graham.'
Senator GRAHAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I also wish to

thank you and Senator Biden for holding this joint hearing today,
and giving us an oppotunty to learn from the various perspectives
represented here. V don't believe we could have four more knowl-
edgeable people of what the situation is in Colombia and what our
commitments are being asked to be.

I recently visited Latin America and I heard a recurring question
which was similar to what I have heard from people in this coun-
try, and that is what is different. This combat in Colombia has
been underway for a long time, over 50 years in terms of the guer-
rila engagement, and over 30 years in terms of serious drug
issues.Ipersonally visited Colombia for the first time in 1979 to
see what the U.S. effort was in terms of drug suppression.

I think there are some significant differences that exist today
that have not been in place inthe past, and which justify the kind
of U.S. commitment that we are being g asked to make. Let me just
suggest what I think some of those differences are.

First, an enormous increase in Colombian coca cultivation, a 140-
percent increase in the last 5 years, more than 300,000 acres of
coca currently under cultivation in the jungles and mountains of
Colombia, with a particular surge in growth in the southernmost
regions of that country. Actual cocaine production in Colombia has
risen from 230 metric tons to 520 metric tons, a 126-percent in-
crease in the same 5-ear period.

Second, traditional external funding sources for the insurgent
revolutionary armed forces of Colombia, the FARC, and the -Na-
tional Liberation Army, the ELN, the two principal guerrilla
groups, no longer exists. Since the end of the Cold WarP their exter-
nal support from the Soviet Union, Cuba, and other sources has



largely evaporated. Thus, the FARC and the ELN have been trans-.
formed from Marxist ideological movements into Mafia-like crim-
nal organizations that fund their anti-government operation with
drug trafficking dollars.

Third, the infusion of narco-dollars allows the FARC and the
ELN to act with relative impunity as they direct the cultivation,
processing, and transportation of coca and poppy. They also attack
oil pipelines and electric power facilities and conduct sophisticated
kidnapping operations throughout the country.,

Next, at the same time, the insurgents' growing involvement in
criminal activity has greatly reduced their public support in Colom-o
bia. The most vivid example of that is that a majornt o olm
bians today support the extradition of Colombian drug traffickers
to the Unie States for trial in U.S. courts. The Colombian people
recognize that the most effective way of attacking the guerrilla as is
to cut off their source of economic support from narco-trafficking.

Next, after over 60 years of, sustained economic growth, Colombia
today is struggling with its worst economic recession since the
1930s. Unem ployment in Colombia is at an historic high of over 20
percent. The Colombian economy is suffering from three consecu-
tive quarters of negative growth. The economic downturn in Colom-
bia has undermined both foreign and domestic investor confidence.

Finally, record numbers of Colombia's best and brightest citizens
are fleeing the country. In 1998, the United States embassy in Bo-o
gota processed approximately 200,000 visas. As of December 1,
1999, it had already had applications for 340,000 visas.

We are at a critical juncture in our relationship with Colombia,
with our hemisphere's oldest functioning democracy Plan Colom-
bia, developed, as our chairman has indicated, by the President of
Colombia, demonstrates the commitment of the Colombian people
to fight the drug traffickers who threaten the stability of the entire
Andean region, to move the peace process forward and to rehabili-
tate the Colombian economy, and recognize the principle of basic
human rights for all citizens.
*However, in the face of its diminished economic capaity, Colonm-
bia cannot complete this important mission alone lan Colombia
is a $7.5 billion initiative, of which Colombia will invest 60 percent
of the necessary fuing. The United States, as well as the inter-
national community, must do its part to assure the successful com-
pletion of this initiative.

I have analogized Plan Colombia to a puzzle which has ten
pieces. The Colombian government is going to be responsible for six
of those ten pieces, the United States for two, and we will look to
the international community for the other two. The question is how
do we construct a p la*i which all of those ten icswl i o
gether and will aeve our goal of a stable Colombia, politically
and economically which can resume its position as a leach ding force
for democracy in Latin America.

As we consider this proposal, there are a few additional items
which I think should be considered and several of those have al-
ready been mentioned by my two coleages.

First, we must do more to assist Colombia's neighbors who are
our partners in reducing drug production. Bolivia and Peru have



drastically reduced coca production and their efforts must be recog-
nized and reinforced.

Second, in the area of alternative development and economic as-
sistance, we should consider such things as An early renewal of the
Andean Trade -Preference Act to rebuild confidence in the Colom-
bian economy. This Act has been a great success, adopted in 1991

whn ol ian exports to the United States totaled $2.7 blin
while U.S. exports to Colombia totaled almost $2 billion. So we ha
a negative balance of payments of $700 million.

.Nine years after the Andean Trade Preference Act, Colombian
expors to the United States have increased to $4.7 billion while
UTS exports to Colombia have more -than doubled, to $4.8 billion.
So, today, we have a $100 million trade surplus with Colombia.
Early renewal of the Andean Trade Preference Act will signal U.S.
sup port of Colombia's economic reform efforts and will boost con-
fidence in both domestic and foreign investors in pursue business
opDportunities that create jobs and enhance international trade with
Clombia and the Andean region.

Finally, we must do more to address the deficiencies in tactical
intelligence that are at the center of any successful counter-d1rug
strategy and are a major contribution of the two out of ten pieces
of this puzzle which the United States can make.

Plan Colombia is much more than a counter-drug strategy. It is
a multi-faceted and comprehensive approach to restore Cfolombian
national security, reform the institutions of Colombia's government,
and rebuild a prosperous Colombian economy Today's witnesses
reflect the diversity of this initiative and I loo forward, to hearing
their testimony.

Senator GRAssLEY. Thank you, Senator Graham.
Before I introduce witnesses, I am going to put a letter in the

record from Fanny Kertzman, General Director of the Colombian
Taxes and Customs Agency.

[The letter referred to follows:]
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Senator~ GRASSLEy. I am going to introduce you in the way I
would like to have you make your presentations. General McCa;.
firey is Director of the Office of National Drug Control Policy. Since
1996 General McCaffrey has overseen, aong other things, the
creation and implementation of the Federal Drug Control Strtegy,
the Drug-Free Communities Program, and the National Youth
Anti-Drug Media Campaign.

Next, we have Ambassador Thomas Pickering, Under Secretary
for Political Affairs for the Department of State. He has served as
Under Secretary since 1997. He is a familiar face here on Capitol
Hill.

Ambassador Richard W. Fisher, our third witness, serves cur-
rently as Deputy U.S. Trade Representative at the Offlca of the
U.S. Trade Representative. His primary responsibility is covering
trade issues for Asia, Latin America, and Canada. Given the impor-
tance and high profile of this issue to the administration and Con-
gress, I had hoped that Ambassador Barchevsky would be able to
come. But I thank you, Mr. Fisher, for filling in.

Our final witness today is General Charles Wilhelm. He has
served as Comm ander-in-Chief of U.S. SouthCom since 1i)97 and
has previously served-as Commander of U.S. Marine Corps Forces
Atlantic and Commanding General, Fleet Marine Force Atlantic.
His decorations include the Distinguished Service Medal and the
Silver Star.

All statements will be included in the record. I would ask you to
summarize. And for the benefit of my colleagues who didn't hear
me say this, General McCaffrey has to leave at 11:30. 1 hope we
will be able todo thingsin the normal procedure but just in case
we aren't able to do that, we will concentrate mayie our first ques-
tioning upon General McCaffrey, but I would like to go through all
four witnesses first.

General McCaffrey.
STATEMENT OF HON. BARRY R. McCAFFREY, DIRECTOR,

OFFCE OF NATIONAL DRUG CONTROL POLICY
Mr. McCAFmRY. Mr. Chairman, Senator Biden, Senator

Graham, And your colleagues, I very much appreciate the chance
to appeal and to pnut a statement into the record. We tried to draw
togeter our thi Ce"gand the data that are needed to intelligently
discuss the issue in one document, and I commend this to your at-
tention.

Let me also thank the committee for their past support to put
together and to maintain a sensible U.S. national drug policy. I am
enormously mindful that in an. era of balanced budgets that the
U.S. Congress has jiven us an increase of some 55 percent in our
fundn forprevention and education programs, and a more than
26-percent increase in drug treatment, which I believe is going to
turn this issue around in the coming years.

Let me also, if I may, acknowledge the presence of the senior
team from the Government that has hammered out Plan Colombia
that we will discuss this moring and particularly acknowledge
Under Secretary Pickermr s eadership. Secretary Albright, Mr.
Sandy Berger, the President 'and I really have looked to Mr.
Pickering's leadership to try and pull together the regional think-
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mng about the drug issue, and I think he has done an absolutely su-
perb piece of work.

General Wilhelm is going to have to do the heavy lifting on this
at the end of the day As we get into the details of this package,
it is clear that a good bit of it is a mobility ackage for the Colom-
bian armed forces, and some of it involves &e trains of not only
counter-narcotics 'battalions, but also riverine elements and the
skillful integration of intelligence into that effort. General Wilhelm
and U.S. Southern Command obviously will have to be the primary
agency to face uip. to that in supr of teUSEmasy i ooa

Then, finally, Ambassador Fisher. I thank him for his tutorials
on how we should think about the associated economic issues that
are at stake here.

Mr. Chairman, with your permission, let me make four points
and then walk very quickly through some charts. The four points
begin the following: We have a strategy and it is working. You
know, I frequently fall back on an old -assertion that we should
never argae about facts. They are either facts or they are not. The
facts are we have been able to pull together a national strategy
which has been sent to the Congress. We have consulted with lead-
ing members of Congress. We have your views and they are incor-
porated in this document.

There is a classified annex to the National Drug Strategy which
gives guidance to the intelligence, armed forces, and law enforce-
ment agencies to match this public document. We have also pulled
together in the space of some six months of hard work our own un-
derstanding of what the Colombians are trying to achieve, and that
strategy is Plan Colombia.

we knew we could not substitute U.S. thinking for what essen-
tially has to be a Colombian approach, an approach that takes into
account not just the massive challenges posed by 25,000 heavily
armed narco-guerrillas, but also the concurrent problems which
President Pastrana must face and for which he will be held ac-
countable-the economy which is undergoing such difficulties, the
peace process, as well as rebuilding democratic institutions where
they are lacking.

And then finally, if you will allow me, there is indeed an admin-
istration proposal that pulls together and analyzes what the con-
tributing agency requirements will be to make the U.SJ.support for
Plan Colombia work. And I think there was some confusion in the
GAO repor you referenced. There is no question that we do have
an interagency p lan for suppotin Colombia. There is no question
that we have a fie-year but approach for the Andean Ridge.

I think what is quite correct is that we have not yet gotten to
campaign plann on an interagency basis for the region, and I
think that is really where you will see us go in the coming months
and years to flesh out-

Senator BIDEN. General, would you mind explaining what you
mean-I am being serious--by campaign planning?

Mr. MCAnE. Yes. To some extent, it is a matter of semantics.
By "strategy" I mean we do have a conceptual architecture and we
have got resources tied to the concept. So we don't just have a no-
tion, we don't just have a shopping list. We have got a blueprint
and we have tied the resources to that blueprint.
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Now, in addition, for Colombia itself we have pretty much moved
out on developing prolp-ams to support the strategy and the re-
sources. So, hopefwyi ou ask those charged with implementing

-- ihis, whether it is the Department of Justice, Treasury, DoD or
elsewhere they will tell you what they are trying to achev 'with
any sub..efement of this plan. They will be able to explain what we
are doing to upgrade four Customs aircraft, precisely why you are
going about training three counter-narcotics battalions, why you
chose these helicopters, what will be the deployment schedule. All
that kind of work clearly exists. I would also argue we have got a
pretty good Andean Ridge concept.

Now, a campaign plan for the region will take into account that
all three of these principal nations-Peru, Bolivia and Colombia-
are linked, and that indeed there has to be an explicit linkage to
Venezuela, Ecuador, Panama and the Caribbean, and I think the
mechanics of that have to be meshedd out.

Senator BIDEN. Thank you.
Mr. MCCAFFREY. To underscore the strategy, though, at the end

of the day, since 1995 there has been an 18-percent drop in the
global production of cocaine, period. It went down. This is working.
Peru and Bolivia have made dramatic achievements; the Peru-
vians, in particular, more than 60-percent reduction. To my aston-
ishment, in barely more than 2 years, the Banzer administration
in Bolivia has reduced production by more than 50 percent.

The second point, with your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would
make is that Colombia is the center of gravity. That is where we
have to go. It is quite clear that notwithstanding the regional suc-
cesses and the Peruvian and Bolivian country successes, we do
have a massive U.S. threat posed by cocaine and heroin production.

Eighty, percent of the drugs we are seeing in America (in terms
of cocaie and heroin) either originate in Colombia or transit
through that country. So if we believe our own rhetoric if we think
these numbers we are using are correct, this is kia 52,000
Americans a year. This causes $100 billion in damages. is isac-
tually the cause of much of the crime, the violence, the health prob-
lems, and the welfare problems we have in this country.

We are going to Colombia to try and support their democratic au-
thorities in an attempt to stop the production of cocaine and her-
oin. And I would tell you the figures on cocaine are astonising
520 metric tons in 1999. But we are also seeing, according to CIA
analysis-and I am so announcing this realy this morning-a 23..
percent increase in opium cultivation last year alone. We are now
crediting Colombia with producing now some 8 metric tons of her-
oin, and this is another major threat to our young people,, up and
down the East Coast in particular.

Point number three: the programs we will discuss today we have
been workn on for six months. I say this not lightly. This has in-
volved many of us in the Departments of Defense, Justice, Treas-
ury, State, USAID, and others to pul together a coherent plan and
then to make sure that itv's supportive of Colombian think11ing

A final thought, Mr. Chairman is that this plan must be, in my
view, viewed as long-range. It will not, in our Judgment, work to -
pass a supplemental and not to see that this is a multi-year effort
to deal not just with Colombia, but also with regional problems,
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an support it not just in terms of police, armed forces, and in.
teligecebutalso in precursor chemical control, arms smuggling

money laundering, alternative economic development, et cetera. So
we think it is long-term and it requires bipartisan support.,

Very quickly, let me just show you an overview in ma p form of
what we are talking about. There is the problem-Bolivia and
Peru, with dramatic reductions; concurrent, very definite increases
in cocaine and heroin production in Colombia.

Next chart.
The problem is cdrugp.. I think we can form a very good argument

that the problems with 'the economy, with the peace process, and
with the guerrilla forces are all related to an enormous amount of
money that flows out of the production of cocaine and heroin and
into those insurgent groups. I would include in that category the
so-called paramilitary forces. There is no question that they also, in
many cases are nothing more than bandit formations whose arms
and whose money comes from guarding or in some cases directly
taking part in the growing or production of drugs.

Next slide.
To underscore, we don't think there can be a Colombia-only solu-

tion. We have to take into account the spillover effect, the hiack-ing
of aircraft out of Venezuela, the 1,000 or more FARO guerrillas
that have moved into the Darien Peninsula, the paramilitary forces
now following to terrorize the population, the impact on Ecuador,
the movement of drug smuggling routes in many cases from just
formerly the fast boats and aircraft out of Colombia and into the
eastern Caribbean. Now we see a very definite tendency to smug-
gling going out to the eastern Pacific ports in Ecuador, Peru, an~d
inde in Chile, and other drug routes now opening up through
Brazil and even as far south as Argentina.

And then here is a pie chart (A graphic displayed). We can slice
this $1.6 billion in many ways, but this gives you a quick overview.
Let me just summarize it by saying the $1.6 billion is a 2-year pro-
gram. It involves a substantial amount of support for Peru and Bo-
livia. They have made incredible reductions. We are continuing to
maintain support for their efforts, and I think you will see about
15 percent of the total package goes to those two nations.

There is additional money intended for Eciador, Venezuela, po-
tentially Brazil, and potentially Panama. A good bit of that fuind-
ing, however, does go to Colombia someo 85 percent. And if you look
at the -Colombia package, half o? it goes to support of a mobility
package for the Colombian armed forces. Essentially, it boils down
to 30 Blackhawks and 33 UH-lNs to allow Colombian military and
police to reinsert democratic control in the south.

In two of those provinces, Putumayo and Caqueta, we have an
explosion of drug production. In fact, the CNP, the eradication pro-
gram of the Colombian police, has worked. They have had dramatic
successes out in the east in Guaviare province. The production is
now concentrated in the south. There are five FARC fronts down
there. They are heavily armed. 2,500 police cannot insert them-
selves and eliminate dru_ production, never mind have govern-
mental bodies provide the concurrent packages of humanitarian
support that wni be required as some 10,000 pl are moved off
this land where they are now involved in gwigillegal crops.
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We think the mobility package is going to be a huge change in
the nature of the police ability to intervene in the south. I am going
to fly to Colombia today. I will be there through Thursday. r will
see these areas. When you look at the southern prtbvince, a third
of the arable land area is under coca cultivation. It is outrageous,
and the police simply can't get in there.

If you look at the rest of that package, there is a substantial
amount-it has gone from about 5 percent last year to 20 percent
this year-in support for judicial reform, alternative economic de-
velopment, et cetera, so a huge increase in the balance of this pro-
gram. And it does include quite specifically $240 million in support
for these programs. We think it is a balanced package, we think
it will make a difference, and over time we expect that a- sense of
support for Colombian democratic authorities will save American
lives.I

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the chance to make these opening
comments and I will look forward to responding to your tos

[The prepared statement of Mr. McC affrey follows:] questos

67-504 00-2
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SWOtmeat by GMOW Bury IL MeCA"fe
Diret.,, ON"ic otNad"e DM~ Cemmre Po&iY

Saaat In Jater asoa !4aredw Cate CaSeM aMd
ramaiwCOuadctee on~mste em - inule Trade

US Comatedru Assis"aa for CeleMa ad the Aadeaa Reg%*a

All of us in the Office of Nadtioa Drug Control Policy apreiae tOe concern
demnsraedover tdo yarm by the Coms and the Subcommittee a to t dIre to U.S. national

securi posed by drug trafckiri in Colombia aod the Andesen Region. Mwh recet explosion of
oc producton ia Colombia, ead the eormous ecoqpinz resources, due have becom available
to twrorist orgnia-o- associated with orpond aims in Colombia, hive incresedthe
seriousness of the threat snd extended it beyond Colombia into the other countries in the Andma
region. Chairman Grauuley, Seator Biden Senator Moynihan, distingished sawer of the
Committee, vve thak you for t opportunity to test*~ today about the drug trfi~cking situation
in Colombia and the Azulem Region, and te a~ itratin 's poposed supor package to
address that sitfioe We welcome thd& pntnt to review ths comprehansive initiatives thAt
awe being conducted In vuppit of Oal of the Natkdor Dne~ Conn'i Rrw. Break foreign
and dostio drug somw. of aifply.

Cecala Froduetie kn Decilung

The final 1999 coca cultivation and Potential cocaine production estimates for the Andean
Region releasd by die CIA's Crim and Narcotcs Cente s9o popels in atacing the cocaine
trade. Overal Aadem ad coca cultivslea declued to 130,000 hectares in 1999, 4 peat les
than thu 1998 figure, and 1S percent ies the in 1995. Powe"~a gloa cocaine poduction fell to
765 mietrictons, a drop of 7 pwoeutfinthe 1991 fiM a~udmo I Iperow top since 1995.

AltIMugh the overa coca cultvation trends e positivtis dig a conirm doe ther he
been a major shift of coca cultivation ftom Peru and Bolivia to guenifla-coutrolled terrtory in
Colombia. The new data illstrates the urgenc for Congssional liction in supoa of the

in Colombia, alost entirely is =oms dominated by legal armted groups constitutes an
einegeny. Without U.S. assistance Psbtatly along te lies proposed by Presden Clinton
Colombia will no be equipped to Implemmn its plan to end inminlt for drur ufficker In w=
CMrs*nt" beyon govawrtal 0influence. Neiterwillisliklybe ale o ben ed to th
violence adl WOW righ violations perptWe by t f&ftnded warl"d %ho nile di...
area. Dru poduction for the US market would continue unimpeded sad ould outsri suply
reductions achieved elsewhere an the Aniee region

PAGE -02
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ANDEA ?OTINTIAL COCAMN R3ODVCMlON

Peu,480 4M8 325 240 178
go"i~ 240 215 200 180 70
Colombla 230 300 350 435 520
Tobls $30 950 676 as 76

AMAN COCA CULTIATION
(HOCUMn)

163W UNe I57 I 15
Peru 115,300 94,400 68.800 51,000 38.700
13o11is~ 48,600 48,100 46,800 38,000 21,600
Colombia 50.000 67,200 79,800 101.800 122,500
TOWa 214,8W 200,700, 194100 13600O 16100

T1M Crisi in Colombia

President ftstrom and hWI rer-miaW gowsms took offles insnt M98 He
hae AMW ltiph challenges Arm t outm of hus ad~i~rc.Thes ongoing multip end
inier-relatd crdses in Colombia tiveaa many US mna intets. Among lbs. ltistW we:

sumhe d flow olcome and hucin ins. lb U-, support fbtdnautc geveumt ad
nile ofaw, repectorlmigtrooigeftsorecanotad ttma o
Colombia's long-nalng Inucnal coufict, malin'n regional stability, and promoting
i*SgtbmuM radn d ivestmmnt WNP Vubo tsueadal flida tachniod and p ola spo
from the United Stauii, 6ims ite-related crises will not anl negatvel aft owr omon, but
threat o undermin, democracy ad stability in Colombia and the regWo in the near term.

Rapidly *xAndi cocaine and heroin prodhton mo Colombia autitute a tra to US
national security med doe well-being of our citia. Ninety percent of do cocaine coawing she
United Swiss origin. in or pases tbrough Colombia The mutual culysvtion oftoptuni poppies
in Colombia has expanded beom almost noting in 1990 to over 6,000 hectama now, producing
enough high purity heroic to most over half of the U.S. demand.

Over slA last doe., drug prodton in Colombiabas Increesed drametlcally hn spite of
a agpressvm aeria acaon campaign, Colomboa cultiio of coca, the raw material fnr
cocaine ha dmta trled sine 1992. Noew information about the potancy of Colombian
coca, lbe time require for crop to rea& momwty, mad effitcqin do lb ocairs coversion
proess has led to a rvisio of the estimates of Coombia's I99 potential cocaine production
fom, 16S adtre tmn to 435 metric tons.

FED 19 'O85 S?02 PG.PAN. 03
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T e awtY rsemd 1999 dog who dlo bothd the 1abe of beam of cocauder
cultivaion in Colombia ad te aomt of comin podud Arm dmos crp oondue a
skyrocIMat COLOOMbaocadnivetrose 201 pencut o OM' 12o0 heeaest 99 0dim 0

re fndl 20 percent wia in poft" "eCabe prodnedosto 520 M tos ML Eft
tnchecked, these inaWve lnsas In d&V podio a&W t ing io Colombia will waime-d aieved ovard ft four Yws in Peru amd Bolivia, ad contud exp"01o of dru
producton in Colombia wil likey rusuf In mms dnz be" shippe to the Unitd Stafts

US Nede"a Iatwts Ar. Threatane by eke Crisis is Colmbia

The problems in Colombia abs tde lives of Ameritan at home ad abroad. UI*Wa
drip cost ot society $2,000 duad nd nmly S3110 billion dollars wah you doe to halt costs,
secident, and los prodtvkty, 11w US has been sucoesWfu in reducing tOe numbst of ocie
usera by over sevent percmn sAm its peak in 1985. ItlId unobheke, the rapd expasion of
&Wu production in Colombia threatens to sgA=fcaty increase the global suply otcocaint and
bireun Whiwt eftdve supply redixtoa props, cheap ad eallyobanable chugs ca
iinderc the effecrveneus of our successMu demand reduction program ad inruse the drug
threat to ow comnities. is Colombia, narcolzodd terrr*st dnup ad murder US citizens,
and ttack and exort US companies doing buelness there.

Change k Drug TMsfddmg

In tug put due to suomaNfu cotintedig propares in Pens and Bohv*a the drug
prodio pobler in the Andess Region has chased drmajcaly owe the last dAK . Unti
recesly, most coca wa pown in Peru sad Bolivia, end coca base wa shipped to Colombia for
posing and diodrbution. Agpesive dru arop ersadmt~n Intrcictic operations, anda
brod arra of law efran nprogruass, In combination wt alternad"v economic
develcpeu propams in Peru nd Bolivia have reduced coa cultvationt in dose countris 66%
and 55%, respectively, AI 19.

Unftrtunatey, the rAcker tond favorable condons to move production hno
Colombia, onveting it Into he world's large produce of coca4 Domimelo. of Colombias
vas coca growing regions by guerril pwmilibay groums =OWh reltvely rec' MA
phenoniaa, has peatly handiappe Colombias President Pastriias ability to reduce *4u
poduction, or enforce Colombian naional law. These new * -cm"e require a chag in
sateg, polity, sod rawoures If vbWe ten o protc owr naton from becoming the target of
dramatcally inreas unts of cocaine and heroin and avert possible incemse in drag
& adto, violmo ad crime Is is in the hntereat of both the United SMt atsed Colombia to curb
the Colombian drug tad and incepae prospects cm peace awd stailty in Colombia sod the
Andean egion a a wbole.

noe umase amounts oftmony goneraesd by the drug trad ane also fuelin violence,

Fa i 00 :03 ANAM8
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Waw=.ss ad ColoMbiA's tons isoeral coeisoek Co40"i lacks the aswces to dislodge t&
organizedwtris and prtva a&mksI taFovds a sat himc lbradnug-eed ecomy.

teritoy aid ste do overwbOA*im sokucc offt humta zi~t viollm ooatWe in Colombia.

nan hha ftui arid &icowaajg both Colombia and foreign hmwoe, mebai
Colombia's worst Monomic recssoa since she 19301. N oo4nmtctng Of@ guMril gop
has Fodwce a peradooale shuat In whih Use Suens we miliail stron ad politcally
WeskL AlD of tese factr am mfadint ibse Colom~bia pg veori's goo di ih fo to
negoae pe anid bg a en to doe d"ca6e Of violence

The Eceele Cmts of Colembl's Criss

The Colonabim ecoomy is in its &ss motesion in 2S yewu, aid the deeopel't Motiuon of
the las 70)uyam . s domeop du cis oadto hueMen by 3.5 ypv -ePt in 1999,
the meslt of oeenal shoks fiscal imubalsooss, and a twihwweakening of confisisoc reIate to
otppefd up actty byWinurMntgrups. Unewpymmt ookited fiun a9 pamasuin
199S to about 20 mw'c on! in 1999, An to do pool of imompkrpd word=r who can be drawn
into the acotic tade or Igoe insurgen or parallitay gopa. Tho deep recesion Ms Also
saped the Colonb~w government of ruouroe to Addres sochiul and polftca presurs flght
toe narcotic aek or address *ysmnie vity arwnsss

Drag trafificdt issues oft overshasdow tde inapoae of S-Colonitz wecoraf
ties. Nevetheess, Colombia Is a qMotWan regona trng9 pert. TWo-W&Y USa& in 1998
mchad newly 311I biWL~n Freh wu Rlowers imponed frm Colombia acowas for two-thrds of
@3 flowers sold in the Unifted Statms and the Colombia flow Wnust diret* aMd iM*sl
provides i excess ot2OD0 jobs in &3 US. Other CooiImpout to the US include
coffee, ArW4 4 oi rd leathe goods. US productss sold in Colombia include tlosum OiAtoS
sad compust equlpma, mWrg compomats, ad aut pats. The US Is the member one foreign
invsto in Colombia, accoiing for 28 paern of accmulte foreign direct Inveteol in
1998 (amt including ptiolewn).

Colombia is ft wft larges MWW~ ofMS Mo&g 0rdeoi to *Ae Unitd State, wit
more thm 330,000 beves per day shpped pdimnly to Gulf Cow t~rWfnra in Teas ad
Louisana In 1999, oil was Colomb~as lar gesroi acormisg fir arn asE l 31 purcas
of he o=may's total exports and 24 pem of she omir gov ws lnume Nat

in19alMone.Thormmorac s udue theCoiombimiavmmaofts puinolalsoce of
forign exchange, undermine te onna ecoDomy, take away Vhda reouce tha coWl be use
to provide insaity ad basicopvermmmevices o @Coombian people, adocuse raesive
WAnvronmeatal dmap. From a rglonal perspective, Colombia, Ecador, and Vaoma
topte provide mros tms 20% of the US's oil impomt. Th stlc& canot be overlooked a
we mms te importance of mnakntang stabflt to th ueiA, especially $W=e The risng jaice
of ad 4 = owrk aetaddovk ofthe Mldd But

PvAEeS



PMa Colomba -The Cohabsa Gvwaiow s Reqmn

11w Pas"raGovament asibored an ifeated surw, 11m= ColombWa, that
nwpftes the solving Colombia's inter-relsted yoblems will rquire siplfat action o a
variety of fron. 11w plan aticulet a sot of ftr~reaain& kitrtocking policies deWSW~ to

-rmt peace, strengthn democascy, combat &u traffck.iov b4ie hum rIghtsl
climate, and trvethe economy. rTheOovarmuitofC*osublaetmate tatIrum udng~
Pla Colombia Wil coso about S7.5 billion owe the next three )ams and Colombi has
committed to spending $4 billion of its own reso w csnd id nt oal finacial intiutimn beat
to execute the plan. 7Ue Pasim Govenunant is asking die International cmvzityt* provide
One remaining 53.5 billion in bWaera bmrign sstace. 11w Aminitrtoooal sp _-
responsive to tOn re umets idatfflWe In Plan Colombia.

President PAWSUrnas plan focuses on five stnatgic issuns:

1. - nvpeacepmoess

2. t Colombian economy.

3. The ouner-drug strategy

4. The reform of thejustice, sytem #add*h protection of human rights.,

S. Democratization and social developaist;

These five planks respond comprehensively to Colombia's most seven problems. At the
core is the need to stongtlwt the democratic institutions and their ability to rule. Repairing the
ecowmy will make it easier for the Colomboa peope to provide for temselves, and will
decrease the lIwo of the drug trade sand other illicit activity. Combain the drug trade will reduce
corruption, allow (or leiqimate ecommiic development remove the prinipa source of economic,
suxpport fhor the iIleal armed groups who creat kavoc within Colombis society, and make the
segotiting tabe a more attrative setting dma the battlefield for reolving their problems.
Decrasng the scae of the Intrna conflict will faciitate; the reform of tbe justice; system sad
leed to inprovemeni in the human rights situaion. Mllgo awmed group will no longer be in a
positon to control aQ abuse the Coloibian poop*e and the OOC will be abe to focus on
refonn withi the govermsent rather Oha reacting to tesroris actions. Tree donosintlon and
"&Isa development will brig better govatlne to the Colombian peope.

President Pastrau has alW Placed his personal Ppretg behind tie decision seed by
Colombia's military leadership to irnprve the aniktaY's humn igr AAU rfomuioe' emI S
colusion wit rHt.**n violence, and punish those who violat these cow policis. Colombia's

FEB 19 '00 15:803
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hmn d0ft pmbkm do wt seem bvm a wqmd" sto nd out at a*" mw* haft
Robwo to vm *Wty of bum A&u vi"m m Colombk we oommiumd by Me* wood
Voup - I &win. Suarillm, md mnmn animals -ift we We Im mg ey 11 because ot
do wakm =dAm Wwws otdo suft in One mulk oudft mu of do mmuY. Ma
Co1mbis mWw do "Wgs
$Yam; met mmiltmv&w Cokwhia bov to ftmch sqWpmsK=dpvw____ "IFN
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Ubdu c ts pal W&MO 0* C*I*wM= mihwy Is odapkg a **wW
whIA if TAWSA Win wd ft CokmibiL Ddxm MWisW Rmim od AnrAd Fam
C4mmodw TWW hwe Ubm &mu* ap to dW whb *o kpq of bum d0b dam nd
=Vwft dw bm ckWW ow Womml relam in dw put rhe kmd rWnmem of Oamnis
Me ad del Rio boom of do to iIIqd pa=WWy opnLudm ad do w w m of OomW
UmwgW and Lt. Col. Sombu OviKb ft alleged inwhiond m 6* IM MvitVu lmp - ! P
conA by puudhWss we pitcolMy simmficom The US $to Dopiftow's w=W
bun= A#ft repat hu alm &omunud a ftsdily &dmq sum ofrVomd humm don
vioboom by dw C*Wmbin milifty. ClemIN tbas we only sup W*wd a sohAm Stilk 6w
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Sbtai e Cswwe b. 6boia end hew

Also meda to US national Waaress is uaocemeatotowaerdM sapport to t
surrouI g naetis especially tau ad Bolivia to gnsue s ta ft drug produceand

tra ffiekmr co not xepndt ic ased wctwdna ofit in Colombia siviply by nofin their
o"eat t otlie counuies. The cuuhn governwa of Peru ad ftlivia have abwm
MuasiNvo politia MRl to a"c d"u ftrfficking 12 their Matoa Withn t6e framWork Of

largolocal. coeaiui production ithe Andes Ta MWs contnu to supor Bolivia, ad ?eOM

The Ad-ln1st-1sEIeu hwpea

The adinstration developed a proposaJ for a two-ye aussistance puckage whep
implement Plan Colombia and bolste owr wco ukg support to othe naious i the regiouL
The proposal SUggst a 3954r mIRlon Fisal Year 2000 suVplmntal a)PpoptIaons pICkage ad
a supporting $3 18 Million increase in the Fiscal Year 2001 budget The proposed aisanca is a
balanced, coniprehenalve package supporting counwterig &actvtes, alternaive economic
dmvlopment, rule of law, human rigts good govaitancO, and the settlernt ofbIternally
displcd pesoA&

The specifc package of equipment training, end technical asistunce for Colosbia and
the Andci R~egion tha the Adminstration proposal inchles was carefully developed over six
mots An Administrataon working gtoup constg of movement experts fromt Stt,
Defense/oudCot. ONDCP, CIA, Justice, IraWu", USAID, Customs, and othe agences
consulted wit our Embassy Country Teem, and with Colombian government, police and
military officials to ensure Owa the assistance would A) give the (30C the necessary tools to
hnptemen its ownm Plan Colombia; b) work together as an lnterated package; c) provide
sufficient training and spase pari to asure Owa ali assistance provided could be effectvely
absorbed and deployed by hos nation authorities; and d) buttress the successful coc reduction
program in Peru and Bolivia. We believe that the peckaget a presented, represents a carefuly
caLibrated combination of Initative which when deployed, will nake a real, concrete diffrence
in Colombia and regonal oountedug efforts.

The proposed package is based on intezrlInkdad inititives:
a Counterdrug eqwiptnent training, ad technical astac to help the Colombian police
end military to esablish govemew contol of the vast coca growing regions in sother
Colombia;

* M~jor increase in Colombian alternative ecoomic development piogrms, including
new job generationto wen smll foa nardmirant workersoffwcltvatingdnsg

a Stxezgthcnlng govering capacity and huma tigh mechanisms;
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* n" Proigpouu In colobia's pow We p oo ad

0 guocing regional drug intericton ad Waltiti development propas to spwt
continid prosa siadrug vamekingwad avd di smen of Colombia's drug
trade to tde suwaf C0ding somre.

Ending doe R&I of Law In Clmbia

re Colombian Natotal Folios (00l) will continue to be the prmw yespoasibla agmo
for drug law e ceauua operations locludina eradication, lab destucton, ohenucal sud drug
shopment aerdilin and dismning~ trafficking orgsanide The CNP's crop contol effots
an currantly several limited by the danW -on to P adication airerft and persnae by the
efforts of the guerills and paunltay former to protect the main so uoe of thei income.
Military support will be roqkWe to prvde a sufficieot level of eurity for the CN? to perform
thei law enforcemVn mission. he proposed assistnce packag would enable the Colombian
Army to operate Jointly with t CN? a thy sam eat the dangrous drug peodistlon
sanctuaies in southern Colombia by providing WUnd to stand upi two a&dtona Army Comme-
narcotica Baftlion. re first Army Coussnrc ilc Battalion, which was trained and
equipped, bythe US, was brought on lnin I a 1999. The proposed assiutance package will glo
provide isewoce to increase Watlilgme fordth Colora Joins Task Force - South, baoed at
Tres; Eaqluinas, which includes fulyveotd patticipents from all the militwy services and the
Colomnbian Nasional Police

Coombias curre drug prodcin sact ies exist in laog pert because the illegal
named group take advantage of Colombia's ruggd geography, lack of basicinfaU w sad
pmo road network To be fcstime the Count.wamctic Batalons must hawe sufficient air
mobility tooats ouin the vast cagrowing ames As a rsuthe Inlagest sinae mcommonn in
ft proposed package involves providing the Covom-aarcotice Botalions with adequas lik
capabilt - 30 UJH-60 (BlackHawk) ad 15 UH'IN MHecoptm, I1I UM- IN helicopters were
delivered to Colombia in Novamber 1999 ftr tWs purpose.

Additional Sqaper! for the Colban Nsati ol ice

7U. pakage elso includes substantial addonal support for the Colombia National
Police including procWkagMMO& adiioa sp,w irft, vpgrding esin elicotes ad plowe
providing trinin& oquipmmn% secr commuaicatione,; building new bases and enhacin
security at existing bases The M9 million propoeed in t assismwne peakep for she CM? is in
addition to t appragoxwmty W22 million the CN? received from the FY 199 StatnflL base
ufunin ansd the co=mWe*ug rmergency sapplemssal packtage, the approximately $76 million

FY 2000 INL base fimdin& and the S60 million request for FY 2001 in INL bese heading. If
Conges pases thane fading requests the thrweeyar tota for the CN? (1999-2001) would be
$452 million. wbich wet believe would provide the CN? with a robust capability to cam out their
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More than $30 million in additional Amfts would dlo be provided to improve tivermne,
maritime, and overland interdiction efforts to prevent the traffckers htm finding alternative
transportation rouses or methods.

Promotlag and Proeeeing Runan RIghts

In accordance with US law ad policy, all asitance to do Colombian police ad armed
forces is contign upon human rights screening. No USO assistance is be*n provided to amy
unit of the Colombia police or militay for which then i credible evidee of gross huesen
rights violations by its members. None will be provided to snb wis. unless, a required by US
law, the Secretary of State ddetme that the GOC is taking "tp to bring tdon responsible for
gross hman rights violations to Jutice. The Colombin military has markedl improvd its
humans riout performance in recent years. Uafortnazey at the sane tim, the number of abuses
committed by the guerrillas, and, particularly, by the paillitaries has also increased& We have
urged the GOC to take effetive step to end abuses and impunity within Its aecarity forces. We
welcomed Preident Pub=an's decisions in 1999 to retire tovw seals Linked to paramilitary
groups, as mentioned above, and sttments by President Pastrana and top military officials that
they would not tolerat oollaboraton with the paramilitaries. It Is importat to acknowledge that
the Colombia ndmlitary baa one of the Longest unbroken records of support for democracy and
civilize government in the hemisphere.

Bolstering Gevernmet Capacity &Wd Alteraive DevdprnaN

te Governmnt of Colombia will nead to provide improved local government services
and licit economic alternatives to the Illegal drug trade in-order to consolidate its authoity in the
chrig-produinag reom and to ameliorate the effct on the population of incruse countrwku
efforts. The proposed assistance package contains a major nas in US support for Colombian
alternatve development programs and flids to improve the deliver of :muicipal government
services in the affected areas.

if the funding is approved, we would be committing S270 million over the next two yars
to alternative deeop %t enhancing good governance, judicial refou and human ights
protection. This is in addition to some S4 bill=o ta the GOC is committing to Plan Colombia
from its own resous, including loans obtained from the International Financial Instititons,
which would be aimedl primarily at sociA humanitain, nd i uftastructure development, n well
as economic revitalizaton.

The xposded alternative development programs proposed in this package would
wceerat the damage done to the coca business while avoiding violent confirontations with a
displaced coca labor force. Alteratve development programs have been. a key factor in recent,
record-level reductions in coca cultvation in Peru arid Bolivia, owce do. major producers of coca
Coca leaf prime rose in Peru in 1999 after many years of steady decline. It is Impeative to
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expand Our efforts to provide liit econmic opportunities in a dire of the coc soutme
Countries to prevent fars and laborers from reuunlng to coca pr oduti

The eradicaton of coc crops will hMr the illicit econmy, aid will fare sorne people to
move to find employment. The proposed aslssance packages supports the positioning of
International r gaIPatd-s subh a the Red Cross sad the Intnationa Organbmatinfor
Migration, as well asColombian non-governmmtal organizations to deal with the estimated
10,000 migrant oca plantation workrs don will be displaced by t eradication camnp,
Displaced parsons will receive a 90-day emergency benefits pwikWe Woowed by a
"Contingency Plan" spnsored by PLANT! (Colombia's alternatie devlopm agrmy)
covering the time of return until the aot of a viable alternative developmart program To
adde say incrase in socia unrest or violemc tha may win. in repons to the ercation
effort~ USAID will provide MWpp to the human right delegates of Colombia's National
Ombudsman's office to circulate where possible in Putumayo ad Caquea.

In order to foster the recovery of municipalities onc.v Illicit production has been
destroyed, USAID will provide simple grants for public lnhasstrucnxe. To obtain a grant the
municipal governent must meet crieri for trnarency in financial managem and active
paticipation in alterntiv development IJSAID will al"O establish Camn d* Jusici (House of
Justice) Wn contictive areas of Punayqo aid Caqueta as securty prmts. Finally. for those
small farmers who do no leave t region (estimated 4,000), USAID wil assist the (30C to
implement an alternative development program of lt crop substitution, improved local

govenance, aM nd ironmemal mnageen similar to the program initiated in the res of
Colombia.

Strengtening Colombia's Judicdal Syste

Colombia's abIty to enforce drug control laws is wakened by poorly futioning courm
untrained or ineperenced judges and prosecutors, threats an corrution. The Government of
Colombia requires assistance in strangteing its criminal justice capcity - low enforcement, the
police and prosecutor invesigative capabilities, incresed prison security - to build long-term
counterdrug capability, enhance the nile of law, and increase public confidence in the justice
system. The proposed package, contains a significant administration ofjussjce elemnen to addres
these challenges.

The $88 million for justicorelaed programs illustrate dtt the USO is committed to a
com-prehensive solution to the problems in Colombia and to protecting human rights and the rue
of law. Many of these dramatic and Inte-related challenges to the rule of law that Colombia
faces stow from the cult of violence bred by a long-standing insurgency and weak governing
institutions in the interior of Colomabi. The growing narcotics trade has spwned additional
violence and orton.O US assisance to the program includes increased training for die police,
prosecuors and judges in areas of human rights, narcotics, maritime and border security,
corruption, kidnapping. and money tatnderin/lasse foeiture: cam Funds will also be used for
security protections for witnessesjudgS, and prosecutors in Ue caimina justice system as Well
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"s asalatance in piso design nwdm~~ta~n Additlonally, US supor for Plan Colombia
will PNovide Frpocedura and le&satve reforms MM dnows t te syM fmcm firl and
effectV*ly, With perticuier emasis OD the buasitin 90a Acssca SO Yss3M, includnsg oral

frut-Tawmust als be clon comtrdinton bete civlian aSW mflitayjuslce systems to
ensure that any members of the Armed forces impl ican himan right abuses is properly
investigated and beld apountable for crimes.

Other proposed initatve relating to inoSWEel GOVeuuAM Of COlOnubia sVemng
CaSpacity eOn it substantial imamn in US3 assimnc to fintmatioW orgaizAtlos and Colomblaa
nons-governmen'al OrgAimtloo helping Colombians displaced by the iniernel conflit4 e well a
IAmiing for progrms designed to protec h=m rights wor=%, akunShe Colsabi
8OoW eni aid n0*Vgow"=ata human rights etiies and estabish And train specilmd units
in the National Police wad Prosecutor Oewpals Office to hade hwm rights cams

MWe remaining Colombia-Veacic prgms in the proposed pck ae designed to
addressf dinter-relaed is~u that exwAtebt Or Mllsae the drog trade in Colombia. The
Goverment of Colombia neds to crewt better conittions fm a successM peae poces,, ad
grpar domest ad fRceigu invemwua nhe US would provide techical sats*tance to
initilaves Urelxn to economic reoviy. We would Also provide some tralarog opporutlies for
0overM1nt Of Colombia negotiator And policy advisors to facilitate prop= ss fath pe
Process. We believe that to the extent that Plan Colombia reinvigorats the Colomnbian economy,
enhaAce GOC governing capabisyt discouages human rights abuses, And teduce the mey
available to gurillas Ond plermilitiwies fiam involventa in drug trafficking, it will encouag
the Peace process.

The Requiment for Broad Intermationai S"pprt-

T. USG0 is seeking to amm that odhe do= nations, that wre pat of the global cocins
consumption muaa Assist Cokimbia to move f (o with Pian Colombia. With out s"o
support the Interational Monetary Fimd has appoved a 3M7billion proprm fr Colombia. i
addtion, wt Ae suportg die Colombian Ooveamam's request for more than S3 billion in
loans from the World Bank sad the Inte-Anmica Developmet Bank. Eforts to 'build support
Among poe"ta bilateral donors In Europe ardd Asia are underway.

ReOnal Suppor Elemets of Mhe Proposa

In order to maxim;z the aeitveniess of Increasd counardug; efft In Colombia, we
ams reinforce cosmurdrug efts in the surouning countries to capialime on successfu
programs twere wid to prevent the traffickn from simply moving tei o"watd"n to avoid law-
enocement10 SUucce scutio of soumc zone inadiction progm is dependent Vaon US
ifterncy detctoad monitorintad Intellgenc support., The poosed pakage would
provide S38.6 millon to establish Forward Operating Locatin doth region to enable to US to
continue its robust regioal interdiction initiaves now that the bases in Panam have clsed
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The proposal ado incies SO6 millon for proms tOa would adopt in, land, and
hi ulzlnadiction effts I hm er nd Bolivia, to cbange in trofficke v ,UI is and methods, and

wd prcmdo modes lwdiM to support increased intrditio chall=ge in Venenla,
Ecuador, and Brazil. Increased effctivenuss of kintion MrogS will depes ftfflckr
demand for coca leaf wa base aod reduce oca ym-pie prices, which will, ks m% inrase the
ailutre an offlctiveness of ehoative development pmograms. The popose pockage includes an
additional S30 million above the baseline funding (or almenative development propans in Peru.
Bolivia, and Ecuador to hade the inceas in demand for lcit alternatives to coca production.

The Andean Regon ssitme package baa been craived in respows to tdo need for a
1ratgy to eliminat coca production in the Aries where Itis mos pruvules a&d pmuvect Its

return to Peru and Dolii whmr so many coca growes bavn mved away fom, the drug trade
into licit activities. TU proposed ass~tane package will be effetve oal if It is lntplemmeed
as a whole and is kept in place for the long torn. ft offer the beet hope for dec~sve, permanent
action aains the now of iliesai drup in the United Stazes, and in favo of dmocracy, Peace,
stabilot, and respect ftrhumariajts iaour bemisjiaer.

Ceneuslem

Now ithe time for a msjcr uffost to awport the oounardug efits of the govermts
in the A-Adeu Region There is suwog political will in Colombia Peru, and Bolivia to attack the
drug trade, root oit comuption, end violence, ond establish peace and security within the
framewof democracy and ree mct1 f orn right. Thore is also strong will in due
-, aummxs of Bcuador, Vaeneuea ad Brazil to mnure *ha succueU omwcbug efforts in

the curentdn4 source counWie do no dislac the drug brade into thir naos .

While Colombia bee becom die oantor of Wolga drug prod=41*iYA ow hansiqabe, the
otmbutoft Oo'vamuast of Colombia to attaking drug prodkcton and trafkiking is

Indisputable. The Government of Colombia Is now conchcting a robust cowsterdug effort
including eracation of drug crops; lab desbruation; alternative d wlopmens; attackinge drug
mafras; ad air, maritm iverue, and land Intrdiction operations to seiz and dcstroy drugs
and chusnicaja. Pmeidewr Pastrias recent resume extradition of Colombian nationals. As a
result of the very ameesfW Opendton Milenium, anid tdwe cooperative law enforcemut
actions against dru criminal orma=Izations, extradition Proceedings we underway (or forty-one
mm e drag trafficers wanted for mlne Im in the Unite States. The trafficker hav already
reponde with bombs and threats.

Hundreds of Colombia police ad military peronneL judges, prosecutors, government
officials, and innocn civilians have lost their lives a a result of drug uvrs j* and the
violence it gencraims Just as we showt with Colombia the threat to national secu4t and social
well-beig posed by ilega d&4X we share the responsilihty to act against thdem It is Iqmpert
that the United Stat Govermentt do its fair shote to light drug prodction amd traffickin in
Colombia and the regon, and supr ow demrti allies.
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ThoA~iM~donlWks ftwad to woskiq closly wMt Coapos to develop a pekap
*he Wml suem te tde of dmp flowligS Ine toe United Stete him the Andeen R4=io while
pavifnth dw oeesy Aznding to hel Colombiamodt its cunat probm
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Senator GRAsmLy. Ambassador Pickering.

STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS I. PICKERING, UNDER SEC.
RETARY OF STATE FOR POLITICAL AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT
OF STATE
Ambassador PICKERING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, very much.

I am delighted to be here. I have a statement I will submit for the
record. I would like you and the members of the committee to know
how much I appreciate the opportunity to be with you today to dis-
cuss our assistance to the Anidean region, and what I will do in ex-
cerpts of my statement is attempt to compliment the excellent over-
view which General McCaffrey has just presented.

I have just come back from a visit to Colombia, Venezuela and
Ecuador, and some of the testimony I will give today incorporates
my firsthai-nd impressions. I know that we are all very concerned
about the impact of the situation in the Andean region on our own
country. The importance of fighting the scourge of illegal drugs is
an issue on which we all agree. Narcotics have deleterious effects
not only on the health of the person who consumes them, but they
have a corrosive effect on democratic institutions and on the econo-
mies in the region, something. that I have just again witnessed
firsthand. We look forward to working wi~ith you, sir, and with the
Congress as a whole to take the decisive action that is necessary
to address these questions.

I want to speak a little more in-depth about Colombia and our
proposed assistance package to support Plan Colombia, and then I
will touch briefly on some of the other issues that come up in the
regional context.

TeU.S. has consulted closely on the key elements that make up
the Plan with Colombian leaders and their senior officials. The
Plan ties together many individual approaches and strategies that
are already being pursued in Colombia and elsewhere in the re-
gion. It attempts to use the success in Bolivia and Peru as road
maps to a successful plan. It was formulated, drafted, and ap-
proved in Colombia by President Pastrana, and his team, and with-
out the Colombian stamp the Plhan would not have the support and
commitment of Colombia behind it, and particularly that of Presi-
dent Pastrana.

Colombian ownership and vigorous Colombian implementation
are essential to the future success, and as General McCaffrey said,
we are now very heavily focused on implementation, of the Plan,
the operational plan, if you would call it, or the campaign plan. The
U.S. shares the assessment that an integrated and comprehensive
approach to Colombia's interlocking challenges holds the best
promise of success.

Before I go on to describe in a little more detail our proposal to
assist Plan Colombia, let me remind you that the Plan cannot be
understood simply in terms of the U.S. contribution, which is only
a portion, and indeed a minor portion of the overall Plan.

Plan Colombia is at least a $7.5 billion plan, of which President
Pastrana has said Colombia will commit itself to provide $4 billion
of its scarce resources to support. He called on the international
community for help to provide the remaining $3.5 billion. In re-
sponse to this request, the Administration is now proposing a $1.6
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billion assistance package to Colombia of new monies and current
funding for the first two years of the Plan.

Our request for new monies includes, as you know, $954 million
in FY 2000 emergency supplemental funds and $318 million in an
FY 2001 funding package. A significant share of our effort will go
to reduce the supply of drugs to the U.S. by assisting Colombia in
its efforts to limit production, refinement, and transportation of co-
caine and heroin.

Building on current finding of over $330 million, for FY 2000
and 2001, the administration's proposal includes an additional
$818 million funded through international affairs programs, the
Function 150 account, and $137 million through Defense programs,
Function 050, in FY 2000, and $256 million funded through Func-
tion 150 and $62 million through Function 050 in FY 2001.

We are looking to the Europan Union and the International Fi-
nancial Institutions to provide additional funding. In this regard,
the International Financial Institutions, we understand, have al-
ready committed between $750 million and $1 billion to Plan Co-
lombia activities.

The Departments of State, Defense, Justice, and Treasury, as
well as AID and the Drug Enforcement Administration, and the Of-
fice of National Drug (;'ntrol Policy all played major roles in pro-
posing and crafting the Plan Colombia two-year support package.
General McCaffrey has been kind to offer me some congratulations
on this. I think that all of us on this side of the table will accept
them when we see Plan Colombia beginning to realize some real
progress in its objectives. But all of these agencies have been in-
strumental in providing their support and backing to the U.S. con-
tribution and all of them will play a central role in the interagency
implementation effort.

General McCaffrey has explained some of the overall problems
with production of cocaine and heroin in Colombia. There has been
an explosive growth in the crop in southern Colombia, in the De-
p artment of Putumayo, and to a lesser extent in the north in the
Department of Norte de Santander. Putumayo is an area that re-

mains beyond the reach of the government's coca eradication oper-
ations. Strong guerrilla presence, and I would say increasing para-
military presence from my recent visit, and weak state authority
have contributed to a lawless situation in that Department.

As our successes in Peru and Bolivia demonstrate, it is possible
to combat narcotics production in the Andean region. The package
will aid the government of Colombia in their plans; to launch a com-
prehensive step-by-step effort in Putumayo and the adjoining De-
partment of Caqueta to concur the coca explosion, including eradi-
cation, interdiction, and alternative development over the next sev-
eral years.

In doing this, as you have said yourself, Mr. Chairman, and oth-
ers, we cannot and will not abandon our allies in Bolivia and Peru.
Their successes are real and inspired, with 60- to 70-percent reduc-
tions in coca production in these countries. But they are also ten-
uous against the seductive dangers of the narcotics trade.

That is why our Plan Colombia support package includes nearly
$46 million for regional interdiction ectt and another $30 million
for alternative development in Peru, Bolivia, and Ecuador. These
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countries deserve our continued support to solidify the gains that
they have worked so hard to obtain, and we are not content to
allow cultivation and production of narcotics to be simply displaced
from one Andean country to another.

The various components of the assistance package I would like
to review in brief. Boosting governing capacity and respect for
human rights is the first element, and here the Administration pro-
poses funding $93 million over the next 2 years to fund AID and
Justice Department and Department of State programs to strength-
en human rights and administration of justice institutions.

Expansion of counter-narcotics operations into southern Colom-
bia is the second element. The world's greatest expansion in nar-'
cotics cultivation is occurring now as we speak in the insurgent-
dominated area of southern Colombia. With this package, the Ad-
ministration proposes to fund $600 million over the next 2 years
to help train and equip two additional special counter-narcotics
battalions and provide the 33 Blackhawks and the 33 Huey heli-
copters that General McCaffrey spoke about to make these air bat-
talions air-mobile and to provide them with sufficient intelligence

Alternative economic development is the third element. The
package includes new funding of $145 million over the next 2 years
to provide economic alternatives for small farmers who now grow
coca and poppy, and to increase. local government ability to respond
to the needs of their people.

The fourth element is more aggressive interdiction. Enhancing
Colombia's ability to interdict air, waterborne and road. trafficking
is absolutely essential to decreasing the price paid to farmers for
coca leaf and to decreasing the northward flow of drugs toward our
country and elsewhere. The Administration proposes to spend $340
million on interdiction. The program includes funding over the next
two years for radar upgrades to give Colombia a greater ability to
intercept traffickers, and also to provide intelligence to allow the
Colombian police and military to respond qUickly to narcotics ef-
forts. It also includes some of the elements of increase in the
riverine forces which Colombia has begun already to deploy.

T~he fifth element includes assistance for the Colombian National
Police. The Administration proposes an additional funding of $96
million over the next 2 years to enhance the Colombian National
Police's ability to eradicate coca and poppy fields. This requests
builds on our FY 1999 counter-narcotics assistance of $158 million
to the Colombian National Police.

U.S. assistance to military and police forces will be provided
strictly in accordance with Section 564 of the FY 2000 ForeignO-
erations Appropriations Act, the so-called Leahy amendment. NO
assistance is provided to any unit of the security forces for which
we have credible evidence of commission of gross violations of
human rights unless the Secretary of State is able to certify that
the government of Colombia has taken effective measures to bring
those responsible to justice.

We are firmly committed to the Leahy amendment and have a
riorous process in place to screen those units being considered for

assstnc, and this is just but one of the many areas where Son-



ator Biden's admonition on transparency is; being taken seriously
into account and applied.

Let me now turn to the region. In Bolivia, President Hugo
Banzer's administration has embarked on an ambitious five-year
plan called the Dignity Plan to eliminate all illicit coca and perma-
nently remove the country from the international narcotics circuit.
A goal that seemed utopian when it was announced early in 1998
is now actually, Mr. Chairman, within reach.

More than 73 percent of the country's illicit coca has been eradi-
cated in less than 50 percent of the allotted time for that task. It
is vital that the Bolivians consolidate these gains by providing al-
ternative development options to the farmers who are abandoning
the coca trade, while maintaining the focus on eradication and
interdiction. U.S. assistance has been and will continue to be essen-
tial.

In Venezuela, at this particularly important crossroads it is im-
portant to continue to emphasize the value of staying within demo-
cratic bounds and establishing precedents for transparent, effec-
tive, and responsive government in that country We will continue
to engage in bilateral cooperation with Venezuel in a wide variety
of areas, everything from flood relief and reconstruction from the
various serious floods they suffered in December, to counter-nar-
cotics, anti-corruption, and judicial reform, and the creatioii of an
attractive investment and business climate in Venezuela.

Venezuela is cooperating broadly with Colombia on counter-nar-
cotics, border protection, and the search for peoace in Colombia. On
my recent trip to Venezuela, I had a full and valuable range of dis-
cussions with Venezuelan officials on various issues, incudingy a
central focus on counter-narcotics, and I am happy to report tat
I believe we recorded significant progress on the few issues with
Venezuela that are now not already fully agreed upon.

In Peru, we enjoy a strong bilateral relationship with that coun-
try that spans many issues, from counter-narcotics to commercial
ties. Our assistance seeks to strengthen democratic institutions in
Peru, enhance the government's ability to interdict and disrupt
narcotics production and distribution, and to reduce poverty and
promote economic and social development. Our democracy assist-
ance promotes civic and voter education, journalism training, and
support for press freedom organizations, election monitoring judi-
cial training, increased political participation of women, and in-
creased citizen participation in local government. Our programs
also help to strengthen and expand the Office of Human Rights
Ombudsman, and to support the work of credible human rights
NGOs. Peru is, of course, a country that is a serious source of co-
caine, and the value progress that they have made, desc-ribed by
General McCaffrey, is indeed important in the continuing effort
that we are making in the region.

In Ecuador, while we reject the means by which the recent presi-
dent, President Mahuad, was removed from office, we are com-
mitted to working with the new Noboa government on the full
range of issues of mutual interest, including, of course, our joint
narcotics operations from the Manta forward operating location.

Ex- president Mahuad has since called on all Ecuadorans to sup-
port th new president, President Noboa. The new president's prin-
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cipal challenge will be to address the economic crisis rapidly in Ec-
uador and to restore public confidence. We have urged Ecuador to
work very closely with the International Monetary Fund and to
take the economic steps necessary to put the reforms in place and

p u Ecado onthepat torecvey, including the urgent need for
legisation in the country. The Noboa government has put forward
a package of necessary reforms, and when I was there I strongly

ugdall of the parties in the Ecuadoran congress to pass them.
The Andean Trade Preference Act, which will be addressed by

Ambassador Fisher, is also an important instrument for us and for
our activities in the region, and I believe is something we need con-
tinually to keep in mind as part of the efforts that we are making.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to make this pres-
entation, and I look forward very much to yourp9 estions.

Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you, Ambassador Pickering.
[The prepared statement of Ambassador Pickering follows:JI
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U.S. Assistance to the Andeani Region

Mr. Chairman, members of the Commnittee, I appreciate the
opportunity today to discuss U.S. assistance to the Andean
region. I have just returned from a visit to Colombia,
Venezuela, and Ecuador, and I look forward to sharing some
first-hand impressions. I know that we are all very concerned
about the impact of the situation in the Andean region on the
United States. The importance of fighting the scourge of
illegal drugs is an issue on which we can all agree. Narcotics
have deleterious effects not only on the health of the person
who consumes them, but have a corrosive effect on the democratic
institutions and the economies of the'region. We look forward
to working with Congress in order to take decisive action to
address-these issues;

I will speak in depth about Colombia and our proposed
assistance package in support of Plan Colombia. I then touch
briefly on the other Andean-countries and what the USG is dcing
to assist them. I will then conclude with the Andean Trade
Preference Act (ATPA).

COLO'MBIA

Colombia, in. particular, is a matter of vital importance to
the United States. We are fortunate to be working with
President Pastrana and his Administration. After strained
relations with the tainted Samper Administration, President
Pastrana's tenure offers the United States and the rest of the
international community a golden opportunity to work with
Colombia in confronting these threats. President Pastrana's
commitment to achieve peace is indisputable. He has also
demonstrated his willingness to root oat narcotics trafficking
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while remaining firmly committed to democratic values and
principles.

Colombia is currently enduring critical societal, nation&'-
aecurity, and economic problems that stem in large part from the
drug trade and the internal conflict that it finances. This
situation has limited the Government of Colombia's sovereignty
4n large parts of the country. These areas have become the
prime coca and opium poppy producing zones. This problem
directly affects the United States as drug trafficking and abuse
cause enormous social, health, and financial damage in our
communities. Over 80 percent of the world's supply of cocaine
is grown, processed, or transported through Colombia. The U.S.
Drug Enforcement Agency estimates that up to 75 percent of the
heroin consumed on the East Coast of the United States comes
from Colombia - although Colombia produces less than 3 percent
of the world's heroin.

Colombia's national sovereignty is increasingly threatened
by well-armed and ruthless guerrillas, paramilitaries and the
narcotrafficking interests that are inextricably linked.
Although the Government is not directly at risk, these threats
are slowly eroding the authority of the central government and
depriving it of the ability to govern in outlying areas.
Colombia must reestablish its authority over these narcotics
producing "sanctuaries." -Bogota-cannot successfully resolve its
many sccio-economic problems, establish respect for human rights
or achieve peace while these "sanctuaries" flourish and w~dle
the illegal armed groups in them earn hundreds of millions of
dollars from the drug trade.

We estimate that the FARC now has 7,000-11,000 active
members, the ELN between 3,000-6,000 and that there are an
estimated 5,000-7,000 paramilitary members. They all
participate in this narcotics connection. Estimates of
guerrilla income from narcotics trafficking and other illicit
activities, such as kidnapping and extortion, are unreliable,
but clearly exceed $100 million a year, and could be far
greater. Of this, we estimate some 30-404 comes directly from
the drug trade. Paramilitary groups also have clear ties to
important narcotics traffickers, and paramilitary leaders have
even publicly admitted their participation in the drug trade.

This situation is worsen *ed by the 'fact that the Colombian
economy is undergoing its first recession in 25 years, and its
deepest recession of the last 70 years. Real gross domestic
product is estimated to have fallen' by 3.5 percent last year,
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the result of external shocks, fiscal imbalances, and a further
weakening of confidences related to stepped up activity by
insurgent groups. Unemployment has rocketed from under 9
percent in 1995 to about 20 percent in 1999, adding. to the pool
of unemployed workers who can be drawn into the narcotics trade
or into insurgent or paramilitary groups. This recession haa
also sapped the Colombian government of resources to address
societal and political pressures, fight the narcotics trade, or
respond to its thirty-five year internal conflict.

Plan colombia

The Government of Colombia has taken the initiative to
confront the challenges it faces with the development of a
strategic approach to address its national challenges. The
"Plan Colombia - Plan for Peace, Prosperity, and Strengthening
of the State" is an ambitious, but realistic, package of
mutually reinforcing policies to revive Colombia's battered
economy, to strengthen the democratic pillars of the society, to
promote the peace process and to eliminate "sanctuaries" for
narcotics producers and traffickers. The strategy combines
existing Colombian policies with new initiatives to forge an
integrated approach to resolving Colombia's most pressing
national challenges.

The USG consulted closely on the key elements that make up
the Plan with Colombian leaders and senior officials.- It ties
together many individual approaches and strategies already being
pursued in Colombia and elsewhere in the region. The Plan
itself was formulated, drafted and approved in Colombia by
President Pastrana and his team. Without its Colombian stamp,
the Plan would not have the support and commitment of Colombia
behind it. Colombian ownership and vigorous GOC implementation
are essential to the future success of the Plan.

The USG shares the assessment that an integrated,
comprehensive approach to Colombia's interlocking challenges
holds the best promise of su~ccess. For example,
counternarcotics efforts will be most effective when combined
with rigorous GOC law enforcement and military cooperation,
complementary alternative development programs and measures to
ensure human rights accountability. Similarly, promoting
respect for the rule of law is just as essential for attracting
foreign investors as it Is for securing a durable peace
agreement.
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1 met with President Pastrana and his Plan Colomnbia team on
February 13-14 to discuss the Plan's implementation. We
reviewed with the Colombians a wide array of coordination and
implementation issues. I believe we have launched a process of
continuous bilateral discussions that will refine and make more
effective our implementation policies.

Before I describe for you our proposal L.o assist Plan
Colombia, let me remind you that the Plan cannot be understood
simply in terms of a U.S. contribution. Plan Colombia is a $7.5
billion plan of which President Pastrana has said Colombia will
provide $4 billion of its scarce resources. He called on the
International community to provide the remaining $3.5 billion.
In response to this request, the Administration is proposing a
$1.6 billion assistance package to Colomkia of new monies and
current funding. Our request for new monies includes a $954
million FY 2000 emergency supplemental and $318 million in FY
2301 funding. A significant share of our package will go to
reduce the supply of drugs to the United States by assisting the
Government of Colombia in its efforts to limit the production,
refinement, and transportation of cocaine and heroin. Building
on current funding of over $330 million in FY 2000 and F'Y 2001,
the Administration's proposal includes an additional $818
million funded through international affairs programs (function
150) and $137 million through defense programs (function 050) in
FY 2000, and $256 million funded through function 150 and $62
million through function 050 in E'Y 2001. We are looking to the
European Union and the Inteinetional. Financial Institutions to
provide additional funding.

The Departments of State, Defense, Justice, and Treasury,
as we'l as the Agency for International Development, the Drug
Enforcement Administration, and the Office of National Drug
Control Policy all played major roles in proposing and crafting
the Plan Colombia two year support package. They will all play
essential roles in the interagency implementation effort.

The Administration's proposal for support for Plan Colombia
addresses the breadth of Colombia's challenges, and will help
Colombia in its efforts to fight the drug trade, foster peace,
increase the rule of law, improve human rights, expand economic
deVelopment, and institute justice reform. Much of the
assistance for social assistance programs will ccme from the
International Financial Institutions (IPX), future potential
bilateral donors and. Colombia's own 'funds.
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There has been an explosive growth in the coca crop in
Putumayo, in southern Colombia and, to a lesser extent, in Norte
de Santander, in the northeast. Putumayo is an area that
remains beyond the reach of the government's coca eradication
operations. Strong guerrilla presence and weak state authority
have contributed to the lawless situation in the Putumayo. Ao
our success in Peru and Bolivia demonstrates, it is possible to
combat narcotics production in the Andean region. This package
will aid the Goverrnent of Colombia in their plans to launch a
comprehensive step-by-step effort in Putumayo and Caqueta to
counter thje coca explosion, including eradication, interdiction,
an~d alternative development over the next several years.

The push into drug producing southern Colombia w11l give
greater sovereignty over that region to the GOC, allowing the
CNP to erad...cate drug cultivation and destroy cocaine
laboratories. Increased interdiction will make the entire drug
business more dangero-is for traffickers and less profitable.
Meanwhile, our support for Plan Colombia will also assist
internally displaced people with emergency relief in the short
term arnd fund alternative economic development to provide licit
sources of -income in the long term. USAID and DOJ will fund
programs to improve hjimzn rights conditions and justice
institutions giving the Colombian people greater access to the
benefits of democratic institutions.

Our counternarcotics package for Colombia was designed with
the benefit c~t knowing what has worked in Bolivia and Peru.
With USG assistance, both countries have been able to reduce
dramatically coca production. This was achieved through
successful efforts to re-establish government control and bring
government services to former drug producing safe havens. Both
Bolivia and Peru combined vigorous eradicatioi- and interdiction
efforts and with incentives for smaill farmers to switch to legal
crops. We aim to help Colombia accomplish a similar record of
success.

In doing this, we cannot, and will not, abandon our allies
in Bolivia and Peru. Their successes are real and inspired.
But they are also ten-uous against the seductive dangers of the
narcotics trade. This is why our Plan Cclombia support package
includes $46 million for regional interdiction efforts and
another $30 million for alternative development,-in Peru, Bolivia
and Ecuador. These countries deserve our continued support to
solidi fy the gains they have striven so hard to obtain. We are
not content to allow the cultivation and production of narcotics
to be simply displaced from one Andean country to another.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Components of U.S. Assistance Package

The proposed U.S. assistance has five component s:

1. Boosting Governing Capacity and Respect for Human Rights:

The Administration proposes funding $93 million over the next
two yearn to fund programs administered by the Agency for
international Development (AID) and the Departments of State an~d
Justice to strengthen human rights and administration of justice
institutions. Specific initiatives include increasing
protection of human rights NGOs, supporting human rights NGOs'
information and education programs, creating and training
special units of prosecutors and judicial police to investigate
human rights cases involving GOC officials, and training public
defenders and judges. We propose to allocate $15 million
dollars to support GOC and NGO entities specifically focused or.
protecting human rights. Boosting governing capacity also
includes training and support for GOC anti-corruption, anti-
money laundering and anti-kidnapping personnel.

2. Expansion of Counternarcotics Operations into Southern
Colombia:

The world's greatest expansion in narcotics cultivation is
occurring in insurgent -dominated southern Colombia. With this
package, the Administration proposes to fund $600 million over
the next two years to help train and equip two additional
special counternarcotics battalions (CNBN), provide 30 Blackhawk
helicopters and 33 Huey helicopters to make the CNBNs air mobile
and to provide them with intelligence. These troops will.
accompany and backup police eradication and interdiction
efforts. They will also provide secure conditions for the
implementation of aid programs, including alternative
development and relocation assistance, to those impacted by the
ending of illegal narcotics cultivation.

3. Alternative Economic Development:

The Administration includes new funding of $145 million over the
next two years to provide economic alternatives for small
farmers who now grow coca and poppy, and to increase local
governments' ability to respond to the needs of their people.
As JAterdiction and eradication make narcotics farming less
profitable, these programs will assist communities in the
transition to licit economic activity.
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4. More Aggressive Interdiction:

Enhancing Colombia's ability to interdict air, water-borne, and
road trafficking is essential to decreasing the price paid to
farmers for coca leaf and to decreasing the northward flow of
drugs. The program includes finding over the next two years for
radar upgrades to give Colombia a greater ability to intercept
traffickers, and also to provide intelligence to allow the
Colombian police and military to respond quickly to narcotics
activity. it wiil support the United States forward opcrating
location in Manta, Ecuador, which will be used for narcotics
related missions. Additicnally, these funds will provide
assistance to enhance interdiction efforts in Peru, Bolivia, and
Ecuador to prevent narcotics traffickers and growers from moving
into neighboring countries.

5. AsitnefrteClminNtoa oie(N)

Th~e Administration proposes additional funding of $96 million
over the next two years to enhance the Ct4P's ability to
eradicate coca and poppy fields. This request builds upon our
FY-99 counternarcotics assistance of $158 million to the CNP.
Our additional assistance will upgrade existing aircraft,
purchase additional spray aircraft, and provide secure bases for
increased operations in the coca-growing centers. It will al.so
provide more intelligence on the narcotics traffickers.

All U.S. ccunternarcotics assistance to Colombia will
continue to be In the form of goods and services. The
counternarcitics components of Plan Colombia will be implemented
by the Colombiar police and miilitary, and there are no plans to
commit any U.S. forces to implement militarily any aspect of
this Pl~an. On the ground, our military assistance will be
limited to training vetted counternarcotics units through the
temporary assignment of carefully picked U.S. military trainers.

Humn1 Rights Dimension

We have also strongly supported the efforts of the Pastrana
Administration to advance the protection of human rights and to
prosecute those who abuse them. . Complicity by elements of
Colombia's security forces with the right wing militia or
paramilitary groups has been a serious problem, although the GOC
has taken important steps in holding senior military and police
officials accountable for participation in human rights
violations. Since assuming office in August of 1998, President
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Pastrana has demonstrated his Government's commitment to
protecting human rights by the dismissal of four generals and
numerous mid-level officers and NCO's for collaboration with
paramilitaries or failure to confront them aggressively. There
have also been repeated government declarations that
collaboration between members of security forces and
paramilitaries will not be tolerated. More must be done,
however.

U.S. assistance to Colombian military and police forces is
provided strictly in accordance with Section 563 of the FY 2000
Foreign Operations Appropriations Act--the so-called Leahy
Amendment. No assistance is provided to any unit of the
security forces for which we have credible evidence of
commission of gross violations of human rights, unless the
Secretary is able to certify that the Government of Colombia has
taken effective measures to bring those responsible to justice.
We are firmly committed to the Leahy Amendment, and have a
rigorous process in place to screen those units being considered
for assistanCe.

The Government of Colombia also acknowledges the urgent
need to improve physical security and protection for human
rights workers and th~e NGOs to which they belong. Currently,
the GOC has dedicated $5.6 million to provide physical
protection to approximately 80 human rights activists and their
offices. The Plan outlines measures to strengthen the Human
Rights ombudsman's office, as well as to establish a Permenent
National Commission-on Human Rights and International
Humanitarian Law.

Peace Process

President Pastrarna has made bringing an end to Colombia's
civil strife through a peace agreement with the various
insurgent groups a central goal of his Administration.
President Pastrana. believes, and the United States Government
agrees, that ending the civil-conflict and eliminating all it's
harmful side effects is central to solving Colombia's multi-
faceted problems.

A peace agreement would stabilize the nation, help
Colombia's economy to recover and allow for further improvement
in the protection of human rights.' A successful peace process
would also restore Cclombian government authority and control in
the coca-growing region., We hope the peace negotiations going
on now between the GOC arid.the FARC and the GOC's informal
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discussion with the ELN prove successful. We applaud the
Colombian Government's determination to press the guerrillas to
cease their practices of narcotics trafficking, kidnapping,
forced recruitment of children, and attacks against the civilian
population.

BOLIVIA

Tn Bolivia, President Hugo Banzer's administration has
embarked on an ambitious five-year plap, called the Dignity
Plan, to eliminate all illicit coca and permanently remove the
country from the international narcotics -.ircuit. A goal that
seemed utopian when it was announced in early 1998 is now
actually within reach. More than 73 percent of the country's
illicit coca has been eradicated, in less than 50 percent of the
allotted time. It is vital that the Bolivians consolidate these
gains by providing alternative development options to the
farmers who are abandoning the coca trade, while maintaining the
focus on eradication and interdiction. U.S. assistance has been
and will continue to be essential to their success.

WMEULAI

For the past year, Venezuela has been engaged in a
dramatic, controversial exercise of democracy, with the goal of
reforming the nation's government in order to make it wor~t more
fairly and more consistently in the interest of the people. A
new Constitution, adopted with overwhelming support, has set the
stage for elections for most elected positions, including
President, on May 28. Restructuring of the government has been
accompanied by dramatic changes in the political landscape. New
political parties and coalitions can-be expected to emerge and
the final shape cannot be anticipated at this time. At this
important crossroads, it is important to continue to emphasize
the importance of staying within democratic bounds and
establishing precedents for transparent, effective and
responsive government. We will continue to engage in bilateral
cooperation. in a wide variety of areas, including flood relief
and reconstruction, count erna rcot ics, anti-corruption and
judicial reform, and creation 6f an attractive investment and
business climate. On my recent trip to Venezuela, I had a full
range of discussions with Venezuelan officials on various issues
including counternarcotics.
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muD

We enjoy a strong bilateral relationship with Peru that spans
many issues, from counternarcotics to commercial ties. Our.
assistance seeks to strengthen democratic institutions in Peru,
enhance the Government of Peru's ability to interdict and
disrupt narcotics production and distribution, and to reduce
poverty and promote economic and social development. Our
democracy assistance promotes civic and voter education,
journalism training and support for press freedom organizations,
election monitoring, judicial training, increased political
participation of women and increased citizen participation in
local government. U.S. programs also help to strengthen and
expand the Office of the Human Rights Ombudsman and to support
the work of credible human rights NGOs.

Peru is a source country for cocaine, and the U.S. has enjoyed
excellent cooperation from the GOP in counternarcotics
activities# resulting in a 66t decline in coca cultivation from
1995 to 1999. Our counterdrug assistance provides training and
assistance for aerial, maritime, riverine and ground
interdiction of drug shipments, enhanced law enforc 'ement,
alternative development assistance, and drug eduodtion and
demand reduction. With U.S. assistance, GOP interdiction and
"%shootdown' operations effectively shut down drug traffickers'
northern "air bridge" to Colonibia. To reinforce and maintain
the success of the interdiction programs and help sustain
reductions in coca production, the U.S.-Peru alternative
development. program provides alternative income opportunities
for coca growers. Assistance for more than 25,000 hectares of
licit crops focuses on promoting the production of legal crops
such as coffee and cacao. To date, the alternative development
program has financed 850 kmn of road rehabilitation, constructed
21 bridges, and built two irrigation systems. INC funds also
provide training to Peruvian police units to dismantle
international criminal organizations.

3CUADOR

Both political instability 'and an economic crisis currently
endanger democracy in Ecuador.- In January an uprising by an
indigenous political movement, supported by elements of the
army, provided unconstitutional pressure on President Mahuad
that forced him from office. The military clearly failed in its
duty to protect the country's democratically elected leaders and
played an unacceptable role in the political crisis. We have
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strongly expressed our condemnation of the military's role in
the January crisis to its leadership. Key Ecuadorian officials
publicly acknowledged that our pressure was a key factor in the
restoration of civilian rule. Within hours Mahuaeits
constitutional successor, former Vice President Gustavo Noboa,
assumed office. Nevertheless, we have stressed to the
Ecuadorian military leadership that it has a constitutional duty
to protect the nation's democratically elected leadership and
that it cannot contribute, either actively or inactively, to an
unconstitutional change in government.

While we reject the means by which President Mahuad was
removed from office, we are committed to working with the Noboa
government on the full range of issues of mutual interest,
including our joint counternarcotics operations from the Manta
forward operating location. Ex-president Mahuad has since called
on all Ecuadorians to support President Noboa. Noboa's
principal challenge will be to rapidly address the economic
crisis in Ecuador and restore public confidence. We have urged
Ecuador to work closely with the IMF and take the macroeconomic
steps necessary to put Ecuador on the path to recovery. The
Noboa government has put forward a package of necessary reforms,
and I strongly urged all parties in the Ecuadorian Congress to
pass them.

Andean Trade Preference Act

The Andean Trade Prefer-ence (ATPA) provides tariff benefits
comparable to those now granted in CBI to four beneficiary
countries (Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador and Peru). Venezuela is
not currently an ATPA beneficiary. The program expires on
December 4, 2001. It appears to be a successful and beneficial
program for all our countries. Ambassador Fisher will address
this trade benefit and the Administration's trade policy in
support of the Andean region' sant -'-narcotics efforts.

Mr. Chairman, distinguished members, the Administration has
been pleased by the bipartisan support from both houses that
share our concern for Colombia and the Andean region's future.
Concerted action now could help over time to stem the illicit
narcotics flow to the United States. I ' look forward to working
with Congress to address these issues.
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STATEMENT OF RICHARD FISHER, DEPUTY UNITED STATES

TRADE REPRESENTATIVE, OFFICE OF TEUNITED STATES
TRADE REPRESENTATIVE
Ambassador FISHER. Mr. Chairman, Senator Biden, Senator

Graham, thank you very much for inviting me to talk about the
trade aspects of this exercise. I also want to share with General
McCaffrey our gratitude to Under Secretary Pickering for pulling
our team together as he does so brilliantly.

I have just returned from a trip to Argentina, Brazil, and Uru-
guay. These countries, of course, are remaining on track in their
economic recovery despite the recession they have experienced and
the financial turmoil that recently affected South America. I had
the opportunity to meet with all tree presidents of those countries
and was struck by the expressions of angst that came from them
with regard to the Andean region.

The Andean region is not faring as well obviously as the South-
ern Cone, and as each of you have noted, the scourge of narcotics
production and trafficking and all the economic, social, and security
problems associated with that illegal activity are particularly in-
tense in the entire region.

In addition to its general purpose in developing mutually bene-
ficial trade and investment bilateral relationships, our trade policy
in the region has been tailored to give the Andean countries great-
er opportunities to move away from narcotics cultivation into legiti-
mate trade.

I would like to highlight for you our three major initiatives in the
region: the first, referred to by Ambassador Pickering, the benefits
created by the Andean Trade Preference Act, or ATPA; the second,
our strengthening of bilaioeral trade relations with countries in the
region which we have intensified; and, third, the negotiations to-
ward the Free Trade Area of the Americas and how it is relevant
to this exercise.

First, with regard to the special market access program created
by the Andean Trade Preference Act, known as ATPA, this was
originally applied to Bolivia and Colombia in 1992, then to Ecuador
and Peru in 1993, granting these four countries tariff benefits com-
parable to those of the Carbbean Basin Economic Recovery Act
until the year 2001, in December. Its goal was to help generate eco-
nomic alternatives to drug production and trafficking through -re-
duced duty or duty -free treatment to most of these countries' ex-
ports to the United States.

The ATPA has indeed been providing benefits to items of signifi-
cant export interest in the region; for example, cut flowers from Co-
lombia, Ecuador and Bolivia, totaling about $440 million annually;
precious metals and jewelry products from Colombia and Bolivia

and Peru, totaling about $210 Million annally;fihadispr-
ucts from Ecuador, totaling about $80 million annually' ,

This has helped prompt substantial growth in our trade relation-
ships, as mentioned by Senator Graham. Bilateral trade between
the U.S. and the Andean region has more than doubled since the
passage of the ATPA. The four countries combined have increased
their exports to the United States by about 80 percent since 1991,



with Colombia gaining approximately 95 percent and Peru nearly
140 percent.

In 1999, $1.7 billion in imports from the four relevant countries
entered the U.S. under the ATPA, $799 million from Colombia,
$607 million from Peru, $259 million from Ecuador, and some $63
million from Bolivia. Our most recent formal review submitted per
the statute, which requires a review every three years, was sub-
mitted in December of 1997 and showed that ATPA had a positive
effect on drug crop eradication and crop substitution in the bene-

ficar countries.
Ou udgment of the success of this program is echoed by the

beneficiary countries. In October of last year, for example, Colom-
bia's Ministerio de Ccmercio Exterior, their foreign minister, wrote
that the ATPA has, quote, "had a remarkable socio-economic im-
pact. Net ATPA-related employment generation over 1992 to 1998
was 108,000 jobs in Colombia,' end of quote.

The ATPA proga exTires in less than two ears, as was noted
by Senator Grahm in D~ecember of 2001, as ?'mentioned earlier,
which is a rather short time in terms of business and investment
planning. The Andean community has requested that we extend
the program for at least several years, and asked us to reduce the
list of products excluded from p referential treatment under the cur-
rent legislation, and to add Venezuela, which is the fifth member
of the Adean community as a beneficiary country. It has also been
suggested that we request an early extension of the program before
thie December 2001 expiration date, and we are prepared, Senator,
to examine all these proposals very closely in consultation with you
and with the Congress.

Second, as I mentioned in my introduction, we have been inten-
sifying our bilateral trade relationships with the Andean region.
For instance, in May of 1999 we and the five member states of the
Andean community met in Cartagena, Colombia, for the very first
meeting of the newly formed U.S .-Andean Community Trade and
Investment Council. We refer to it by an acronym calle TIC. The
TIC meeting addressed issues such as the FTAA negotiations, the
intellectual property rights issues between us, trade issues under
the Andean Trade Preference Act, and matters of mutual interest
in the WTO and in bilateral trade.

We also have an active program of bilateral investment treaties
or BITs, and we have a BIT in force between the United States and
Ecuador since May of 1997. We signed one with Bolivia in April of
1998 that is still subject to Senate ratification and we are in var-
ious stages of exploratory talks with Peru and with Venezuela on
possible bilateral investment treaties. During his recent trip to
Washington, I proposed to President Pastrana that we proceed with

aBIT negotiation with Colombia, and we are awaiting his reply.
These treaties, Senator, provide mutual benefits byv enhancing in-

vestor certainty and confidence. They help create jobs and long-
term growth which are inherently' desirable, and also help econo-
mies diversify away from narcotics.
The administration has also made the point to the Andean gov-

ernments--and I have personally had the pleasure of meeting with
all five of the Andean presidents in that meeting around the
Cartagena meeting-that full implementation of the WTO obliga-

67-504 00-3



tions and respect for the rule of law in such areas as intellectual
property and trade-related investment measures and customs valu-
ation are critical to creating favorable business climates and to at-
tracting investment into the region.

Indeed, the Plan Colombia which we have been talking about so
much today makes a similar point in the section in that plan deal-
ing with trade. The Plan also refers to the need to implement busi-
ness facilitation measures agreed to in the FTAA negotiations, to
promote a favorable environment for electronic commerce, and rec-
ognize that, as Senator Biden referred to earlier, transparency and
due process in government procurement is essential to achieving
greater efficiency and integrity in the use of public funds, not just
in this country but, of course, in the Andean region.
*Third, and finally, in parallel with the special focus on the Ande-

an region per se, we and the Adean countries are full partners in
the construction of the Free Trade Area of the Americas. These
talks are due to conclude by December 2004. The are on track to
meet that dea 'dline. These negotiations, when concluded, will great-
ly increase the alternatives to narcotics trade in the Andean coun-
tries.

By eliminating obstacles to trade and goods, the Free Trade Area
of the Americas will create similar new opportunities for the Ande-
an countries not simply in the United States, but also in the other
countries of the hemisphere. Opening markets and services will
help to strengthen their economies and encourage competition,
transparency, and impartial regulation of financial systems, tele-
communications, insurance, and other industries basic to a modern,
diversified economy.

The elimination of tariffs and non-tariff barriers envisioned by
the FTAA will be a powerful stimulus for investment in all of our
economies, giving Andean nations and others further opportunities
to diversifyr away from and develop alternatives to narcotics pro-
duction. And it will strengthen the value of openness, account-
ability, democracy, and the rule of law, which themselves make the
FTAA possible. These are values central to any successful effort to
combat narcotics trafficking.

Senator Grassley, a strong trade and investment relationship
with the Andean region is a vital component of our counter-nar-
cotics efforts, as well as a critically important goal in its own right.
It is not in any sense a substitute for the policies directly focusing
on narcotics issues, but it offers nations afflicted by poverty and by
these conflicts opportunities to grow and develop healthier, diversi-
fled economies.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Ambassador Fisher follows:]
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Oral Testimony on U.S. Assistance Options for the Andes

Ambassador Richard Fisher
Deputy United States Trade Repremsttie

February 22, 2000

Mr. Chairman, Senator Moynihan, Senator Biden,

Members of the Caucus, Members of the Subcommittee:-

I welcome this opportunity to appear before you today to

discuss the Administration's trade policy in support of the

Andean region's anti-narcotics efforts. Our Administration

shares your concerns regarding the need to support the Andean

countries in their attempts to diversify' away from narcotics

production and trafficking.

I have just returned from a trip to Argentina, Brasil, and

Uruguay. I am pleased to report that those countries are

remaining on the track of economic recovery and reform despite

the recession and financial turmoil that recently has affected

South America. Unfortunately, the Andean region is not faring

as well as the Southern Cone. The scourge of narcotics

production and trafficking, and all the economic, social, and
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security problems associated with that illegal activity, are

particularly intense in the Andean regioiiThis situation makes

today's hearing especially important and timely.

In addition to its general purpose in developing mutually

beneficial trade and investment bilateral relationships, our trade

~'policy has been tailored to give the Andean countries greater

opportunities to move away from narcotics cultivation into

legitimate trade. I would like to highlight our three major

initiatives in the region: the benefits created by the Andean

Trade Preference Act; our strengthening of bilateral trade

relations with countries in the region, and the negotiations

toward the Free Trade Area of the Americas.

First the special market access-program created by the

Andean Trade Preferences Act (ATPA). The ATPA, originally

applied to Bolivia and Colombia in 1992, then to Ecuador and

Peru in 1993, granted these four countries tariff benefits

comparable to those of the Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery
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Act until December 2001. Its goal was to help generate

economic alternatives to drug production and trafficking

through reduced duty or duty-free treatment to most of these

countries' exports to the United States. And the ATPA has,

indeed, been providing benefits to items of significant export

interest to the region, such as:

* Cut flowers from Colombia, Ecuador and Bolivia totaling

about $440 million annually;

* Precious metals and jewelry products from Colombia,

Bolivia and Peru totaling about $2 10 million annually;

* Fish and fish products from Ecuador totaling about $80

million annually.

This has helped prompt substantial growth in our trade

relationships. Bilateral trade between the U.S., and the, Andean

region has more than doubled since passage of ATPA: the four



countries combined have increased their exports to the United -

States by about 80 percent since 199 1, with Colombia gaining

approximately 95 percent and Peru nearly 140 percent. Ina-1999

$1.7 billion in* imprs from the four relevant countries
entered the U.S. under ATPA $9 million froClmba

$607 million from Peru, $259 Million from Ecuador, and $63

million from Boliia. Our most recent formal review,

submitted per the statute in December of 1997, showed that the

ATPA had a positive effect on drug-crop eradication and crop

substitution in the beneficiary countries.

Our judgement of the success of this program is echoed by

the beneficiary countries. In October of last year, Colombia's

Ministerio de Comercio Exterior wrote that the ATPA, "has had

a remarkable socio-economic impact. Net ATPA-related..

employment generation over 1992-98 was ... 108,000 jobs."'

The ATPA program expires in less than two years, in

'Documen NT/MM-78SEN, Ministeria de Comcrvio Exterior, Republica de Colombia.
October 29, 1999.



December 200 1-a rather short time in terms of business and

investment planning. The Andean Community has requested

that we extend the program for at least several years, and asked

us to reduce the list of products excluded from preferential

treatment under the current legislation, and to add Venezuela

(the fifth member of the Andean Community) as a beneficiary

country. It has also been suggested that we request an early

extension of the program, before the December 2001 expiration

date. We are prepared to examine all these proposals very

closely, in consultation with Congress.

Second, we are developing our bilateral trade relationship

with the Andean region. For instance, in May of 1999 we and

the five Member States of the Andean Community held in

Cartagena, Colombia the first meeting of the newly-formed

U.S.-Andean Community Trade and Investment Council, or

TIC. This new partnership with the Andean Community

members reflects the increasing importance the Andean

Community has attained as a r egional decision-making body and
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our interest in expanding our trade and investment relationships

in the region. The TIC meeting- addressed issues such as the

FTAA negotiations, intellectual property rights, trade issues

under the Andean Trade Preference Act and matters of mutual

interest in the WTO.

We also have an active program of bilateral investment

treaty, or "BIT," negotiations with the region. Specifically, a

BIT is in force between the United States and Ecuador; we

signed one with Bolivia in April 1998 which is still subject to

Senate ratification; and we are in various stages of exploratory

talks with Peru and Venezuela on possible BITs. During his

recent visit to Washington, I proposed to President Pastrana, that

we proceed with BIT negotiations with Colombia, and we are

awaiting his reply. These treaties provide mutual benefits by

enhancing investor certainty and confidence, thus helping create

jobs and long-term growth which are inherently desirable and

also help economies diversify away from narcotics.
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The Administration has also made the point to the Andean

Governments - and I personally made this point to the five

Andean Presidents in Cartagena - that full implementation of

WTO obligations and respect for the rule of law in such areas as

intellectual property, trade-related investment measures, and

customs valuation are critical to creating favorable business

climates and to attracting investment into the region. The Plani

Colombia announced last fall by President Pastrana makes a

simia pont in the section dealing with trade. The Plan also

refers to the need to implement business facilitation measures

agreed in the FTAA negotiations, promote a favorable

environment for electronic commerce, and recognize that

transparency and due process in government procurement is

essential to achieve greater efficiency and integrity in the use of

public funds.

Third and finally, in parallel with this special focus on the

Andean region, we and the Andean countries are full partners in

the construction of a much broader project: the Free Trade Area
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of the Americas, or the ALCA (Area de Libre Comercio de las

Americas) as it is referred in Spanish. The talks are due to

conclude by December 2004 and are on track to meet that

deadline. These negotiations, 'when concluded, will greatly

increase the alternatives to narcotics trade in the Andean

countries.

By eliminating obstacles, to trade in goods, the ALCA will

create significant new opportunities for the Andean countries,

not just in the United States but also in the markets of their other

hemispheric trading partners. Opening markets in services will

help to strengthen the Andean economies, by encouraging

competition, transparency, and impartial regulation of financial

systems, telecommunications, insurance and other industries

basic to a modem economy. The elimination of tariffs and non-

tariff barriers envisioned by the ALGA will be a powerful

stimulus for investment in all our economies, giving Andean

nations and others further opportunities to diversify and develop

alternatives to narcotics production. And it will strengthen the



values of openness, accountability, democracy, and the rule of

law which themselves make the ALCA possible. These are

values central to any successful effort to combat narcotics

trafficking.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, a strong trade and investment

relationship with the Andean region is a vital component of our

counter-narcotics efforts, as well as being a critically important

goal in its own right. It is not in any sense a substitute for

policies directly focusing on narcotics issues, but offers nations

afflicted by poverty opportunities to grow and develop healthier

alternatives.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and we look forward

to working with you and your colleagues in addressing these

very important issues.
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Senator GRASSLEY. General Wilhelm, informn me whether or not
it will take you more than seven or eight minutes. If it does, I
would like to go to questionin of General McCaffrey before we

hear rom yu. Bu if o cn e done in seven or eight minutes,
I think we will just go ahead with your testimony

General WILHELM. Senator Grassley, I think I will be very close
to that.

Senator GIRASsLEY. Okay, thank you. Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF GENERAL CHARLES E. WILHELM COM-
MANDER-IN-CHIEF,, UNITED STATES SOUTHERN COMMAND
General WILHELM. Chairman Grassley, Senator Biden, Senator

Graham, I welcome this opportunity to discuss with you United
States assistance options for the Andean region.

I know that during this hearing you intend to discuss U.S. eco-
nomic and Political assistance policies for the region and the Ande-
an Trade Preferences Act. There are distinct linkages between
these policies and our counter-drug and military-to-military en-
gagement policies and activities. This morning, I would like to com-
ment on these linkages and Department of Defense activities in
support Of Plan Colombia.

The counter-drug struggle provides the underpinning for most of
the military engagement activities in the region. With regard to
Colombia, I -am encouraged by the progress that is being made.
During 1999, we created the first of the Colombian counter-nar-
cotics battalions. This 931-member unit is composed of professional
soldiers, all of whom have been vetted to avoid human rights
abuses. The battalion has been trained by members of the United
States Seventh Special,.Forces Group and is designed to interact
with and provide security for elements of the Colombian National
Police during counter-drug operations.

Tactical mobility has long been the Achilles heel of Colombia's
armed forces. This battalion will be supported by an aviation ele-
ment consisting initially of 18 refurbished UH-&i helicopters pro-
vided through a cooperative effort on the parts of INL at the State
Department and United States Southern Command. These new
units will focus their operations in the southern departments of Co-
lombia which have been the sites of recent wholesale increases in
drug cultivation and production.

To assure that combined military and police units conducting
counter-drug operations have the best, most recent, and most accu-
rate intelligence, we have worked closely with Colombia while de-
veloping the Colombian Joint Intelligence Center, or COJIC, as we
refer to it, at the Tres Esquinas military complex that abuts the
southern departments.

This computerized facility attained initial operating capability on
the 22nd ofDecember of last year. Deliberately, and without fan-
fare, these new organizations have commenced operations. Their
two initial forays into drug" cultivation and production areas near
Tres Esquinas resulted in arrests, seizures of drugs, destruction of
laboratories, confiscation of precursor chemicals, and identification
and subseuent eradication of new cultivation sites. The counter-
drug batalon and Colombian Joint Intelligence Center were cre-



ated by reprogramming and reprioritizing previously budgeted re-
sources during the past year.

The initiatives that I have just described we refer to collectively
as Action Plan 99. The follow-on effort, Action Plan 2000, builds on
these first-phase efforts. During the comin year, we will build two
additional counter-narcotics battalions anda brigade headquarters.
With a well-trained and fully equipped counter-narcotics brigade
consisting of more than 3,000 professional soldiers, the Colombian
armed forces will be prepared to join forces with air mobile ele-
ments of the Colombian National Police to reassert control over the
narcotics-rich departments of southern Colombia.

Continuing to focus on mobility and intelligence, we will provide
15 additional UH-1N helicopters, rounding out the aviation bat-
talion. These UH-lNs will ultimately be replaced by UH-60
Blackhawks, which have the range, payload, high-altitude capa-
bility and survivability required by Colombia's armed forces to crip-
ple the narcotics industry and bring the remainder of the country
under government control.

On~~~ oh ielgnce side, we will continue to develop and refine
the Colombian Joint Intelligence Center and pursue a broad range
of initiatives to improve our interdiction capabilities. A key compo-
nent of the interdiction plan is first-phase development of the for-
ward operating location at Manta, Ecuador. This facility is urgently
required to replace capabilities lost when we left Panama and
closed Howard Air Force Base. Manta's importance stems from the
fact that it is the sole operating site that will give us the oper-
ational reach to cover all of Colombia, all of Peru, and the coca-pro-
ducig regions of Bolivia.

Looking beyond 2000, we have engaged the services of the Mili-
tary Professional Research Institute, or MPRI. MPRI has assigned.
hand-picked and highly experienced analysts to assess Colombtia's
security force requirements beyond the counter-drug brigade and
its supporting organizations. Among other thin, the contract
tasks MR to develop an operating concept for the armed forces,
candidate force structures, and necessary doctrines to implement
the operational concept.

I have now served at Southern Command for 28 months. Shortly
after assuming command and making my initial assessment of se-
curity and stabilit conditions in the region, I stated that I consid-
ered Colombia to bethe most threatened nation in my area of re-
sponsibility. Today, almost two-and-a-half years later, I stand be-
lund that assessment. However, I am encouraged by what I see in
Colombia.

Served by a first-class civilian and military leadership team, Co-
lombia demonstrates a level of national organization and commit-
ment that was simply not present two-and-a-half years ago. To be
sure, the recently reported upsurge in coca cultivation and produc-
tion provides cause for concern, but that concern is partially offset
by improved performance by Colombia's security forcs duringtc
tical engagements with the FARO, ELN, and others who are aiding
and abetting narcotics traffickers.

Cooperation between the armed forces and National Police has
improved. New levels of competnce in air-ground coordination
have been demonstrated. Intelligence , -ing is on the upswing.



An aggrssive program is underway to restructure the armed
frces. Te armed forces and National Police are poised to reassert

control over the southern and eastern portions of the country, and
Plan Colombia provides a comprehensive national strategy de-
signed to defeat the narco-traffickers and correct the ills they have
visited on Colombia's society.

On average, I visit Colombia about once every six weeks. I am
convinced that the second most populous nation in South America,
with the longest and strongest democratic traditions, is turning the
corner. With our help, Colombia will succeed.

In recent months, I have become increasingly concerned about
Colombia's neighbors. The adverse social, economic and political
conditions spawned wholly or in part by drug trafficking and the
other transnational threats that it breeds are weakening the fabric
of democracy in other nations in the regioiR.

For this reason, while I endorse a Colombia-centric approach to
the drug problem in the region, I caution against a Colombia-exclu-
sive, approach. While we assist Colombia in making important
strides to reassert its sovereignty over its territory and to curb
growing cultivation, we should also take appropriate steps to pre-
serve the noteworthy successes achieved by Peru and Bolivia, and
be sensitive-to emerging needs in the bordering countries of Ecua-
dor, Panama, Venezuela and Brazil. This is truly a regional prob-
lem. As such, we must pursue reginal solutions.

In summary, I am convinced ta we are headed in the right di-
rection and we are pursuing the right options in the Andean re-
gion, but not a minute too soon.. To seize the initiative in a 'struggle
which General McCaffrey has testified claims as many as 52,000
American lives per year, I urge rapid approval of the supplemental
and increased support for other nations in the region.

I thank the caucus for the help it has given us in the past and
I look forward to your questions that will follow. Thank you, sir.

[The prepared statement of General Wilhelm follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Caucus and Coittee,

thank you for the opportunity to appear before you to discuss drug

trafficking as a regional problem and to identify required counternarcotica

assistance for countries in the Andean Ridge. Drug trafficking increasingly

poses a significant threat to regional stability, strong democracies, and

tree market economies throughout our hemisphere. While Andean Ridge

countries must lead the fight against drug trafficking, they need our

commitment of financial, operational, and Intelligence support. Today r will

provide you an assessment of the narcotics threat facing the nations of the

Andean Ridge Region. I will also discuss current and planned U.S. military

assistance to these nations in support of counterdrug activities.

RIGIOKA THRJIA?

The danger of drug trafficking to Andean Ridge nations is real,

immediate, and growing. The illicit drug industry has become a corrosive

force without precedent, relentlessly eroding the foundations of democracy in

the region, corruption public institutions, poisoning youth, ruining

economies, and disrupting the social order.

Colombia is key to the region's stability. Colombia's problems are not

contained by her borders, but are spilling over into neighboring countries.

For example, Venezuela has deployed approximately 10,000 troops along the

Colombian border to prevent intrusions by Colombian insurgent forces. Peru

and Ecuador also deploy forces along the Colombian border to deter the

Revolutionary Armed forces of Colombia (FARC), paramilitary forces, and drug

traffickers from unwanted incursions. Ecuador' a current economic plight

makes it nearly impossible for the government to deploy adequate military

forces to prevent illegal border crossings. FARC and drug trafficker
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incursions recently prompted the Brazilian Army to reinforce military

garrisons along its border with Colombia and spurred the government to

continue development of the very expensive ($1.4 billion) Amazon Surveillance

System (SIVAH).

Lacking an army and the resources for an effective border police#

Panama is unable to control all of its border with Colombia. FARC and

paramilitary forces routinely enter Panama with impunity to terrorize and

extort Panamanian locals, and to traffic in drugs and arms.

To wage an effective, long-term counterdrug (CD) campaign, countries of

the region must cooperate to develop a common strategy and coordinate their

actions against narcotraffickers. A collective regional response is required

to provide effective border security and to expand and sustain the impressive

CD results realized in Peru and Bolivia.

Aseeossmoent of the Andeen Ridge Heroin and Coosine Indmstry

Peru and Bolivia have made significant progress in reducing coca

production, surpassing 1999 eradication goals. For 1999, Peru reduced

illicit coca production by 27 percent, while Bolivia reduced production by 53

percent. Despite these significant reductions, a dramatic increase in

Colombian production offsets progress in .other nations and seriously impedes

regional CD efforts.

Colombia is now the world' s largest producer of cocaine, due in large

part to the Colombian Government's only limited control of territory in its

outlying provinces. Drug traffickers took advantage of the minimal security

force presence in these provinces to increase coca production in 1998 by 24

percent over the previous year. Production for 1999 increased by 20 percent

over 1998. Despite aerial spraying to eradicate more than 42,000 acres of
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coca in Colombia, cocaine production for 1999 is estimated to have been 520

metric tons, with a U.S. street value of @6.2 billion.

The Counternarcotics Center (CNC) reported that drug traffickers in

1999 used air, sea, and land routes to move an estimated 512 metric tons of

mostly Colombian cocaine from the Source Zone. m~ulti-national CD efforts

interdicted approximately 131 metric tons, but an estimated 381 metric tons

evaded interdiction efforts and entered the Transit Zone, potentially

destined for the U.S.

In addition to coca production, Colombia is a major source of opium

poppy cultivation and heroin production. Colombia now ranks fourth amOng the

world's heroin producers. Production for 1998 was estimated at six metric

tons, with a U.S. street value of $390 million. To attack this problem,

Colombia pursues an active aerial eradication program and sprayed

approximately 8,000 hectares of poppy cultivation last year. Production

estimates for 1999 are not yet available, but we are confident that increased

eradication spraying will be necessary to cripple illegal poppy cultivation.

Chu I lenas

The difficulty of locating, tracking, and intercepting drug traffickers

throughout the Andean Ridge is exacerbated by the proliferation of

sophisticated Drug Trafficking Organizations (OTOs) . These UTOs are smaller,

more adaptable, and more mobile than traditional cartels, complicating

intelligence collection efforts and making them more difficult to target.

Many D'rOs have symbiotic links to the FARC, ELZ, and paramilitary

organizations. More than half of the MWR fronts and roughly one-fourth of

9LX fronts receive support from,, and provide protection to, DTOs. Drug money

provides a major portion of the FARC' s'war chest and is the T~ls primary

source for sustaining forces, conducting combat operations, and purchasing
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weapons. Several Colombian paramilitary groups also protect and receive

support from DTOs.

Mequired Intelliqeno Bupport to Assist Regional CD Operations

The success of regional CD operations is contingent upon timely,

accurate, predictive, and actionable intelligence. Significant deficiencies

exist in Source Zone Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR).

These shortfalls impede the gathering of timely and actionable tactical

intelligence to counter increasingly diversified and mobile drug trafficking

operations. ISn shortfalls inhibit our ability to collect essential

information on the capabilities, intentions, and activities of drug

traffickers, and complicate our force protection efforts.

We need to expand our current collection capabilities and provide

additional intelligence to Partner Nations and U.S. military forces and to

law enforcement agencies conducting CD operations. The proposed supplemental

funding for U.S. military airborne-intelligence resources will enable

Southern Command to collect additional critical intelligence on drug

smuggling activities in the Source and Transit Zones. Increased sharing of

that intelligence, closer cooperation with the Interagency, and better

training of Partner Nation personnel will significantly enhance the

effectiveness of CD operations throughout the Andean Ridge.

U. S. ASXSTADCZ TO COLViZA AND NXIH09=0 CORZ3S

The proposed supplemental will assist Colombia in implementing its

strategic plan for counterdrug operations. -The supplemental is consistent

with the overarching NIational Drug Control Strategy (NDCS), supports goals 4

and 5 of the Strategy and will enable United States Southern Comand to mor*

effectively exoc-.te its Counterdrug Campaign Plan. Colombia and its Andean
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Ridge neighbors fully appreciate the regional problems that are caused by the

illegal drug industry, and they have demonstrated the willingness to pursue

solutions at the regional level. Success in these efforts will require

continued commitment from the U.S.

The United States has provided initial training, limite' infrastructure

support, technological support, and equipment to foster commitment and to

improve Partner Nation capabilities to fight drug trafficking within their

borders and throughout the region. Ninety of our 119 CD training support

deploynvents for Fiscal Year 2000 are scheduled for Andean Ridge countries. In

addition, seven of our nineteen Tactical Analysis Teams (TATs) are located in

the five Andean Ridge countries, and more than 100 Joint Planning and

Assistance Teams (JPATs) transition through the region annually, providing CD

training and assessments for host nation security forces. We are also providing

support for the Andean Ridge ground, air, and riverine programs. If approved,

supplemental funding will enable us to aggressively pursue existing programs

that have already demonstrated their merit, and initiate new ones, such as the

Colombia CD Brigade which can be decisive as we seek a comprehensive solution

to the drug challenge.

support to around Prog"am

We have helped the Colombian Army (COLAR) organize, train, and equip

their first Counternarcotics Battalion (CN BN), which became operational

December 15, 1999. Manned by more than 900 COLAR soldiers and baas'O, at- the

Joint Task Force (JTF)-South headquarters in Tres Esquiflas, the CH Battalion is

comprised of a headquarters company and three maneuver companies. The

Battalion completed an extensive three-phase training program conducted by U.S.

Special Forces at a cost of $3.9 million, and received $3.5 million in

individual field equipment, unit equipment, and medical supplies to enable

P00 LTC Norma Tovar, SCJS-LA 02/22/00
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stand-alone operations. The CN Battalion is designed to conduct ground and

airsobile CD operations in coordination with-the Colombian National Police.

Colombian armed forces and police wnits will receive Integrated Intelligence

support from the Colombia Joint Intelligence Center (COJrC).

To provide urgently needed tactical mobility# the Battalion has received

18 refurbished ON-IN helicopters (and accompanying "pre parts), which were

provided by the Department of State (DOS). Based at Tolemeida and Florencta,

the helicopters are manned by 25 contract pilots and 14 Colombian copilots

trained in the United States and assigned to the COLAE. The contract pilots

will be phased out as additional Colombian pilots complete their training. DOS

is also providing follow-on support equipment (armament anid portable hangars),

and has budgeted $2.1 million of monthly Operations and Maintenance funds to

sustain this crucial capability.

The Colombian joint Intelligence Center became operational on December

22, 1999 and is currently supporting national police, military, and JYF-South

CD operations. It produces real-time targeting information, terrain and

weather analysis, force protection vulnerability assessments, and intelligence

estimates. The USG provided $4.9 million for construction of the COJIC

facility, installing networked computers, supplying communications equipment

and administrative material, upgrading the base infrastructure, and to cover

sustainaient. costs through aid June 2000. Three U.S. subject matter experts are

deployed to the COJIC through June 2000 to observe anAd assist COLAR and

Colombian National Police intelligence specialists manning the facility. we

also are making improvements to Tres Eaquinaa, where Joint Task Force South,

the COJIC and the CN Battalion are colocated. Thus far, we have spent more

than $600,000 on force protection improvements alone. Other upgrades are

underway which include extension of the existing aircraft runway and

construction of an aircraft parking ramp.
.7
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Planning is ongoing to establish, train, and equip two additional Co

Battalions and a COLAR CM Brigade headquarters during 2000. Each of the two

additional Battalions will have on-individually tailored training schedule.

The second 06 Battalion will begin training in April followed several months

later by the third Battalion which will finish training in December 2000.

These Battalions will be organized in much the same way as the first CH

Battalion. Organizational improvements will include the inception of a

reinstruction company which will provide a reservoir of trained soldiers to

replace administrative and combat losses, and the consolidation of support

elements (reconnaissance, medical, mortars), into a Support Battalion.

Soldiers assigned to the new Battalion. will be vetted for human rights

violations.

support to Airz Programs
We continue to conduct cooperative air interdiction efforts with Peru

and Colombia and are using the security assistance, program to upgrade the

capabilities of A-37, rucano, and C-26 aircraft. We have teamed with the

Interagency to develop a CD Air Interdiction Plan to en~hance current =O

capabilities. This plan will maximize Colombian operational effectiveness

focusing phased air interdiction operations against drug smuggling aircraft

in southern and eastern Colombia. Operations will integrate Relocatable

Over-the-Horizon Radar (ROTUR), U.S. tracker and detection aircraft, and

Colombian air force and national police aircraft. Training will begin in

February 2000, followed by several months of focused air interdiction

operations.

The proposed supplemental funds air-to-air radar and an upgraded

coemuicatiorts package for two of the COLAF' * C-26 Y4rlin aircraft. Those

modified aircraft will provide COLAF, the capability to track and intercept
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aircraft moving cocaine from inland lab-oratories to the Colombian coast$ for

transshipment to the United States. The supplemental also: (1) improves

00 WF tactical surveillance and intelligence capabilities by providing

Forward-Looking Infrared Radar (FIR) for low-altitude, long-duration

reconnaissance aircraft; (2) improves collection frov. ground-based radars

(GDR) by funding upgrades to current GBR's and fielding an additional GBR at

Tres Esquinas; and (3) corrects operational and safety deficiencies at the

Forward Operating Location (FOL) in Manta, Ecuador to allow sustained

operations by U.S. Navy, Air Force, and Customs aircraft in the deep Source

Zone and the Eastern Pacific.

Problems in transiting Venezuelan air space in pursuit of suspected

drug trafficking aircraft continue. Since June of last year, Venezuelan

authorities have routinely denied U.S. requests for authorization to enter

Venezuelan airspace in pursuit of suspected drug trafficking aircraft. Since

May 27, 1999, the Government of Venezuela has denied 34 ot 37 U.S. requests

for overflight in pursuit of suspect aircraft. However, we are encouraged by

a very recent approval of an overflight request and will persist in our

efforts to reach agreement with the Venezuelans on mutually acceptable

overflight accords.

The proposed supplemental will go a long way tcward correcting one of

Colombia's longest standing and most crucial operational deficiencies. .

inadequate tactical mobility. As previously mentioned, 18 OH-ill helicopters

have already been delivered to Colombia to provide air mobility for the

inaugural CI Battalion. These aircraft were provided through a coo:-(: ated

effort by the Dep~artmaent of State and Department of Defense. If the

supplemental is approved, 15 additional UH-lW.a will be upgraded; brought to

standardized configuration and delivered to Colombia to support expanded

mobility needs as the CII Battalion grows to Brigade strength. Ultimately,
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those 33 WI-iN helicopters will be replaced by 30 UH1-60 Blackhawks. and

additional 11-60's that will be purchased by Colombia using its own funds.

The selection of the UH1-60 as the standard helicopter for Colombia's armed

forces was based on its range, payload, survivability# versatility, service

ceiling and a variety of other factors. Other options were considered to

include non-U.S. aircraft. Ne support the Colombian decision and believe

that important requirements such as training, maintenance, facilities, and

contractor support will be simplified by the Blackhawk selection.

Support to Riverin. Programs

Southern Comnd supports Partner Nation riverine programs with

counterdruq training support teams, operational seminars, operational

planning support, equipment procurement, infrastructure development, and

training assessments. Equ ipment support to Colombia ai~d Peru includes boat

maintenance spares, armored flotation vests, and night vision devices. The

Corombians have increased their Riverine, Combat Elements to 25 (of a

projected 45), operating from seven advanced riverine, bases. As a result of

last year's funding, during 2000 we will be able to provide eight 25-foot

patrol boats, additional spare parts, night vision devices, and

radio/navigation equipment. This,' coupled with Colombia'sa own provisioning

efforts and thoughtful reorganization of its riverine forces will pave the

way for more assertive and effective control of the river systems that have

become drug. trafficking highways in southern and eastern Colombia.

Our assistance has enabled Peru to establish the Joint Peru Riverine

Training Center in Iquitos and equip four operational Riverine Interdiction

Units (of a projected 12). With existing funding, we are providiig"Peru

twelve 25-foot patrol boats, six 40-foot patrol craft, spare parts, night

vision devices, and armored flotiition vests.
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Perslonl Assessment

No must sustain and broaden our CM initiatives with Colombia, Peru#

Ecuador# Venezuela, Panama, and Bolivia. U.S. efforts are currently focused

on training counterdrug forces and conducting detection and monitoring

operations against the production and transportation of illicit drugs in

these nations. Continued support of these efforts is crucial to long-term

success in the region. The first step in achieving regional stability for

the Andean Ridge requires the development of an integrated Source tone

strategy. This strategy must consider the economic and social impact of

illicit drug trafficking and effectively coordinate the counterdrug efforts

of each Partner Nation. Two national policy directives guide the way ahead:

Presidential Decision Directive-14 and goals four and five of the National

Drug Control Strategy. Current policy guidance clearly identifies the

importance of ef fective interdiction~ and the requirement to break the source

of supply of drugs. The tIDC8 establishes two measurable goals for Southern

Coumand and the Interagency: a 10 percent reduction in the shipment of

illegal drugs through the Transit Zone and a 15 percent reduction in flow

from the Source Zone, by 2002; and a 20 percent reduction through the Transit

tone and 30 percent reduction from the Source Zone by 2007. Achievement of

these goals will require strong comitmt. on the parts of the nations of the

Andean Ridge, but they will not succeed on their own. It will fall to the

United States to provide the leadership, technical assistance, training and

materiel 'support that is needed to fill the gaps in national capabilities.
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CD CaqaMign rlan

Southern Command, as pert of the interagency team, has developed a

thre..phased regional CD Campign Plan that supports the goals, objectives,

and intent of the NDCS andPDD-l4. No will conduct interdiction in the

Transit Zone during all three phases. The focus of Phase I is on assisting

Partner Nations to improve their CD capabilities and$ where required, develop

now ones. This approach requires the U.S. to help organize, train, and where

necessary, equip Partner Nations to conduct effective air, riverine, and

ground operations against drug traffickers. Phase II will focus on decisive

regional operations to neutralize organizations involved in the illicit drug

trade. During this Phase, Partner Nations will isolate drug production areas

from traditional markets and transit points and extend security force

presence into production areas. Phase III will sustain successes achieved

during the first two phases by preparing Partner Nation forces to adapt

counterdrug operations to the narcotraffickers' constantly evolving tactics.

lewd Cping Locamusm crm)

To achieve the objectives of our CD Campaign Plan, we must better

position our assets to conduct sustained operations throughout the Source

gone. FOLs provide us the required operational reach to conduct these

operations. Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance miusions

conducted from the POLs will enhance the effectiveness of U.S. detection and

monitoring operations and Partner Nation interdiction efforts.

The FOL in Manta, Ecuador is my number one theater architecture priority

Want& is critical for conducting deep Source Zone air coverage with Airborne

Early Warning aircraft, and it is the only. FOL that enables us to achieve full

air coverage of Peru,, Colombia, and the drug producing areas of Bolivia. On

November 18th, 1999, we concluded a 10-year access agreement with the
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Government of Ecuador. Currently, we can operate three medium-size aircraft

(e.g., P-3 and C-130) from Kinta under visual flight rules during daylight

hours. We will begin all weather, 24-hour operations in April 2000, following

completion of necessary improvements to satisfy our own mandatory safety

requiLrements. The proposed supplemental will fund the necessary operational

improvements at Manta to allow unconstrained Detection, Monitoring, and

Tracking operations with all types of aircraft used in CD operations. The

design plan for airfield upgrades will be completed in March, 2000 with

construction to commence just as soon as funding becomes available.

The FOLs at Aruba and Curacao, funded in the Fiscal Year 2001 budget

request, are required for effective, rapid response detection and monitoring

operations in the northern Source Zone, which includes the Guajira Peninsula

of Colombia and Venezuelan border region, as well as a large part of the

Transit gone. U.S. and Dutch negotiating teams have finished their work,

initialed a 10-year agreement, and we anticipate tihat the formal signing*

ceremony will occur during the first or second week of March.

We also require an FOL in Central America. This FOL would provide air

coverage in the Eastern Pacific and Central America to keep pressure on the

Transit Zone as we build CD capabilities in the Source Zone. We are

currently evaluating prospective sites.

1mtur. Efforts to Adapt to the Changixkg Drug Threat

The success of Southern Command's Counterdrug Strategy requires Partner

Nation cooperation, "will to succeed*, and enhanced counterdrug capabilities.

The nations of the region have demonstrated commitment and resolve to attack

illicit drug trade in their respective countries. We must maintain and

expand our cooperative efforts within the .Interagency and with the Partner

Nations to build, nurture, and sustain effective regional CD capabilities. A
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focused, well-coordinated Interagency effort will provide required levels of

support to individual Partner Nations "n complement our regional effort to'

plan and execute counterdrug operations. To this end, Southern Comand

continues to host planning conferences and bilateral meetings that enhance

regional cooperation. A recently completed Aerospace Conference brought

together the region's Air Force Comanders to discuss initiatives for

improving regional air interdiction capabilities. Bilateral meetings between

Ecuador and Colombia have also improved counterdrug coordination along their

shared borders.

ccvcWSzOt

I have now served at Southern Command for 28 months. Shortly after

assuming command and making my initial assessment of security and stability

conditions in the region, I stated that I considered Colombia to be the most

threatened nation in the AOR. Today, almst two and half years later, I

stand behind that assessment. However, I am encouraged by what I see in

Colombia. Served by a first Class civilian and military leadership team,

Colombia demonstrates a level of national organization and comitment that

was not present two years ago. To be sure, the recently reported upsurge in

coos cultivation and production provides cause for concern, but concern is

partially offset by improved performance by Colombia'sa security forces during

tactical engageraents with the FARC, ELN, and others who are aiding and

abetting narcotraffickers. Cooperation between the armed forces and national

police have improved, new levels of competence in air-ground coordination

have been demonstrated, intelligence sharing is on the upswing, an aggressive

program is underway to restructure the armed forces, the armed forces and

national police are poised to, reassert dontrol over the southern and *&stern

portions of the country, and Plan Colombia provides a comprehensive national
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strategy designed to defeat the narcotraffickers and correct the ills they

have visited on Colombia's society. On average, I visit Colombia once every

six weeks. I am~ convinced that the second most populous nation in South

America with the longest and strongest democratic traditions is turning the

corner. with our help Colomia will succeed.

In recent months I have become increasingly concerned about Colombia's

neighbors, The adverse social, economic and political conditions, spawned

wholly or in part by drug trafficking and the other tranariational threats

that it breeds, are weakening the fabric of democracy in other nations in the

region. For this reason, while I endorse a "Colombia centric" approach to

the drug problem in the region, r caution against a "Colombia exclusive,

approach. While we assist Colombia in making important strides to reassert

its sovereignty over its territory and to curb growing cultivation, we should

also take appropriate steps to preserve the notewox:*hy successes achieved by

Peru and Bolivia, and be sensitive to emerging needs in the bordering

countries of Ecuador, Panama, Venezuela and Brazil. This is truly a regional

problem a s such we must pursue a regional solution.

Thanks to the hard work of this Caucus and Committee we are edging

closer to the solution to a problem that the Director of the Office of

National Drug Control Policy recently stated cla!Lms as many as-52,000 U.S.

lives each year. If that grim calculation is correct, the annual loss of

lives to drugs approximates our total losses in Vietnam - our nation's

longest war. I can assure YOU Of the commitment and conviction of every man

and woman at United States Southern Coutnd to succeed In this struggle. We

know what to do and how to do it; we simply need the means to put our

strategy and plans into motion. The supplemental that you are now

considering will do just that. I urge your support.
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Senator GRAssLEY. I suggest for my colleagues that on this first
round, so we can each get General McCaffrey if we want to ask him
questions, five minutes, and then we will take a longer period of
time after he leaves if other members want to follow up with other

I oam going to start with yo, General McCaffrey, but maybe this
is aso pprprite or mbasador Pickering. I got the point that

you made that perhaps the General Accounting Office was some-
what confused whether or not there was a detailed strategy on the
part of the administration. I kind of laid out what I thought the
detailed strategy ought to have, laying out priorities, describing the
actions needed to address those priorities, defining the respctive
roles of the U.S.. and Colombia, detais of how the plan will incor-
porate other regional partners, and finally delineating a time line
for accomplishing the go a based on some understanable criteria.

Is there a document that you could place in front of us that
would have that information in it? Or is my presumption wrong,
if you want to take exception to my presumption that we ought to
have such a document? This is something that Senator Coverdell
and I and others were pursuing last September when we intro-
duced our legislation.

Mr. McCAFFREY. First of all, let me just reiterate there is a con-
ceptual architecture. There has been enormous, extensive involve-
ment by the entire interagency in comn together not just with the
concept but with the resources that wil upport the concept. So all
of that is available.

I think what is also true is that the implementing plan behind
this architecture is still evolving and requires continuing leader-
ship. Ambassador Pickering may wish to address our under-
standing that we had to do something differently. We were barely
managing a $150 million a year program. Now, we are talking a
multi-year effort that is not just $1.6 billion for the United States,
but as Secretary Pickering talked to, it is $7.5 billion for the Co-
lombians.

So in no way would I suggest that the decisionmaking9 apparatus
that now exists is yet adequate for the task ahead of us. That has
to be built. We are going to put together a high-level team here in
Washington to be the mechanism, the secretariat of this. We have
established a new deputies committee and we will expect the Co-
lombians to do thp same thing.

Senator GRASwiEY. Before Ambassador Pickering responds, is it
wrong for me to assume that we ought to have this information be-
fore Congress makes a decision of moving ahead on spending the
$1.3 billion, or whatever it is, that we are going to be spend

Mr. McCAnREY. No. I think we do have on the table a well
thought out, competent conceptual outline of what we are trying to
do with the resources, and we can explain to you why we arrived
at those conclusions. I do believe the documentation and the profes-
sionalism of the people that built this should be adequate to reach
a decision.

Senator GRAssLEY. Ambassador Pickering.
Ambassador PICKERING. I just support what General McCairey

has said. I think that priorities are contained in the National Du
Policy of the United States, plus Plan Colombia. The actions taken



to support those and defining the respective roles, I think, are very
clearly in the congressional presentation document that you have
got before you.

The role of the other regional parties is in the congressional pres-
entation document and the time line is being prepared, but there
is a rough time line already indicated in the congressional presen-
tation document about how and in what way we will commit our
funding for various objectives. And I believe that we could provide
you with a briefing on that time line in a little more detail if you
or your staff would- like to have that.

Senator GRAsSLEY. The second question is in regard to part of
the Alianza Act, the $410 billion that goes to support the regional
anti-drug interdiction and eradication programs. According. to re-
ports by Occidental Petroleum Corporation, not only are pipeline
attacks at the highest rate of incidence, but there is significant ac-
tivity for new crop cultivation along the Colombian-Venezuelan bor-
der.

Given the fact that the threat is not limited to the south, what
plans are there to address the northern regions of Colombia, if you
consider that a problem like these reports seem to indicate it is a
problem?

Mr. MCCAFFREY. Well, I don't think there is any question but
that to include the production of heroin, which you didn't men-
tion-it is now up to 8 metric tons--many of these activities that
are in Plan Colombia don't relate just to the regaining control of
the south element. That is the three battalions, some riverine
forces, intelligence support, as well as associated alternative eco-
nomic development and humanitarian aid for people displaced by
that action. But a lot of this program goes to prison reform.

By the way, in a 3-year period, we are talking about $450 mil-
lion-plus assistance provided to the Colombian National Police.
These are substantial resources that are on the table now, no0tjust
for aircraft, but training and operations, et cetera. So I thn it
does apply Colombia-wide. The piece of it, the mobility package, is
in the south.

Senator GRASSLEY. If Congress were to fully fund the President's
emergency supplemental, what changes in cocaine prices and pu-
rity could we expect to see, and when should those changes begin
to occur?

Mr. McCAFFREy. Well, we have seen an 23-percent reduction in
hectares under cultivation. We have seen an -18-pereent drop in
total tonnage produced in the Andean Ridge, and that came pri-
marily out of moving Peru from the dominant source of cocaine to
a distant number two, Colombia now being about 75 percent of it.
It is our collective judgment that thisyplan will work and that in
the coming 2 years to 5 years we should expect to see substantial
reductions in the production of drugs in Colombia.

Senator GRASSLEY. Accordn to the 1999 National Drug Control
Strategy measure of effectiveness, your office is responsible for re-
porting on the outflow of drugs from source countries. What
changes of outflow of drugs from Colombia would you see?

Mr. McCAmFEY. Well, I think in the coming years, as we get at
the coca- and o pium-produci regions you will see an almost im-
mediate reduction in the production o±1 these drugs as they impact



on the United States. Again, in my view, this is a 2-year plan we
are now talking about, but this is clearly a 2- to 6-year effort we
are facing uj to.

SenatrA& sSLY. The CIA says that we have had a 12.7-per-
cent reduction since 1996 in coca production. How much of a reduc-
tion of coca production do you expect to see as a result of the aid
package? f

Mr. McCAFFRzy. Well, again, it *ets at the point, can we turn
things around in the center of gravity, which is Colombia. We as-
sess that we can and as we have seen in Guaviare Province where
the Colombian National Police aerial eradication program was
enormously successful. It serves as witness that it will work.

How do we get the Colombian National Police back into the
south so that eradication can take p lace and displaced people can
be cared for? Again, Senator, I would suggest the answer is prob-
ably in the coming two to five years we will see a dramatic impact.

Senator GRASSLEY. What is the U.S. plan for how to deal with
the implications if our current package gets us more involved in
confrontation with the guerrilla forces?

Mr. McCAFFRE.Y. Well, I think this will not be U.S. service men
and women involved in this. This is a Colombian problem. It must
be a Colombian strategy; it must be their police, their armed forces,
their prosecutors and judges that face up to this. I think that is
what they plan on doing, so I would anticipate U.S. military ele-
ments will not be involved in counter-drug operations.

Senator GRASLEY. Senator Biden.
Senator BIDEN. Thank you very much.
General, I wish yo luck on your trip. I would like to focus on

two things. While Ihave you here, as well as General Wilhelm, I
would like to talk about one part that-I was going to say "con-
cerns," but I am not sure it concerns me; I want to make sure I
understand it. I would like to talk about the mobility package here.

Having spent a fair amount of time becoming. acquainted with
the issue of mobility in the Balkans and watching Apac he heli-
copters and their movement into a region and the difficulty that
that took and the command and control problems that were in-
volved, it seems to me-and you have spoken to me about this
briefly, General McCaffrey-that there is going to be a need for a
serious presence on the ground of someone with more than a couple
of bars on their shoulder down in Colombia, as well as some high-
level State Department personnel assigned to the embassy to ma'ke
sure that this significant transfer of mobility in terms of Hueys and
Blackhawks-that is a big deal in terms of maintaining them, lo-
cating them, getting them there, et cetera. Can you~ tell me a little
bit about what the deal is, how you have worked that out?

My dad has an expression I won't quote precisely, but being the
oldest in a family of four, when, he and my mother would leave they
would say, you are in charge, and point to me. And I would say
why me? He would say, you are the oldesit'and- I-want to know who
to hold responsible if something goswrong.

Well, who do we hold responsible who specifically? Are we going
to have a name of an individual who is the guy, or the woman on
the ground making sure that this equipment, these helicopters ac-
tually get in place, actually are put in the position to be able to
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be used, actually are able to get up off the ground? I mean, how
are yu going to do that practically?

Mr. McCAFmy. Well, I am sure CINC South will want to re-
spond. There is no question in my mind who is responsible. Num-
ber one, it is the U .S. ambassador. We have got a substantial team
on the ground.

Senator BIDEN. But as good as they are, they don't know a damn
thing about helicopters.

Mr. McCAFFREY. Right.
Senator BIDEN. They don't know a damn thing about how to

move them.
Mr. MCCAF4FREY. We are going to have say the ambassador is re-

sponsible. The Secretary of State is responsible. They can't do it
unless GINO U.S. Southern Command wakes up every morning
and views themselves as being primarily in support of the U.S. em-
bassy effort.

We do have to rethink who is in Colombia, the kinds of skills
they have, the numbers, et cetera. And I don't think that process
has been finished, and CINC will, I am sure, want to respond. I
think even more importantly, there is no question in our own
min-and Under Secretary Pickering and the NSC and I have dis-

cussed it-we need to change. business as usual here in Wash-
ington. We can't get by with the normal interagency process when
we ramp up to this level of support.

So we have discussed and we are moving to implement a sepa-
rate deputies committe steering group for policy decisions, and we
will put together a secretariat of some form with a person full-time
who is going to be our quarterback to make sure the policy implica-
tions are considered.

Senator BIDEN. General.
General WILm. Yes, Senator Biden. If I could pick up where

General McCaffrey left off, the General correctly, of course, traced
the hierarchy of responsibility. But I will tell you I feel the weight
of responsibility on my shoulders on the military side. I think that
is appropriate. I think that is what you pay me to do.

We are trying to do this in a very thoughtful way. There is a lot
more to helicopters than air frames.

Senator BIDEN. YOU got it.
General WILHELm. There is maintenance, there is training, there

is life cycle management, and there is intelligent employment of as-
sets and their preservation. We are keenly mindful of all of those
things. I am trying to do the very best I can to provide Ambassador
Curt Kamen the best advice that I can, and work ver closely with
Rand Beers, sitting in the audience in back of me, becuse since
day one this has been a shared Department of State-Department
of Defense enterprise.

As you know, Senator, the $388 million that is in the sup ple-
mental to buy the 30 Blackhawks are State Department dollars.
But we view ourselves at Southeri Command as very much part-
ners in this enterprise. Where 'we have started, sir is to look first
at an intelligent, well-integrated, well-thought-out basing arrange-
ment. We have come up with three bases.

We will use Tolemeida, which is a well-developed facility, as our
main operating base; Lorandia, another very well-eveloped facility

67-50400-4
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currently used by the Colombian National Police, as our forward
operating location. And then we will actually marry the airplanes
up with the troops who will embark on them at Tres Esquinas as
we push to the south.

We have already invested $600,000 well-spent on improving force
protection at Tres Esquinas, which is-

Senator BIDEN. That was going to be my next question.
General WILHELm. Yes, sir. That is the branch furthest out on

the tree. Just a "gee whiz" number, 15,000 rolls of concertina wire
alone. I have troops on the ground right now, and have since Janu-
ary, conducting not only an assessment of the security conditions
on the ground at Tres Esquinas, but fixing the broken things just
as rapidlyasthey find them. We have a dedicated air base ground
defense force drawn from the Colombian Air Force. They are receiv-
ing blue-ribbon training from a special forces A team.

So, sir, it could go on and on, but I think you can see there are
a collection of activities which involve, I think, an intelligent appre-
ciation of the geography, attention to force protection. And I would
add in conclusion I have pro osed-this is not anything that is in
the bag right now, but I would very much suggest that it would be
appropriate for us to increase the throw-weight of our MIL group
commander in Colombia from a colonel to a general officer, and I
am pursuing that with the joint staff in the embassy right now.

Senator BIDEN. Well, let me just say I have been a champion-
that sounds like the wrong word; it sounds like there is some valfie
to it. I have been a strong, strong supporter of the State Depart-
ment, but I hope the hell they get out of your way here. Once the
policy is made, once the judgment is; made, I hope everybody under-
stands they don't know any more than this committee knows about
how to do what has to be done, and you do.

Once the policy has been made, once the judgment has been
made that this is a basing arrangement and this is how many heli-
copters are going to do it, this is the training, this is the way in
which it is going to be done, I hope to goodness that we don't get
into any bureaucratic malarkey here.

Once we have agreed on an objective, once we have agreed on the
strategy and the tactics as to. where the deployments will take
place, and how, and how many people, et cetera, I for one want to
make it real clear that if 1, one Senator with diminishing influence
in the minority here, find out that you all are running into any dif-
ficulty, I will do all I can to make it hell for whoever gave you any
trouble because this is serious logistical stuff that only gets done
with guys with those shiny little stars who have spent their whole
careers figuring out how to do it, not anybody like me who alleg-
edly knows something about foreign policy and makes the larger
judgment of whether we should or shouldn't be there. I don't antici-
pate that difficulty, but we have been down this road before over
the last 20 years or so, never with this concentration of hardware,
and it is a big deal.

The last question I have-I don't know whether that light is out
for me or not; I think it is still green-is that you have had re-
markable success, General, or the Ecuadorans and the Peruvians
have had remarkable success, and Ambassador Pickering has been,



as I understand it, kind of the quarterback for what has been going
on here.

But my question is it seems to me the remarkable success relates
not in small part to the fact that there is no significantly well-orpa-
nized, well-armed counter-insurgency in those other two countries.
The reason why there has been such movement to cultivation in
Colombia is the existence of this insurgency, well-armed and well-
entrenched.

And it is not merely the fact that the ground is more suitable
and it is out of the Andes and it is in lower areas that it can be
cultivated, but it is not an accident that it is where the guns are,
it is where the guerrillas are. So I want to know whether or not
I am making too much of a leap here in assuming that there is an
absolute, direct correlation between the ability to increase produc-
tion in Colombia and the decrease in production in the other two
neighboring countries and the existence of this counter-insurgency.

And if that is true, then don't wo get to the point where we aren't
~ igto have significant success until there is success against the

ARC and the counter-insurgency movements? That is a mouthful,
but could you respond to it, General, since you are going to be the
one leaving shortly, and anyone else the chairman permits to re-
spond?

Mr. McCCuAFREY. Well, I think I would certainly agree the three
countries are all enormously different. They don't face the same po-
litical, economic, counter-insurgency and drug-related threats at
all, although it is equally clear that the Sendero Lumiroso, MRTA,
and other insurgent groups in Peru were devastating in their- sav-
agery, and also clearly involved in coca production in Peru.

It is quite different in Bolivia. Bolivia certainly makes an inter-
esting contrast with Colombia. Bolivia accomplished much of what
it has done through a national dialogue implemented by the Banzer
administration in which they convinced the, people in the country
that it was David versus Goliath, and David w-as the people and
Goliath was the drug cartels. There has been much less violence
there. There have been 9-some-odd people killed. There has been
sniping, but there wasn't a huge mass of insurgents.

in Colombia, clearly the Colombians faced 25,000 people with
machine guns, mortars, planes, helicopters wiretap equipment,
huge amounts of corrupting money targeteS on their journalists,
their legislature, and their mayors. It is a very different thing

I don't believe there is any chance that the FARC, the ELN , and
the paramilitaries will walk away from the millions of dollars they
gnerate out of drug production unless there is a reward and a
punihment that forces them to do that. I see no way for these

brave Colombian policemen to intervene in the south and cut down
cocaine and heroin-producing areas that threaten their own chil-
dren and ours unless the miliar intervenes and provides security
for them. So to some extent, I think you are quite correct.

Senator GRAsSLEY. General Mcdaffrey, can- you accommodate
Senator Graham and Senators Sessione yet or do you have to go?

Mr. McCAFREY. Yes, sir.
Senator GRASSLY. Senator Graham.
Senator GRAHAm. Was that a yes to the first or the second ques-

tion?
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Mr. MCCAFMx. I am t-rig to make a 1:00 plane out of Na-
tional and it would be terrible if I missed it, but I would be glad
to respond to your questions, Senator.

Senator GRAAM. In light of that, General, I will restrict myself
to one area of questioning and that is during a recent visit to Mex-
ico, you were reported as stating that drug traffickers were return-

igto the Carbbean and their old tradiiona routes of getting
drug into the United States. I assume that in part that is due to
some of the difficulties that the new Colombian drug cartels, as
outlined by Senator Biden, are having dealing with the Mexicans,
as well as-the softness that has occurred in some areas of the Car-
ibbean, specifically Haiti.

I would like your thoughts as to how Plan Colombia relates to
the next phase of the strategy, and that is the interdiction in the
routes between Colombia and the United States, with specific con-
cern about the allegations that Haiti has become a ml~jor transport
center within the Caribbean.

Mr. McCAFFREY. Senator, I spent three days in Mexico and-was
enormously impressed by the growing, deliberate momentum of the
Mexican efforts in the south. I think it is going to work over time.
They have just begun. It is a $520 million equipment acquisition,
it is $1 billion in operating money, it is 15,000 people. And I was
looking at real machinery, some first-rate deep-water Mexican
Navy efforts that have resulted in three gigantic drug9 seizures, in
cooperation with the U.S. Coast Guard; a pretty good amphibious
commando effort by the Ganfi forces in the Mexican Army; new
counter-drug x-ray technology.

It is going to pay off, and these drug criminals are watching
what is happening in front of their eyes. They have not stoppd
They are still out in the eastern Pacific as the principal drug treat
to America, b~ut we are seeing some response. We also saw the
Coast Guard with a brilliant air-sea interdiction effort that has
started to work against fast boats. "So I think what we are seeing now is the begaings of a change
in drug criminal smuggling. They are going to Haiti, they are going
to the Dominican Repu"blic, they are going to Jamaica. They are
using now direct air landing strips in drugs in Haiti, among other
things, and we are going to have to follow them.

The entire Colombian package, though, again-and I think
CINC's notes had an interesting statement. When you look at the
interdiction piece, the Caribbean-Eastern Pacific-Central American
is an area the size of the United States. This is huge, hundreds of
miles of empty ocean out there in the eastern Pacific.

The interdiction effort in Colombia is a fairly definable place. We
take satellite photographs of coca fields. We know where they are,
and this riverine-army-police effort will directly interdict those
drugs. So I think it is going to help south Florida, the Gulf Coast
States, the four border States, quite directly in the coming years.

Senator GRAAmm. Could you comment about the issue of Haiti
and its increasing use as a transport center?

Mr. McCAFmy. Senator, it is a disastrous situation and I am
not sure we have a grand idea of what to do. We have upped our
DEA presence substantially. We are doing first-rate work with the
Dominican Republic to try and seal that border.



We need to stand behind U.S. Coast Guard efforts to interdict at
sea. There has been first-rate work by the U.S. Customs Service in
south Florida, the, Port of Miami, trying to get at these tramp
steamers coming out of Haiti. But it looks to me as if the Haitian
law enforcement, judicial system, political system in terms of con-
fronting the drug cartels is in a state of rapid collapse, and they
have become a preferred target which we will have to deal with
really externally to Haiti. I think that is where it is headed.

Senator GRAHAM. Thank you.
Senator GRASLEY. Senator Sessions.
Senator SESSIONS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
General MCCAFFREY. General Wilhelm said, I believe, in 1998

that the Colombian armed forces were incapable of defeating the
guerrlls which are Marxist-dominated and funding themselves in
large part from narcotics trafficking.

What percentage of Colombia is now held by guerrilla forces, the
land mass, the land area?

Mr. McCAFFREY. Senator, it is probably a deceptive statement.
The figure we use is that the FARC, ELN, and paramilitaries may
have enormous influence over as much as 40, 50 percent of the
country. I think there are probably 200-or-so communities where
their presence, according to Colombian published reports, is omni-
present. But they don't control anything but the despeje. The Co-
lombian police and the Colombian armed forces have not conceded
or written off anything in the country.

Sfbator SESSIONS. Well, you have a great record of combat and
experience in the armed forces. If Colombia gets its act together
and acts with determination and a full commitment, is; there any
doubt in your mind they could defeat the guerrilla forces and take
that country back?

Mr. McCAFFREY. Senator, the key question is political will. Does
the Colombian leadership, the Colombian people, want to turn
their future over to these ferociously well-armed and savage insur-
gent forces, fueled by drug money and production? The answer is
they don't. The political Will is there.

I agree with the CINC's assessment. Both their political and
their military leadership and the police leadership now gives us an
unusual opportunity for them to defend themselves. So our collec-
tive view is that this program we are advocating will work and pro-
tect not only the United States but regional prners.

Senator SESSIONS. Well, you just said it, though. The question is
political will. Lincoln had it. He faced a more formidable situation,
Suppose, than the country-of Colombia faces today. He recognized

the future of his nation was at stake and he ledf with relentless
commitment to a goal to taking back that country.

Don't you think that those of us who have the money here to sup-
port Colombia ought to ask whether or not the Colombian govern-
ment is sufficiently committee to this enterprise before we continue
to pour money into an operation? Shouldn't we insist that the Co-
lombian leadership state unequi vocally that they intend to end this
occupation and to defeat the drgdealers and Marxist guerrillas?

Mr. MCCAFmRY. Well, I would suggest that Plan Colombia, the
product of the collective leadership of Colombian democratic insti-
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tutions, does represent a collective will to confront this problem. I
find it very credible.

Senator SESSIONS. Well, what is the story about if you have a
high school degree, you can't go into combat? Would you explain
that to me? Is that consistent with a nation that is committed to
victory?

Mr. MCCAFFREY. I think the Colombians recognize that that is
a product of inadequate political will. I think it is a disastrous
statement to their own people. They have to face up to that. They
said they will. They are going increasingly, as General Wilhelm can
talk to, to a professional military, 30 to 40,000 people and a rapid
reaction force. They had an old system that does t suit the new
threat to their stability.

Ambassador PICKERING. Barry, could I just make a point? I
talked to the Colombian defense minister on Friday about that. He
made it very clear that they were going to change that, and that
was something they hoped to do very shortly.

Senator SESSIONS. Well, I think that is a beginning signal. Am-
bassador Pickering, is it the position of the State Department that
we are neutral in this war, this effort, this guerrilla fght in Colom-
bia?

Ambassador PICKERING. It is our position, Senator, that we
should do everything we can to fight this nexus between narcotio--
trafficking and insurgency. The focus is on the narcotics trafficking.
That is what affects us.

Senator SESSIONS. Well, all right.
Ambassador PICKERING. That is the centerpiece of our effort. The

interesting thing is you go down to Colombia and you find that that
nexus is increasing. It is hard to find p laces, frankly, where the
FARC, the ELN, and the paramilitaries, 1 have to emphasize, in all
the briefings I received, in all of the areas of highest production of
narcotics, are not all intimately involved.

Senator SESSIONS. Well, what I am concerned about is these
guerrillas are not democrats, they are not believers in democracy.
They are Marxists, they are connected to the drug industry, and we
have got one of the oldest democracies and one of the finest coun-
tries in the world in Colombia that is on the ropes. We don't have
a choice on whose side we are on?

Mr. McCAFFREY. With your permission, Mr. Chairman, may I
withdraw?

Senator GRAssLEY. Yes. Thank you, General, for coming. Good
luck.

Mr. McCAFFREY. Yes, sir.
Senator SESSIONS. Whose side are we on, or do we have a side?
Ambassador PICKERING. We have a side. We are clearly on the

side of the government in their fight against narcotics trafficking
and everything at all that contributes to that.

Senator SESSIONS. Then are we publicly committed, or are we
not, to the Colombian democratic government defeating the guer-
rilla forces in Colombia? Do we support that effort?

Ambassador PICKERING. We are, insofar as those guerrilla forces
are involved in narcotics trafficking That is the centerpiece of our
effort. It is the centerpiece of the Colombian government's effort in
Plan Colombia.
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Senator SmssoNs. Well, I think you have just answered the
question that you don't have confidence in the integrity of the Co-
lombian government sufficient to support, it, and now we are asked
to spend over $1 billion on dru~q tracking fighting, which to me
sounds pretty hopeless if we can t take back that territory from the
Marxist drug traffickers.

Ambassador PICKERING. I think that the focus is on the drug
traffickers, whether they are Marxists, republicans, democrats, an-
archists, whoever they might be. That is the focus we are putting
on it.

Senator SESSIONS. Well, it may not make a difference to you, but
it makes a difference to me whether a Mandst group takes over Co-
lombia or not. Does it not make a difference to the State Depart-
ment?A

Ambassador PICKERING. It certainly makes a difference to all of
us, and it makes even more difference because they are intimately
involved in the drug trafficking, and that is the focal point of the
Plan. It is the focal point of our support mechanism for the Plan.

Senator SESSIONS. 'Well, it just seems to me, Mr. Chairman, that
I have a strong belief that Colombia is a nation of good people and
it has a great democratic tradition. I remember distinctly when I
was prosecuting a major drug smuggling case in Mobile, Alabama,
when I was United States Attorney and we had a young policeman
who came and testified against them. And I remember asking him
about his; personal safety and how he was willing to come to the
United States and testify against these people, when so many peo-
ple have been assassinated who do so. And -he was just courageous
and he was a believer in his country's government, and I remember
that.

I just don't know how we can proceed with a policy that doesn't
understand fundamentally who we ought to be supporting. I think
this government of Colombia has not gotten its act togeter. I do
not believe that they have committed with sufficient will, as Gen-
eral McCaffrey said, to win this war. And if tey have the will,
they can win this war. And if they have the will, we ought to sup-
port them. But just to pour more money in an attempt to reduce
drug trafficking while we don't deal with the fundamental political
insurgency that is going on, I think is doomed to failure and I am
very dubious.

I thank you for hami this hearing and raising these issues.
Senator GRASSLEY. W~e will go to a second round of questioning.

I have jut one question for Ambassador Fisher, and also one for
Ambassador Pickering-well, I have two questions for Ambassador
Fisher. Let me pick up something that came up since you testified.

Your testimony mentions that you will examine proposals to ex-
tend ATPA in consultation with the U.S. Congress. Will the ami-
istration do more than just examine proposals and actually send a
specific proposal to extend ATPA to Congress?.

Ambassa. or HisER. Senator, ATPA expires in December of
2001, as I mentioned earlier. We are eager to find ways to deal
with the uncertainty that that creates. That is a major concern
that Colombia and the other Andean countries have.

We had some consultations last year with the Senate Finance
Committee staff. I consulted with a couple of the members of this
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committee just informally. There didn't seem to be an appetite to
put something ahead of the road early before that year. It seems
to me that some of this interest has now intensified, in part,
around these hearings and also around the Plan Colombia. And we
would be willing to contemplate this if indeed we have a sense that
the Congress, the Senate, are interested in the subject matter.

The key to ATPA, it seems to me, is to provide certainty. It is
interesting. If you look at these countries, they also have a choice
of GSP treatment. That is on-again, off-again program, and they
prefer to go down the ATPA route because there is a longer period
of certainty for investors, and in this case it was a 10-year pro-
gram.

I would just make one other comment, Senator, on this subject.
We are in the midst of preparing the negotiations of a Free Trade
Area of the Americas. Th reason I referenced it in my testimony
is because if we look to any extension, whether it is early or upon
maturity in 2001, of the ATPA program, it seems to me we want
to structure it so that we incentivize particularly the Andean coun-
tries to participate actively in the Free Trade Area of the Americas
effort which leads to a broad liberalization throughout the hemi-
sphere and that they have a vested equity in that process.

Senator GRA~sLEY. There is some sensitivity because of the con-
cern that Congress is giving to the Caribbean Basin Initiative and
whether or not in one sense we are concerned about the economic
development there and not enough concerned about the economic
development of the Andean nations. You don't have to comment on
that. I guess I just need to express that to you.

Ambassador FISHER. We have been working very hard on trying
to get the CBI and ATPA initiative through.

Senator GRASSLEY. And it is not exactly easy, I know.
Ambassador FISHER. Yes, sir.
Senator GRASSLEY. I know, I know.
In regard to the International Trade Commission study about

ATPA-and this was September of 1998, and I quote, "It has been
important in promoting diversification in Colombia's eIconomy since
the early 1900s." We are putting together a 3-year, $15 million pro-
gram to focus on alternative economic development, and this obvi-
ously is to reduce public participation in illicit drug production and
moving workers inWb alternate jobs.

What is the administration's plan to implement the issue of this
development as an alternative to the production of drugs?

Ambassador PICKERLmq Ma be I should answer Tat. Think
that is more in the area that I deal with, Mr. Chairman. I think
that you have to look at this in two particular phases. Phase num-
ber one or part number one has to do, fran1-1y, with the very close
linkage between the government's regaining control and dealn
with the people protecting the narcotics trafficking, whether they.
are gerlas or aramilitaries, and the laboratory structures, and
the ability to eradicate the crops.

Once you begin to eradicate the crops the Bolivian model is a
very germane one and the Bolivian model has an intensified effort.
$15 million may be the money for this year, but it will be larger
in the supplemental, as explained in the presentation documents,
and it will require a very significant effort to find alternative crops.
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There are some important Ideas to locate the areas where those
crops cnbe prown and to aid the individuals who will agree under
te Plan or if tey don't agree their cocaine will be fumigated to

go into te alternative crop activities. Those who are on land that
cannot be used in alternative crops are a more complicated situa-
tion. We will have to find alternative land for them elsewhere in
Colombia and move it ahead.

Could 1. make just one other point? Senator Biden raised an im-
portant question about the military focus of this activity. And there
is; there is a huge military focus. And I can tell you, Senator, hav-
ing been involved now for the last 8 or 9 months, there is no day-
light between the Department of State and the military in making
that happen.

I have to tell you however, this is a team effort covering a wide
range of activities. If you look at overall Plan Colombia the $7.5
billion program, less than 50 percent, in my view, Will end up being
military and the rest will be developmental, justice reform, human
rights. It is an area where we all have to play on one team and
where that team has to work together and where, happily, in my
experience over the last six months, we have a strong team and
that team can work together.

If one piece of this falls out, the whole thing can go to hell. If,
in fact, we don't have the alternative development activities en-
gaged as the military regains control of the countryside and the
planted areas in the south, we will have a bust. We will not have
a success, and those people will move off into other areas of Colom-
bia or Ecuador or Peru and start moving again back into this par-
ticular area, and we will see the balloon phenomenon.

So I am in Colombia and here p reaching a strategy of coopera-
tion and integration. It has got to be political, it has got to be mili-
tary, it has got to be police, it has got to be development it has
got to be justice, it has got to be civilians and the uniformed people
all in the same room working on the same plan and carrying out
the same sort of effort, each doing their part, or it won't work.

That is why it was successful in Bolivia and Peru, and I think
that is why icabescsful in Colombia. But I wanted to make
that seto points both in connection with your question, Senator
Biden, and with the chairman's question because I think it is ger-
mane.

Senator GRASSLy. Ambassador Pickering, you mentioned that
the p lan deals with gerrlas-and I think these are your words--
insofar as they do drg. But the plan suggests major escalations
and the potential forconfrontation with narco-tr fafcking guerrillas
and paramilitaries. Where is the discussion for dealing with this
potential and what are the possibilities? For instance, what if the
parmilitaries and their involvement in drugs-what is the plan for
dealing with those?

Ambssador PICKERING. Precisely the same as it is for the guer-
rillas. I was in Colombia last week I was briefed on the presence
o f grwinM numbers of paramilitaries in the southern departments
of Colomibia. The government has an obligation to take back control
of its own country. Those people on both sides, guerrillas and
paramilitares, are clearly involved in p rotecting, fostering, and
sometimes actively engaged in drug trafficking taking taxes, set-
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ting prices, making sure that individuals deliver, fostering the in-
crease in the cropping of coca. All of those things go on.

The government will have to take back contr-ol in order to elimi-
nate those crops. Whoever they have to take control from, they. are
under Plan Colombia, obligated to do that and they are committee
to do that in the discussions I have had down there. And I believe
that there is no distinction in Plan Colombiat between dealing with
whoever, left, right, or the middle, protects or fosters or carries out
narcotics trafficking or production.

Senator GRASLEY. A last question and then I will go to my col-
leagues. There was a story today in the Boston Globe sainng that
there has been 50,000 acres cleared for coca in northern Colombia.
Does this support package have anything to address that or the po-
tential spread of coca cultivation?

Ambassador PICKERING. TIIs support package has as its first and
primary endeavor on dealing witl activity in the south because
that is the area where we have seen the greatest expansion. We
have had a 65-percent success rate in two departments of the south
in aerial eradication. The real problem is that the growth in plant-
ing and production has exceeded the capacity now of the Colom-
bians to take back control of their own country and to potect the
aircraft and the ground-based eradication efforts that have to go
on. So the nerd piece will be to go where the production and the
increase has been greatest.

But I can assure you that all of us have very much in mind in
other areas of Colombia, as General McCaffrey said, the $400 mil-
lion-plus support in the package and previously for the Colombian
National Police is to be effective all over their country, wherever
that is necessary and to be backed up by the military if it is nec-
essary oh military to deal with well-armed, heavy-weaponed, if
I could put it this way, guerrilla or paramilitary forces when the
police run up aga inst it.

It is a combined and, I think, very significant set of activities to
deal with it. The strategy is to go where the growth in production
has been greatest most recently, but then to go on from there into
the other areas.

Senator GRAssLEY. Thank you, Ambassador Pickering.
Senator Biden.
Senator BIDEN. Thanks very much.
Mr. Ambassador, thank you for illuminating more your view of

the coordination, but let me make clear what I mean. You are not
going to have anybody from CINC working on justice. You are not
going to have anybody from CINC working on development. No one
frm you guys should be working on helicopters. That is all I am
saying. Let's stop *this State Department-speak.

Ambassador PCRIG. Well, we fund helicopters and we obvi-
ously have an obligation to the Congress to make sure that that
money is well-spent. We do it in coordination with the military.

Senator BIDEN. We trust these guys
Ambassador PICKERING. Actually, the military sets the produc-

tion guidelines for when we can get the helicopters off the line.
Senator BIDEN. That is right.
Ambassador PICKERING. Sowe are very dependent on the mili-

tary and the full cooperation.*
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Senator BIDEN. That is not the point I am talking about. I am
talking about when they get in-country, not off the l. We trust
them more than we trust you-not you personally, the Stat. De-
partment-about whether or not these helicopters are being used
in an efficacious way, okay?

Ambassador PICKERING. Wherever they are used in a military
function, Senator, of course, we have to have that.

Senator BWEN. Well, that is the only function they are going to
be used in. They are not for tourism.

Ambassador PImmIG. Some are for police and some are for
eradication purposes.

Senator BIDEN. And you mean you guys are going to be running
that show?

Ambassador PICKERING. The police are going to run it.
Senator BIDEN. And who is gig to be coordinating that, you?
Ambassador PICKERING. No. The coordination in-country, in my

view, has to be a combined effort. If the military and the police and
the civilians in Colombia cannot sit down aniddo this themselves
and make it ha ppen, with each one doing their mission in conjunc-
tion with the others, it won't work.

Senator BIDEN. I guarantee you they can't- absolutely, positively
guarantee you they can't. They do not have tle capacity now to ab-
sorb this kind of materiel and know what to do with it and how
to use it for the next couple of years. You know it and I know it.
That is the only point I am making. So these guys are the guy s
who are going to make that work. They don't even know how to fly
the suckers yet. I mean, come on.

Ambassador PICKERING. Well, Senator, they already have a large
number of Blackhawks and there will be more comig There is, mn
my view, no agment between us on the role of themiltary and
how they shotuplay it. I think we are a hundred percent agreed
on that. I don't want to pick a fight, respectfully, on an issue that
I think is all understood between us. The point I was making only
is that if it isn't coordinated and integrated it isn't going to work.

Senator BIDEN. I agree with that, by the way. The way this is
going to come undone real quickly is not when the next minister
of justice is shot, not when the court system continues to be riddled
with problems. It is when you lose four Blackhawks.

Ambassador PICKERING. Yes, I agree..
Senator BIDEN. That is when it is going to come undone. You

have been around this town long enough.
Ambassador PICKRING. And when we lose troops, and we all see

that, and police.
Senator BIDEN. That is when it happens, that is when it hap-

pens.
Ambassador PICKERING. Yes.
Senator BIDEN. And on the point raised by my friend from Ala-

bama, who is quoting Lincoln, which I found interesting-
Senator SESIONs. Killed my great granddaddy at Antietam.
Senator BIDEN. Well, no. I am amazed.
Senator SESSIONS. And got the country back together in the

course of it, however.
Senator BIDEN. I have been here 28 years. This is the first time

I have ever heard a Senator from Aabama talking about Lincoln
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pulling the country back together again. I thought that was a war
of Northern aggression that was fought, but anyway I won't get
into that.

Senator SESSIONS. Victors write the description of the war. We
need to have a victory in Colombia is what we need.

Senator BIDEN. A la Lincoln. You heard tbat, General.
General WnmHLm. Yes, sir.
Senator BIDEN. I want you to know that. I don't know where the

hell you are from, but don't tell me. I don't want to know.
Senator SESSIONS. Southern Command.
Senator BIDEN. All kidding aside, there is a distinction with a

difference, in my view, between whether or not we say we are en-
gaging U.S. military trainers, men and women in uniform and mili-
tary contract personnel, in another country for what purpose. If we
state that the purpose is to defeat the guerrillas, in my view, big
nations can't bluff.

It is not sufficient to put ourselves in the position that we are
going to put ourselves in with as little U.S. military force in-coun-
try and say we are doing this to defeat the guerrillas. It arguably
is sufficient in terms of material and personnel to train Colombian
personnel to defeat the drug trafficking.

And this is fungible, in a sense. If they have a couple of battal-
ions who are focusing on this, as I said in my opening statement,
there isno question that they are going tobe engaged in-I can't
imagine there being a circumstance where the commanding officer
for the Colombian military a year from now is on an eradication
mission in the high Andes going after the opium crop and hearing
that there 'is a large concentration of the FARC in a particular
place that if they moved right away they could get-I can't imagine
the drug eradication not becoming the second priority at that mo-
ment, at that day, with that person.

So the idea that we think we are going to be able to parse out
controlling the Colombian military, these battalions you are train-
ing, and the use of those helicopters only for the purpose of inter-
dicting and eradicating drug trafficking, I think is not reasonable.
They are going to be used interchangeably at some point once they
are trained.

But I do think it does make a difference whether or not-and
this is where I do agree with Ambassador Pickering's description
of our role. Words matter here, and in this case to suggest that our
purpose in providing this military equipment and this aid is to deal
with the narco-traffickig in these areas-and incidentally, to the
extent that it takes out any, all, or part of the counter-insurgency,
that is fine, but that is not our first purpose.

If that is our first puroew are making a commitment in
terms of our credibility thla~t iar exceeds the commitment we are
making relative to attempting to deal with drugs. If we wish to do
that, then I think the Senator from Alabama and others should so
move, should move on the floor of the Senate to suggest that. And
we should debate whether ornot wewant todo all that need b
done militarily to aid the Colombians in regaiing control of their
country from Marxist insurgents.

But I think it is a distinction with a difference that needs to be
made here as to what our purpose is. And if we wish to go further,
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General, I am going to want you to have a whole hell of a lot more
than 60 more helicopters that you are not going to be flying. I want
you to have a whole hell of a lot more in terms of us going down
to aid the Colombians.

Now, that does not mean that we could not in a separate package
unrelated to this provide military aid to the Colombians for pur-
poses of going after the guerrillas, if you want to do that. But that
is not the function here, although incidentally it has to be part of
the solution. But I do think it matters how we say it, and that is
the only point that I wish to make.

I have no further questions.
Senator GRAsLE. Senator Graham.
Senator GRHM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to talk some about the international aspects of Plan

Colombia beyond the United States. I understand that President
Pastrana has been in Europe recently discussing the prospects of
European cooperation both financially and in the peace process. I
know that there will be a meeting in Madrid shortly of potential
friends of Colombia.

Ambassador Pickering, could you outline where that process is?
Specifically, how close is Colombia to getting the balance of the
funding package committed? And, second, what will be the role of
other countries besides the United States in attempting to move
the peace process forward?

Ambassador PICKERING. First, Senator Graham, essentially what
you have said Is a god resume of what has been going on. Ltme

usrecapitulat e a little bit. The plan is estimated at $7.5 billion
for3ryears. $4 billion coming from Colombia is a very important
contribution. That will be probably more predominantly non-mili-
tary, but there will be a very significant military and police compo-
nent to that.

There will be, in addition to that, already committed probably
$750 million to 1$1 billion from the international financial institu-
tions, the IBRD, the IMF, and the various regional banks in Latin
America. That will be to cover the very significant share of the ci-
vilian component.

Senator GRAHAM. Is that part of the $4 billion that Colombia-
Ambassador PICKEMIG. No. That is part of an add-on to the $4

billion. There will be, in addition to that, of course, depending on
the will of Congress and your decision, the money proposed from
the U.S. side. There will be, in my view, because both President
Pastrana, then his foreign minister, then now his foreign minister
and the coordinator of te plan are currently in Europe talking to
the Europeans-the idea is to have, as you said, a meeting in the
summer, I hope early summer, in Madrid. The Spanish have
agreed to host that.

There is a target to fill in a very considerable amount; I would
say less than $1 billion, but more than $500 'million, we would
hope as a good 'target for the Europeans. That will cover, I think,
the 6ukof the fiancing for the pIan, depending, of course, on
what we do in the third yea which, isa not yet, I thna reality
by any means, but something that we would clearly want to follow
up the present packagewih
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There is, in addition to all of that, a commitment beyond Plan
Colombia for development and macroeconomic currency stabiliza-
tion and other financing. Recognizing the general good health of
the Colombian economy and recognizing that it is a country. with
lots of resources, that can, as a backdrop to the plan but not fo-
cused on the plan, provide an enormous amount of support essen-
tially in the economic, the non-military area.

And this, I understand has attracted up to perhaps as much as
$7 billion in international support, outside of Plan Colombia. Some
of it may be in Plan Colombia. Let's say $6 billion outside of Plan
Colombia, at least, which will be enormously important for the fu-
ture of that country. You can't obviously separate everything in Co-
lombia to Plan Colombia and non-Plan Colombia. There will be a
symbiotic and mutual1y-reinforcing relationship for those, and that
is the commitment of those institutions over, I think, the next
three to five years. So we have to keep that in perspective.

As a result, I think that we are optimistic, given President
Pastrana's determination and commitment, gven the support that
he has begun to receive and the work that he and his people are
putting in to deal with not only Europe, but I would expect that
we will see some of the wealthier countries in other parts of the
world in Asia, in particular, to round out the funding commitments
that are now still outstanding.

And we will, I hope, by the summertime be able to give you a
lot clearer view as to are there gtps still and where shoul they
come and how does that feature or fit into our thinking as we come
into the 2002 budget year. We are working obviously now on the
current supplemental and 2001.

Senator GRAHAM. The second part of the question had to do with
the internationalization of the peace process. I know that some of
the guerrilla organizations in Colombia, the FARO specifically,
have had longtime relationships with European countries in Scan-
dinavia and elsewhere. Has there been an effort to try to get some
of those nations engaged in the peace process to encourage a more
conciliatory attitude by the FARC?

Ambassador PICKERING. Yes, there has been, and that is really
now beginning to show up, if I could put it that way on the scope.
There are several things that should be mentioned. One that is
very im rtant is that with the help of the Swedes, with the help
Of the MNorwegians, and now of other countries in Europe, including
Italy and the Vatican and Spain and others, there is a joint delega-
tion of FARC and government and non-government people going
through those countries to give the FARC, I think, somehig they
need very badly-they have been 40 years in the bush and they are
clinging to doctrinal and other ideas that now have been discarded
almost everywhere else in the world-and they have very little un-
derstanding of how the world at the beginning of the 21st century
is working-to give them a real sense of the fact that they have
been in many ways passed by by time and by circumstances and
that there is a signfcant imperative for them to engage in a clear
way and in an accurate way in a process of ending the conflict and
bringig fe ace to the region, obviously, on terms and conditions

whchwl eere eocay nColombia and on terms and con-
ditions which will not in any way at all allow any opportunity for
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permission to engage in drug production or drug trafficking. Those
are absolutely sine qxIa none.

The government of Colombia'is also cooperating very lsl wit
the Venezuelan government. They had a recent meeting on Friday
on the frontier involving -all the military, all of their intelligence
people, and all of their senior foreign afairs people to coordinate
strategy. And I believe from my conversations with the Colombian
government they have found Venezuelans have been cooperative
and helpful not only in reestablishing control over the border
which as you point out, is a place where there have been incur-
sions back and forth to the detriment of the interests of both coun-
tries, but also helpful in promoting meetings in the context of mak-
ing progress bilaterally between the government and their guerrilla
opponents. The Venezuelan government can be useful and helpful,
and I believe has been in the eyes of the Colombian government,
whose judgment on this I think we have to respect.

Senator GRAHAm. A final qetio on the alternative develop-
ment plan. Based on the Bolivian experience, there seem to be
some principles that are important to effective alternative develop-
ment. It has to be part of a dual structure or strategy-law enforce-
ment pressure, economic development. One won't work without the
other.

There is a tendency to think of alternative development as if it
has to be agriculture. In fact, some of the most significant job op-
portunities in economic development are outside of agriculture.

There has to be a focus on labor intensity even within agri-
culture. Fresh flowers in Colombia employ ten people per hectare.
Cattle-raising might employ one person per ten hectares. So it is
important to keep the focus on providing employment opportunities
that will be of a sufficient lovefthat they will attract people away
from illicit coca production.

My question is; how refined is our alternative development strat-
eg and what proportion of those persons who areg going to be dis-
placed from their current illicit activity will it provide economic op-
portunities for?

Ambassador PICKERIG. These are extremely important ques-
tions, and another criterion obviously is the people doing it have
to make a living. Theyt) have to be in a position, if not competing
with the high rates of return they made on coca, they have to be
able to feed their families, see a future for themselves and move
ahead, which means that the choice of alternative crops also has
to be wise. The Colombians have begun looking at things that have
a market value not in Colombia but as export crops that will be
important because those can generate higher returns to the indi-

The effort is first to obviously base ourselves on the lessons that
we have all learned in Peru and Bolivia and then try to apply
those. In Colombia, they have an alternative development agency
called PLANTE which has begun already in Colombia to design the
programs, to work on Colombian experience. And we consulted

Them last week in our planning meetings in Colombia and
they clearly as you have, distinguished between places in Colombia
where pe4pie could actually go into alternative development and
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places where the soil conditions are so poor, the future is so sparse
that those places probably ought to return to forest land.

In fact, the Colombians have also thought about the environ-
mental consequences of what they are engaged in as ways to pro-.
tect that and find alternative employment in those kinds of activi-
ties, as well as, I would hope, mving people to areas where there
is good land available, some of it confscated from drug cartels, that
could be exploited and developed by people to either move into agri-
culture or into light manufacturing, whatever can be done in terms
of investment in the country.

These are hugh problems for Colombia, one of the reasons why
we have moved from 5 percent of our assistance to 20 percent of
our assistance is to take into account the fact that they will require
resources, planning, and additional support to be able to do it. I
think the raw material is there and I think the principles are there
and I think there are the right people working on it. The coordina-
tion is what I am most concerned about and that has to be put in
place.

Senator GRASSLEY. Senator Sessions.
Senator SESSIONS. You know, Ithink the Colombians' argument

they made 20 years ago that the problem is more an American con-
sumption problem than a p reduction problem for drugs is, as time
has gone by, more plausible to me than it used to be as a Federal
prosecutor.

I think the way for the United States to defeat drug use in Amer-
ica is to reemphasize what we do within this country with a strong
will, which at one time we had which I-sense is now being under-
mined. I was a part of the effort. I prosecuted hundreds of cases,
many involving Colombian importation cases. I have read about the
underground empire and all the books at that time about that. I
chaired a committee in the Department of Justice on narcotics.

But I do not believe we are going to solve America's drug prob-
lem by stoppin g production in South America. We have been trying
to do that, and we have heard testimony and this committee has
heard testimony for over 25 years, probably, that somehow we are
going to solve the problem by getting the Peruvians, the Bolivians
and the Colombians to stop producing it. So from that point of
view, I have real doubts about the overall effectiveness of this ef-
fort. It would have some positive impact, but not much, in my opin-
ion.

As soon as the source gets shut down in one area, it pops up in
another country. We have seen that over and over and over again.
Now, I wish it weren't so. I wish we could do it that way. It just
has not worked so I have serious doubts about that.

I believe fuindamentally, though, that we will never have a major
reduction in drug production in Colombia until the nation is in
charge of its territory. As General McCaffrey said, 40 to 50 percent
of the country is controlled by the gerrila forces who are pro-

iding potection to drug dealers anmkig money off the drug
trade. Not only that, but they are totalitarian Marxists who want
to destroy Colombian democracy. So I don't know what to say about
it. I am stunned that we continue to push the peace process.

Ambassador Pickering, isn't it fair to a a in these matters
if you don't make progress on the battlefield, you can't make very
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much progress when the State* Department starts the negotiation
process? Aren't you troubled by the fact that the United States is
encouraging Coombia to negotiate with these insurgents? Isn't
that the wrong thing for us to do as a Nation? Shouldn't we encour-
age them to fight for their nation and their democracy?

Ambassador PICKERING. Let me address a couple of the problems.
First, General McCaffrey oughrlt to address the domestic issue and
the demand reduction, but Ihave to do it because when I go to
Latin America or elsewhere to talk to people about their part in the
program, I have to keep pointing out to them that only 3 percent
of the many multi-billion-dollar national budget of the United
States goes to foreign supply reduction. The other 97 percent-and
this is in the multiple billions, tens of billions of dollars-goes to
deal with all of the aspects of the problem in the United States
that you as a prosecutor are so familiar with.

Senator SESSIONS. You are counting State and local law enforce-
ment, I guess.

Ambassador PICKERING. Yes, including demand reduction.
Senator SESSIONS. That is a fair analysis.
Ambassador PICKERING. And I believe, and General McCaffrey

has the figures, that we can see serious impacts in a positive way
in demand reduction at least in some of these areas. Unfortunately,
I understand in synthetic drugs it is not nearly as successful as it
has been in cocaine and heroin use in the United States. I am not
the expert on that, but I have to talk about it, so-

Senator SESSIONS. I know the numbers on that. I can share them
with you.

Ambassador PICKERING. You know the numbers on that.
Senator SESSIONS. They are not quite as good as you suggest.
Ambassador PICKERING. Well, I think they are a lot better than

many of us thought five years ago we would see, and I think that
we can continue to do better in that area and it proves that it isn't
ho peless.

Secondly, I think that you yourselves have answered the ques-
tion you keep asking me because on every occasion when you raise
the question of helping Colombia, you mention the drug problem
and I mention the drug problem, and that is the central focus of
the reason why we are helping Colombia.

Now, the third point is the question of bringing an end to the in-
surgency. I agree with you a hundred percent, and I have told this
to President Pastrana and so have all of the senior American offi-
cials who have met with him, that you cannot end the insurgency
through a negotiating process that is not backed up with all of the
effort of the Colombian government in whatever area to pursue
that particular effort against a position of strength and a position
of continuing to make it clear to the guerrillas that you are not
g oing to permit them to engage in this huge amount of money pro-
ducton fo themselves which just feeds the insurgency by con-
tinuing to engage in narco-traflcking, and that the government is
not going to gird itself up in every area, in better human rights
performance, in judicial reform, in all those things that strike at
the heart of what it is these people, deeply engaged as they are in
narco-traflicking, are in a sense looking for.
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Secondly, I don't believe the negotiating process is at all a bad
idea. I was associated with it in El Salvador. I watched it in Guate-
mala. It ended up ending for all intents and purposes the armed
insurgencies in both of those countries, but it only proeeded under
the conditions that you have set out and thait I fulye agree with
that the government has to make a major effort.

In this particular case, the nexus between all of these organiza-
tions that wish to see the end of the government, whether they are
paramilitaries for their own purposes or straight-out cr"imn als or

gurrlas who are engage in narco-trafflckin-the unifying
teefor the United States is their engagement in the narcotics

effort, and that is the central focus of the supplemental that we are
providing and that is the reason why we have this support package
for Pan Colombia.

Senator SESSIONS. Well, I believe the nation is not going to pre-
vail until there is more national will on the battlefield. And if they
start prevailing on the battlefield, they will be in a position to ne-
gotiate some sort of settlement perhaps in the future, but I don't
see that now.

The Scandinavians and Swedes and Italians-if they want to go
down there and preside over an international peace process right
now, I would say let them put their money in it, not ours. I do not
believe we are ready to do that, and I think we ought not to be
having our policy with Colombia substantially affected by that kind
Of thinking, just because other nations may have an interest. I just
have serious doubts.

General Wilhelm, with regard to the status of the military there,
has there been any success of significance in the military battle be-
tween the guerrillas and the government in the last year, six
months?

General WILHELM. Senator Sessions, I would say that absolutely
there have been some significant successes. I think we only have
to go back as far as the nationwide offensive that occurred in July
of last year. I have been to Colombia and visited with the military
leaders. I have viewed the intelligence analysis and I have viewed
the photographs of the aftermaths of the contacts which were na-
tionwide.

Sir, I can tell you as a matter of certainty the Colombian armed
forces emerged with the upper hand, and this was the first occasion
after a series by my count of ten of what I have referred to as

tingin tactical defeats. This then carried forward into the month
of November, when again both the FARC and the ELN embarked
on widespread engagements where they attacked isolated garMsons, bot national pol ice and military..Once again, at the en~d of
the day the Colombian armed forces, in my judgment, emerged
with the upper hand. And that is more than wishful t hinking on
my part. Again, I looked at the evidence. I looked at the hard evi-
dence, to include the aerial photographyothbaleids

What has changed? Answer: a nuber of. thin. One , the mili-
tary is behaving much more professionally on the battlefield. We
are seeing levels of air-ground integration that we haven't seen be-
fore. In General Velasco, the Colombian Air Force has a first-class
tactical commander who spends his time on flight-related and tar-
get engagement business, which is awfully important.
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We are seeing much better integration between the Colombian
National Police and the armed forces. Salgarrisons are no
longer being left on the limb where they a wither and die. There
is, in fact, a reinforcement plan. Quick-reaction forces have been
formed. Quick-reaction forces have been provided some mobility
means. This will improve markedlyr if -we execute our support plan
for Plan Colombia as it is framed right now.

Intelligence preparation of the battlefield was woefully lacking
when I went to Southern Command two-and-a-half years ago. The
most fundamental assessments of terrain and weather weren't
being made. It shouldn't come as any great, surprise if your main
advantage is air power that your adversary is going to take you on
during priods of low visibility, rain, and other inclement weather.
These tings are all being thought through now.

So, sir, the answer to your question is, yes, we have seen a
change in the military's fortunes, and it has nothing to do with
luck. They created their own luck by good leadership), thoughtful
intelligence preparation of the battlefield, and thougtu integra-
tion of combat systems.

Senator SESSIONS. Well, that is good to hem-, and I have heard
some things to that effect previously, but we have got a good way
to go. Two things trouble me. If we are beginning to get our mili-
tary act together and they are beginning to be effective, are we as-
sisting them effectively if we are encouraging peace negotiations in
the middle of military success? I have doubts about that.

To me, I am not sure we would have served Lincoln well if we
tried to get him to negotiate a peace settlement while the war was
going on. There were plenty of opl ortunities and people wanted to
dothat. He saw that a nation can t compromise away its territory.

Victory is in this circumstance essential, it seems to me, and I am
just not sure we are in the right frame.

I want to help Colombia. Ir do not want to be involved in a civil
war in Colombia. I think what we ought to do is tell the Colombian
Lov eminent, and the President of the United States needs to tell
hm, you show leadership, you go out there and start showing that

you can effectively prevail against these insurgents and we will try
to assist you, both because we have a special interest in drugs and
because we believe in democracy in the world. And we would like
to see you Drevail and bring a united nation together again in Co-
lombia.

Mr. Chairman, I am just real troubled about a proposal that has
got international peace process members who want to cut deals
while we give billions of dollars in an area, in my view, that has
just got to be won on the battlefield.

Senator GAsSLEY. Ambassador Pickering.
Ambassador PICKERING. The difference, Senator Sessions, with

respects is that I believe President Pastrana is committed to prim-
cipes that he is not gon to close off the opportunity for the guer-

ras to come and accept his principles and to push th em very hard
on both fronts, on the struggle front particularly focused on the
counter-narcotics struggle which a effects them directly because it is
their livelihood-that is where they are getting all the moe, that
is where they are getting the new unforms and the rado, and
that is how they are paying for the arms. All of that has toobvi-
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ously be part of the effort, and I agree with you fully on that. I
don't think we disagree on that.

I think the opportunity to work on the guerrillas' heads in a ne-
gotiating process to come back into Colombia's life in the main-
stream, to accept democracy, to accept where the country is going
to go, to be part of the future, is also something that is extremely
important. Ps chologically, it helps to build the strength of his own
country, and don't think he ought to be afraid of the negotiating
process and I don't believe he is.

I think he can manage that with clear command. That is the di-
rection in which he wants to go, and I believe that those are all
9art of the same effort of getting these guys out of the narcotics
usiness, out of the anti-democracy business, whatever you want to

call it, and having an option of becoming part of the future of the
new Colombia or being made irrelevant.

Senator SESSIONS. Well, I know General Wilhelm knows nobody
wants to be the last guy to die on a battlefield before the com-
mander-in-chief cuts a deal. To me, President Pastrana needs to
make clear that he has certain standards he will accept; He would
be glad to welcome these people back into his government under
certain terms, and then he is prepared to wage war until he gets
those terms and be fair and generous about it.

But these negotiations have the ability to undermine the
strength of the domestic support, the wifll of the people of Colombia,
and these negotiations strengthen the will of the guerrillas. When
the Scandinavians and the United States are saying negotiate with
these people, it encourages them and discourages the people in Co-_
lombia.

Isn't that true, Ambassador Pickering?
Ambassador PICKERING. I want to be very careful and I want to

be very clear. The United States is supporting President Pastrana's
initiative to negotiate on the terms and conditions that President
Pastrana has made clear to his own people and to the guerrillas
themselves.

Senator SESSIONS. We have encouraged that, have we not?
Ambassador PICKERING. No. We have adopted a policy of sup-

porting President Pastrana's initiative. He was the one who during
the political campaign leading up to his election as president found,
in fact, that this was what the public wanted him to do. And he
agreed to go ahead and do it and he was elected on that basis and
he has promised to carry it out. But he hasn't promised to carry
it out on the basis that you assume that every negotiation is going
to mean a defeat for the government involved in the negotiation.

Quite the contrary, he assumes, in fact, that he can pursue his
efforts to bring about cange, reform, permanent democracy, and
end drug trafficking by bth methods, and that he can find a way
to articulate those as others have successfully in the past to the ad
vantage of the future he sees for Colombia.

I don't believe that it is right for the United States to undermine
that, and I believe President Pastrana-I have talked to him many
times-is fully committed along those lines, and that our support
for that effort, but it was his initiative, is important to keep that
process moving.
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Senator GRAsSLY. Can I ask one question and then we will quit,
and that is some update on the black market peso excha nqe, the
extent to which U. S. companies are being used as conduits for
money laundering, what we are doing to encourage our companies
to cooperate with that effort, and what assistance are we doing, if
anything, with the Colombian police on that matter.

Ambassador PICKERING. I would like, because it goes into a range
of detail that I am not personally familiar with, to provide you a
written answer to that for the record.

Senator GRAssLEY. Yes, okay.
[The information referred to follows:]
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The Black Market Peso Exchange (BMPE) is arguably the

largest continuing drug proceeds money laundering system in

the Western Hemisphere. It is estimated that nearly $5

billion is laundered through the BMPE annually.

We do not know to what extent U.S. companies are

conduits for money laundering. The U.S. Customs Service

has been reaching out to U.S. companies who may be

unwittingly involved in this problem. Customs has been

talking to trade groups and manufacturing groups,

specifically those that produce major household appliances

and electronics, as these are the primary goods traded in

the BMPE. I understand that the Department of Justice is

also inviting 16 companies (which deal with these

appliances and electronics) to a meeting at the end of May

asking for assistance on this very issue. The U.S. Customs

Service will also be holding a meeting in Miami with a

number of trade groups and companies to address this issue

in the near future,

The U.S. Customs Service has signed bilateral

agreements with the Colombian Customs Department to address
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this problem. We are also working with the Colombian

National Police. I would refer you to the Departments of

Justice and Treasury for more details.
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Senator GRAsLY. Let me close with one final comment, then,
and this is based on what I have heard today and what I kind of
surmised before we opened our hearing. It would seem that we do
have an outline for a strategy, but that an outline is not a strategy,
and that is especially true when we are talking abut more than
$1 billion we are going to spend. That is real money.

I think it is something that really commits Colombia and the
United States to a very major new engagement both in depth and
in breadth. And so I caution us that this reqie thtw#evr
thoughtful in our efforts. The Colombians have a planingf docu-
ment. I am concerned that we don't have one, and ope tat we
can see one before we are asked to vote on it. And I think mayVbe
a place to gi~ve us more detail and more in writing is maybe whgen
this issue is brought before the Foreign Relations Committee later
on this week.

I thank you all very much for your cooperation. The hearing is
% eruJ^n at 12:36 p.m., the caucus and subcommittee were

adjourned. I
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Question for the Record Subbmitted to
General Barry McCaffrey

By Senator Charles Grassky
Senate Caucus on International Narcutics Control

Februnry22, 2000

QUESTION:

I1- AS WE3 HAVE INCREASED OUR EFFORTS IN INTEDICTION AND ERADICATION
IN THE ANDES, A NEW, TROUBLING TREND HAS DEVELOPED IN THESE
COUNTRIES. DRUG USE, ONCE THOUGHT TO BE PRIMARILY A PROBLEM IN THE
U.S. AND EUROPE, HAS BECOME A PROBLEM IN THESE SOURCE COUNTRIES AS
WELL.

DOES THE UNITED STATES PLAN TO OFFER ANY ASSISTANCE TO ANDEAN
COUNTRIES ON HOW TO ADDRESS DOMESTIC DRUG USE? HAVE ANY OF THE
ANDEAN COUNTRIES REQUESTED ASSISTANCE IN ADDRESSING DOMESTIC DRUG
USE?

ANSWER:

Thc problem of increased drug abuse is shared by many nations including ones that are
considered "source" and "transit" countries. In Colombia, the most recent official national
survey showed lifetime drug use rates increased from .6 percent of the population in 1992 to 6.5
percent in 1996. In Mexico, lifetime usc of illegal drugs increased from 3.9 percent of the
population in 1993 to 5.3 percent in 1998.

Recognizing that no government can reduce drug use and its consequences alone, the United
States works closely with individual countries and regional organizations on demand reduction.
The United States and Mexico hold annual bi-national demand reduction conferences. In 1999,
the US participated in a demand reduction symposium in Barbadus and a demand reduction
summit in Guatemala. The United States also encourages private sector initiatives in drug
prevention education. The United States has provided funding to help establish national demand
reduction organizations in Argentina, Brazil, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela. In addition, the
United States State Department supports public diplomacy campaigns that publicize the threat
drugs pose to societies throughout the region. The Admninistration believes education and public
awareness are essential tools in the fight against illicit drug use and plans to continue this support
for the foreseeable future.
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Question for the Record Submitted to
General DAMy McCaffrey

By Senator Charles Grassley
Senate Caucus on International Narcotics Control

Febnlary 22, 2000

QUESTION:

I~ THE GAO REPORT CITES HOST NATIONS (PANAMA AND NICARAGUA FOR
EXAMPLE) ANTI-DRUG EFFORTS ARE IMPROVING THEIR COORDINATION IN
PLANNING AND CONDUCTING REGIONAL COUNTER-DRUG OPERATIONS.

o WHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF THESE HOST NATION EFFORTS?
* NOW THAT HOWARD AFB HAS CLOSED, WHAT ASSISTANCE, IF ANY, HAVE

THE PANAMANIANS PROVIDED?

ANSWER:

The Central American countries are presently engaged with the U.S. in a number of drug
interdiction initiatives - on a multilateral and bilateral basis. The countries ame also involved with
the OAS/CICAD in the Multilateral Evaluation Mechanism proess and working toward
flufilling commitments made at the April 1998 Summit of the Americas. Several Central
American nations have signed a new maritime interdiction agreement with the U.S.

On Marh 20.,2000 the Salvadoran Air Force intercepted an aircraft with a shipment of 214
kilograms of cocaine. This effort was extremely efficient and professional. It shows the results
that can be obtained by host nation's interagency and regional cooperation to fight drug
traffickig and confirms that our strategy of institution building is working. We look forward to
strengthening the already close cooperative drug interdiction relationship with Central America
by the signing of a third Forward Operating Location agreement.

Guatemalia has also made great strides in combating illicit drug trafficking and opium cultivation
within the lst decade. Since 1995, cocaine seizures by Guatemalan police have increase by over
900 percent to 10. 1 MT in 1999. Heroin seizures 1.lave also increased during the same time
period. During the late 1980's and early 1990's, Guatemala was a significant producer of opium
poppy. During the last decade, aerial eradication reduced the crop to a few isolated patches of
less tha 3 hectares. The government took major steps in passing a new asset seizure law and
implementing recently passed legislation dealing with precursor chemicals in 1999.

Although seizures in Nicaragua, Honduras, and. Costa Rica decmased in 1999, all tre counties
have made significant strides in developing law enforcement programs to combat drug related
corruption. money laundering, and trafficking.. In addition, interdiction efforts within Nicaragua
and Honduras have been stymied by lack of budgetary resources and costly natural disasters in
recent years.
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The Governmet of Panama (GOP) continues to dernonstrae its willingness to combat
trananational drug trafficking. The GOP seized significant, amounts of illicit drugs in IM9,
despite apparent changes in trafficking routes. The new Mireya Moscoso Administration has
demonstrated its commitment to combat money laundering, corruption, drug trafficking and
other tranaational crimes.

Immevdiately after taking office, the new GOP Administration set up an anti-corruption unit in
the Ministry of Economy and Finance. Talks on a fMl maritime agreement moved forward (a
draft agreement is under review by the Minitry of Foreign Afars). Panama's law enforcement
agencies continue to maintain excellent relaions with their U.S. counterpats.

The GOP cooperates with U.S. requests to board and search Panamanian-flagged vessels
suspected of drug smuggling in international waters. In 1999, the U.S. and Panama carried out
four joint operations. The Technical Judicial Police (PTJ and the Panamanian National Police
(PNP), with support from the U.S. Immigration Service, U.S. Customs and DEA, executed three
major joint interdiction operations along the Costa Rican border against alien smuggling and
drug trafficking.

The Moscoso Administration requested U.S. assistance in developing Pantama's law
enforcemet/national security strategy. The U.S. and Panama held the first bilateral meeting
with the new Administration in November 1999 to address U.S. support for strategy
development. The Law Enforcement Working Group exchanged information and presented
recommendations on counternarcotics, extradition, asset forfeiture, justice reform, alien
smuggling, and money laundering. These meetings demonstrated the new Administration's
determination to build successful law enforcement and justice institutions and enhance bilateral
cooperation.

The Panamanian drug prosecutor'soffice participated in a bilateral investigation to target a
Panamanian export company involved in the seizure of 432 kgs of cocaine in June 1999 in New
York and obtained evidence in the U.S. case for prosecution in Panama. The drug prosecutor
authorized the initial arrest of individuals in Panam believed to be integral members of the
cocaine distribution network.

The Moscowo Administration's demonstrated willingness to build strong law enforcement
institutions, combat money laundering, and ensure security of the canal should develop into
closer and more effective U.S.- Panama cooperation in then areas and strengthen joint
countemnarcotics efforts.
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Question for the Record Submitted to
General Barry McCaft~ey

By Senator Charles Grassley
Sente Caucus on Iateruatiomal Narcotics Control

Feruary 22 2000

QUESTION:

3. HUMAN RIGHTS CONCERNS HAVE LIMITED DODO'S COUNTER DRUG
ASSISTANCE TO FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS. THE GAO MENTIONED "U.S. EMBASSY
PERSONNEL IN COLOMBIA TOLD US (THE GAO) IT WOULD BE DIFFICULT TO
PROVIDE SUPPORT FOR COUNTERDRUG, EFFORTS TO THE COLOMBIAN MILITARY
UNLESS ITS UNITS PASS STATE DEPARTMENT SCREENING FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
ABUSES.#1
" WHAT IS THE STATUS OF THE COUNTER NARCOTICS BRIGADES OPERATING IN

COLOMBIA?
" HOW DO WE KNOW THAT THE TRAINING THEY ARE RECEIVING HAS PROVRN

EFFECTIVE?

ANSWER.-

The first of Whre planned Colombian Army Counter Narcotics Battalions (which will form the
Counter Narcotics Brigade) hias been trained and is currently deployed and operating out of the
Tras Eaquinas base in the Caqueta department. The Colombian Army has selected the members
of the second Counter Narcotics Battalion, and their training should begin in May 2000.
Members of the third Counter Narcotics Battalion will be selected and trained later in the year.
All the members of the Counter Narcotics Battalions are thoroughly vetted for compliance with
the Leahy statute. Additionally, there is a substantial human rights component to the training
received by the Counter Narcotics Battalions.

The Counter Narcotics Battalion at Tres Esqumnas has already conducted several successful
counterdrug operations. They will continue their operations and training. The other two Counter
Narcotics Battalions will be integrated into operations as they come on line.

We believe that the human rights training has been useful and effective because there have not
been any human rights-related allegations against the existing Counter Narcotics Battalion.
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Question for the Record Subtted to
General Barry McCaffrey

By Senator Charles Grassley
Senate Couens on International Narcotics Control

February 22, 2000

QUESTION:

4. PRESIDENT PASTRANA'S "PLAN DE COLOMBIA" CALLS FOR LONG-TERM
SUPPORT TOWARDS COUNTER NARCOTICS EFFORTS IN COLOMBIA.
e WO0N'T THE COLOMBIANS STRETCH THEMSELVES TOO THIN AS FAR AS

MANPWER AND EQUIPMENT FOR COUNTER-NARCOTICS IF THEY HAVE TO
FIGHT A TWO FRONT BAiTLE BETWEEN THE DRUG TRAFFICKERS AND THE
INSURGENTS?

e HOW CAN THE COLOMBIANS USE THEIR RESOURCES MOST EFFECTIVELY
AND EFFICIENTLY?

ANSWER:

In the last four years therm has been a regional shift of coca production. Colombia, particularly
southern Colombia, has become the source for most of the coca leaf used to produce cocaine.
The principal coca growing departments of Putumayo and Caqueta have little or no Colombian
government presence but are home to various illegal armed groups which depend on the drug
trade for much of their income. Plan Colombia calls for the Government to take control of those
drug producing areas in order to conduct aerial coca eradication and otherwise disrupt the coca
economy and establish the rule of law and a sustainable legitimate economic base. Thus, much
of the manpower and equipment needed to disrupt the drug trade in Colombia will be
concentrated in the same coca-producing ivgion where the illegal armed groups are found. To
that extent, Colombia is not fighting a two front battle.

Plan Colombia represents a well thought-out concept to address the root causes of Colombia's
crisis. Those include poverty, lack of foreign investment, violence by illegal armed groups,
corruption, and drug production. -One of the foundations of the Plan is that all these problem
must be addressed simultaneously if they are to be effectively and efficiently handled. It will be
crucial, since various aspects of the Plan are interrelated, that operations be undertaken in the
right sequence and that the foundation for success in a first step is established before a second
step is undertaken. The broad concept described in Plan Colombia is a good guide for the most
efficient and effective use of resources.
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Question for the Record Submited to
Genal Barry MeCaft~ey

By Sentor Charles Grassly
Senate Caucus on International Narcotics Control

February 22, 2000

QUESTION:

5. VARIOUS REPORTS NOW INDICATE A SIGNIFICANT AMOUNT OF SMALL ARMS
AND DRUG SMUGGLING BETWEEN THE COLOMBIAN AND VENEZUELAN BORDER.
" HAS THE ADMINISTRATION FOCUSED ANY ATTENTION IN THAT PARTICULAR

REGION?
" WHAT DOES THE U.S. AND THE COLOMBIAN GOVERNMENT PLAN TO DO

ABOUT 1?
" WHAT HAS THE REACTION BEEN FROM THE VENEZUELANS?
* WHAT COOPERATION HAS THE U.S. RECEIVED IN COUNTERDRUG

OVERFLIGHTS OF VENEZUELA?

ANSWERt:

Yesk the Administraton has focused attention on the border region between Columbia anid
Vaneeucla. There are many and conflicting reports about illegal arms for drugs smuggling into
Colombia through Venezuelan territory. We ame concerned about the reports and are
continuously evaluating the situation. At your request, the Administration could provide further
information in a classified briefing.

Venezuela has held frnly to the position announced by President Chavez in May 1999 with
regard to U.S. counter-drug overflights. Venezuela has attempted to intercept suspect drug
trafficking planes using its F- I6s and other platforms, but luas generally been unsuccessful in
handing off a suspect track to the Colombian Air Force or pursuing successful endgames with its
own reources. There was a report of a successful forcedown March 1, 2000 of a suspect aircraft
by the Colombian Air Force in Colombian terrtory after a hand-off from the Venezuelans, but
that claim has not been fully verified.
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Question for the Record Submtted to
General Barry McCaffrey

By Senator Charles Grassley
Senate Caucus on International Narcotics Control

February 22, 2000

QUESTION:

6. WHAT ARE THE PRIMARY AND SECOND PRIORITIES OF THE UNITED STATES IN
ITS RELATIONS WITH COLOMBIA AND THE OTHER NATIONS IN THE REGION
THAT ARE THE SOURCE OF MOST OF THE ILLICIT NARCOTICS ENTERING THE
UNITED STATES?

ANSWER:

The priorities of the United States in its relations with Colombia and the other nations in the
region are counternarcotics and reinforcing second stage democratic reforms. U.S. assistance
has gone to supporting counternarcotics efforts, strengthening democratic institutions, and
promoting economic and social development in Colombia, Venezuela, Peru, Ecuador, and
Bolivia. In Colombia, our priorities also include supporting President Pastrana's efforts to bring
about a peaceful resolution to the country's longstanding civil conflict, promoting respect for
human rights, and working with the Colombians - along with other regional partners - on
fighting illicit drugs.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Qizestlon for the Record Submitted to
Gmseral Barry McCaffrey

By Senator Ckarles Grasuley
Senate Caucus on laternalomal Narcotics Control

February 22, 2000

QUESTION:

7. WHAT ARE THE ACTIONS REQUIRED OF THE UNITED STATES TO SUPPORT AND)
PROMOTE SUCH PRIORITIES?

ANSWER:

To support and promote these priorities the Clinton Administration has proposed a two-year,
SI1.6 billion request to Congress for additional fiwding to enhance our bilateralassistance
pirog- rams for Colombia. The increased assistance would be directed to cunter-drug efforts and
other critical programs to help President Pastrana deepen democracy and promote peae and
-rsay.

The Administration's proposal for support for Plan Colombia addresses the breadth of
Colombia's challenges and will help Colombia in its efforts to fight the drug trade, foster peace,
strength the rule of law, improve human rights, expand economic development, and institute
judicia reform. This includes committing $240 million to alternative development, enhancing
good governance, aziti-cornaption and human rights.

Ouzr proposed assistance package also includes $76 million for regional interdcton efforts anod
development in Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador. This will discourage narcotics traffickers and
growers firnn moving into neighboring countries.

We have already seen a great deal of success in our counternarcotica efforts in Peru and Bolivia,
which havoc resulted in 66% and 55% reductions of coca production, respectively, in each of
these countries. As this success demonstraes, it is possible to combat narctics production in the
Andean regioL
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Questies for tha berd Sumiltd to
Gt.-"l Deny McCa&.
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QUESTION:

8. CAN YOU PLEASE PROVIDE THE CAUCUS Wr A SCHEDULE FOR
IMPLEMENinwO ACTIONS IN ORDER TO MEET SUCH PRIORYFES?

ANSWEX-

Weawe cuzwitty In discussion with the Govurmmit of Colombia to develop opmrtlonal plan to
Iimnent U.S. support to Plan Colombia. The timeline foe impleaning actions will not be
final un wtlth both Oovacmenta finalize thei operational planning. Of cowie, d th cadule for
in~iewantdicawill alsodepond upon how quiky Conpis is able to actone Adisralo
propoal for supplemeoal fading for Colombia. Te USG shold be able to support expanded

Govrnmntof Colombia couutcrdg ft soon aft Couprcsionial action on supplmenta

67-544 00 -5
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QuestS.. for the Ratord Submitted to
Geveald Barry McCaUfsy

By Sator Charles Grassiy
Senate Cavans ON Iteafutiosal Narcotics con"ro

February 22, 2000

QUESTION:

9. WHAT IS THE ROLE OF THE UNITED STATES IN THE EFFORTS OF THE
GOVERNMENT OF COLOMBIA TO DEAL W~IT ILLEGAL DRUG PRODUCTION IN
COLOMBIA?

ANSWEP-

The U.S. Government assists the Government of Colombia with equipment, trainn~ fuel, crop
eradcation supplies. technical expertise and inforinution in an efort to reduce the production of
drugs in Colombia and stop their ranqport to the United States. Colombia and the United States
alsocooperate on police investigations and judicial maters. In 1999 President Clinton proposed
that U.S. assistance be increased from a $300 million two-yenr program, to $1 .6 billion over two
yeams The bulk of the new distance would go for a mobility package to enable the Colombian
armed forces to provide security for the initiation of illegal drug crop control program, law

enfrcnietand government assistance programs in the major coca producing regions of
Colombia, primarily the dplinsof Putumayo and Caqueta.

The Colombian National Police (CNP) will continue to be the primary responsible agency for
drug law enlbrcament operations including eradication, lab destruction chemical and drug
shipment intaxtiction, and dismnting trafficking organizations. The CNP'. crop control efforts
are currently seely limited by the danger posnd to eradication aircraft and personnel by the
efforts of the guerrlla and paxamilitary forces to protect the main source of their income.
Military support will be required to provide a sufficient level of security for the CNP to perform
thefr law enformnment mission. The proposed assistance packag would enable the Colombian
Army to opeate jointly with the CNP as they move into the dangerous drug production

sctuae in southern, Colombian by providing Auxd% to stand up two additional Army
Comtrnw~ticaBatlko.
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QUESTOW:

10. WHAT 1S THE ROLE OF TnM UNiTED STATES IN THE EFORTS OF THE
GOVERNEN OF COLOMBIA TO DEAL WrIH THE INSUR NCY IN COLOMBIA?

ANSWEX-

Tha Primy fxcu of the Plua WNWlobia init. s to provide support for Colornbll'
h siftivq -o th~ug effort As a mawe of Adziniatration policy we will no sq~ort
COOkMN Vue egtit We wilL, however. provide indirca e to te
nvi4I&,0mmof Colobbae orme prioestm sd fm seciit rs~sd to oomterdm sfibrts
regerdlo Of Mes #omS Oft dW . T08 s n& rlo~roaa cwwinoxd "h die tbis
skmli. so Colombnia's I.--stmdixvilcnlc is Utwu a mosufu pow* piuc ms
Ccsmsu*Vg PiopoM Will als adv'uo. t&D peS. proc.
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QWW~Im r doe Reuud Submitted to
Gs" 5" MWAR

By Saer Charles Gsauon"
Sloa* Caucum lutrmasma NaOVO. coo"r

QUES'llON:

11. WHAT IS IME ROLE OF THlE UNITED STATES IN THE EFFORTS 0OF THE
OOVBRNM OF COLOMBIA TO DEAL WIrh IRREGULAR FORCES IN COLOhMIA?

ANSWER.:

Beease of a dibis allegation of ties tha existed betwess iregul fotme and the seurity
force ofrCcLawb*a the U.S. has pr ism md the Govenment of ColoMia to bmek any such ties of
which it is awu,, to make it the policy of hs Govmmu of Colombia to ohmn any fimucton
with kreglw former i2 the bumre P.1kv, we Miculatd ckout our covictlo ithde

aowm t of ColoMi ushould app - psmimlely pwilah milituy offom who maintain tie wit

The U.S. ovammut b" n talurW Mle in the eafts of the Govunaunt of Colombia to dead
with biuguw fmors wept ms the. aftbiam rented to . - kmms coe-b ekuet Of
PlN Colombia The U.S. Ooemnet wou povid thmuiz u ug.mt rAd Whlas

d Iu po di o vezuuaen o o insw Iam tIso mosu fort Gov ofComba5

d&V &lMaut e(Plia Colomba Courmw&u elmmws inldeb bwklmuaftl of the mis of

abnnialenof p un , f r esettlement of dieplace pamsns
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QUiLMON:

12. HOW DOES 7M SMUTEGY W REMWr TO COLOMBIA RELATE TO THE
UNr= STATES STRATEGY POR THE COUNTRIES WMCH DOWElt COLOMBIA?

AMWER:-

The US. WftV is boW 00 40 MWIMAd dwa the dmS pvbkm is a mplaW oos, with -6---Ik
Cokmbk n dw owAw of smvity Tbo U.S. propood fm smaroW - A"as to
oupp a I A Pto Coion*ia iwAAm S I SM fa shwood" mompamot in Pw% $12M hr shamd"
ds-e"opmemiaBoHvlkmdS3Mhrabwmthvd 1. 1 in Bcoador. h sho brAWn SM
fm inowdkdm io Pov, $dN lbr I -i m di r d m -In BouWa. and 56M lbr btadkdm in BoHviL
Tboaft6wsiwJodediomoktsinpi mandMbmpm-& *m ante-ftw4oahawtive
ptodubs cwa*iek and 10 m9atmo mppmt hr kwom ahwwmvok pwdmlwty in Pwu md
Bakylawbichbave rieb woom in n*xiq coca prodwdom over dw bw Am
Yam
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QUESTION:

13. HOW DOES THE STRATEGY WITHI RESPECT TO COLOMBIA RELATE To THE
UNITEDSTATES FOR FULFILUNO GLOBAL COUTrER.NARCOTICS GOALS?

Time Adxnltrtios' -10upport fr Prd" Pastua and"Pln Coloma" Is cluary in lne with
&theNsiolDrugCoftol trafte(NDC) ud otherAdmin--on dodis docuineam As
aticulgod in GodlS of the NDCS, doe U.S. opply redio states mobk io 11) efimnhfo
Molgo dMu culkmdio md p*&wctaa (2) destroy dru trafficing a 1lza-0 tloes, (3) inte
dnu shipmet (4) encouq hie atioioperatinmd (5) safeguardw duommy mod lunm
djgW As dthelagm produce of cooaiae in the world da he oruee s&Ue of heroin so
die UnIted Stages, Colomba mus be * lmca poWn of this globa steg.

Othe - Ld-itrto ---- t a " li Coloda, becus ft not forh hkr~sreul& Irtaokng
police. denied lo prmoe peo% strengm deaowyo omba dru trafficking ad impove
the hmnm 60gh cl~nme More qwecaty, Plan Colombi'. goa to iduce coa Widl by

0%by MW0 wl -go""ly ihr ~me~c of U.S. N= oWl S.
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Quthm fertdo R..w48.buMted to
GAS" Da Mkcffmi

By Swator Charin Gnauly
Semat Commo as Iusmadsal Nareot Castrol

FebrunasA 2M0

QUESTION:

14. WHAT IS THE STRATEGY AND SCHEDULE FOR PROVIDING URGENT
MATERIALS,, TECHNICAL, AND LOGISTICAL SUPPORT TO COLOMIA AND THE
FRONT LINE STATES IN ORDER TO DEPEND TIM RULE OF LAW AND TO MORE
EFFECTIVELY Y IAME THE CULTIVATION, PRODUCTION, TRANSIT,, AND SALE OF
ILLICIT NARCOTICS?

ANSWER:

As pat of this Adn'inisrtiWs &"wor to Plan Colombia, an inamy mochaiun has
slrady beow established to develop a detailed, thoroughy coontinated plan for effectively and
efcentl distbuting much needed support to Cobwis and othe partner in the Andea
Region -the Admi -istratdon's aessiatanc packag is q~rved by Congress Led by Under
Socrety of State Thomas Pickering th" group is tasked with developing a on;rewislve,
ftally integrated Colombia Initatve Implsmmntatoo Plan, to include goals objectives,
poenom stuiar- - - -wrmm eanfuisd detiad agncyuqakW&g
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QmesS. for fsh Recrd SUbmitted ta
GmwW ft" MAOM

By Ser Chairw . rmwsy
Swats Caucus on Iutaraala Narcotics Control

February 22#,2000

QUESTION:

1S. WHAT IS THE SCHEDULE FOR MAKING FORWARD OPERATING LOCATIONS
(FOL) FULLY OPERATIONAL, INCLUDING COST ESTIMATES AND A DESCRIPTION
OF THE POTENTIAL CAPABILITIES FOR EACH PROPOSED LOCATION AND AN
EXPLANATION OF HOW THE FOL ARCHITECTURE FITS INTO THE OVERALL US
STRATEGY FOR THE ANDEAN REGION?

ANSWER.

With the closur of Howard AB in Panama, the establialunent of Forward Operating Locations
(POLa) in the region is critical to our ability to irnplancnt the National Drug Control Strategy.
The POU are not bases. They are testing airfields, that with some modifications, will allow US
detection and rnonitti aircraft consistent access into the region. Agreements ae already in
place in Manta, Ecuador, Aruba and Curucao in the Netherlands Antills. Another FOL
agreement is awaiting approval in the Salvadoran legislature. US D&M aircraft we already
flying day and night missions out of Muts and Aruba and Curueso.

FOL sites still require significant modifications to support the ful rang of US D&M aircraft
conducting day/night all-westhw operations. The schedule for incomaing FOL capabiites ws of
coexue dependent upon ptoi~ Congressional support of the Administration request of addition

couardrug funding. When Muly operational (in FY01 if Congress acts pronpdy), these FOL's
will allow increased coverage of key Eastern Pacific and Caribbean transit zones and MRl
covaage of the Southern Coombia cocaine growing wreas. The Colombia initiative would
provide S38.6 million in enwgency spending toward modifying the Forward Opeauting
Locations in the region to enable the US to continue it robust regioal interditon initiatives. In
addition the Department of Ddtense has assumed responsibility for out-year fundig of these
locations.
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Dewr Mr. Chairman:

Following the Febnuuy 2Z,2000 bearing atwhidi Ubder Socretary of
State Thoms R. Pickering testfid, additional questlou~ were eubmitted for
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QVWstcA for the WDeCod Bubmitted to
'Ambassador ftemas A. iera

my senator Charles uwassey
Senate, Can~u on !stewsatIOUal Uarcot~o. Control

lmbraxy2, 2000

ftRst~iof:

In the past, the Colombian military has been guilty of
committing civil rights abuses of the Colombian people. on the
other hand, the Colombian National Police have a much cleaner
record. Although the Colombian military has done a lot in
recent years to clean up its human right* record, Lhe amount of
assistance that is currently proposed for the Colombian military
has raised some serious concerns.

" What steps does or will the United States take to insure any
assistance provided to the Colombian armed forces are not used
in human rights violations?

" How does the State Department respond to accusations of human
rights violations by Colombian forces using U.S. equipment?

" Is there any concern that accusations of human rights
violations will be used to suspend U.S. assistance to the
Colombian military?

" There has also been some discussion of holding the military
responsible for violations comitted by paramilitary
organizations. Hov will such restrictions affect the U.S.
ability to provide assistance to Colombia?,

U.S. assistance to Colombian military and police forces is

provided strictly in accordance with Section 564 of the FTY 2000

Foreign Operations Appropriations Act and with Section 6098 of

FTY 2000 Department of Defense Apprpriations Act. ' o assistance

Is provided to any unit of the security forces for which the 050
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has credible evidence of coeMIioc of gross violations of human

rights, only the Secretary is able to certify that the

Government of Colombia has taken effective measures to bring

those responsible to justice. We areo firmly committed to this

in spirit and in practice, and have a rigorous process in place

to screen those units being considered for assistance.

Similarly, once the equipment is provided, it continues to

be subject to End-Use monitoring to ensure that it is being used

for counternarcotics purposes.

We believe those provisions of law provide an effective

mechanism to ensure that U.S. assistance goes only to units

against whom there are no credible allegations of gross human

rights violations. In fact, we believe these provisions have

served as an incentive for the Colmian Government and military

to deal with problems in security force-units against which

there have been credible allegations of gross human rights

violations.

President Pastrana has made a firm commitment to Iiroving

the protection of human rights in Colombia. Hie has demonstrated

his Government Vs comitment to human rights by the dismissal of

four generals and numerous id-level of ficers and WCOs for

collaboration with paranil~tariea or for failure to confront

them aggressively.
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There is concern that some parties may make false

allegations of human rights abuses by government forces in order

to su spe nd or halt U.S. assistance. That is why allegations are

investigated to determine if they are credible. Furthermore,

because any linkages that exist between the military and

paramilitary forces at* personal rather than institutional,, it

would be inappropriate to-assign blanket responsibility for

paramilitary conduct to the Colombian military. Such

restrictions would prove dissstrouu to the assistance program by

conditioning U.S. assistance to Co'Lombia upon the actions of a

third party.

We remain cnittd a a. matter of highest priority, to

working with the Government of Colombia to improve the human

rights environment.
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Question for the Record admitted to
AWMssador !hoins 3. --- is

or senator, Cexle IS"BlG
Senate Canuu an Intarnat~tonal Nmroot~s Control

ftbru22 21 2000

O.t~oft:

It has become increasingly obvious that the insurgent forces are
operating hand in hand with the drug traffickers.

*How can the U.S. maintain an effective counter narcotics
policy if we fail to realize such and treat then accordingly?

All of our asuistanc* to the Colombian military is intended

for counternarcotics, not counterinsurgency. However, we fully

recoizie that both the guerrillas and paramilitaries are

heavily involved in many aspects of the narcotics trade. To the

extent that they are involved in that trade, or that they

attemt to hinder counternarootics operations, U.S. assistance

may be used appropriately to oppose them.*
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Question for t"e Rom"d hhitted to
~assador this A. ftakrifa
D esator Chavies Grasu

Senate Cana"on em Ztezlat~onal ta"otiOS CaMtro2
1FbZU53f 22, 2000

Various reports now indicate a significant amount of small arm
and drug smuggling between the Colombian and Venezuelan border.
o Has the Administration focused any attention in that

particular region?
a What does the U.S. and the Colombian government plan to do

*about it?
M Wat has the reaction been from the Venezuelans?

The Venezuelan border is exceptionally long, and largely

undeveloped. It is only lightly defended on either side, and

has traditionally been a haven for criminal elements of'all

sorts, including smugglers of small arms, precursor chemicals

and narcotics. lie have seen reports of organized smuggling of

weapons from Venezuela to guerrilla and paramilitary movements

in Colombia, but cannot confirm the extent of the problem at

this time. We note that criminals, including Colombian

guerrillas and paramilitaries, cross the border virtually at

will.

The USG is very concerned with the lack of control of this

region and has called on both Colombia and Venezuela to increase

cooperation and improve efforts to control the border~ region.

Both countries have acknowledged* the need to do so. Due to the
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considerable requirements of fighting both an active

counterinsurgency campaign and its world-renowned drug trade,

Colombia has been unable to devote adequate resources to

controlling its border with Venezuela.

We will continue to work with. Colombia and Venezuela to

address the full range of their counternarcotics needs.
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Quos1tito for tbe R.ord Oub~ttad to
AMb"sad bMs A. 11oheng

ft Senator Oiarina Brasolay
temates CaMau on zatermtoaI Kaccotios Control

ftbXnazy 22,- 2000

2"OLo2:
Colombia is the largest source of cocaine in the world. The DEA
estimates that over 70 percent of the heroin consumed in the
United States is of Colombian origin. These drugs kill
thousands of U.S. citizens every year. They destroy families
and communities. We have lost far too many of our children -
our country's future - to this scourge. Yet this threat, these
numbers, unfortunately, none of this is nay.

" What is the top priority of the United States in this
region?

" What are the signs of success that-the UIS is moving towards
this objective?

" How will the full funding of the Prebident'a ES proposal
affect our progress?

Counternarcotics; remains our top priority in the region.

Some 90 percent of the world's supply of cocaine is grown,

processed* or transported through Colombia. The U.S. Drug

Enforcement Agency estimates that up to 75 percent of the heroin

consumed on the East Coast of the United States coms from

Colombia - although Colombia produces less than 3 percent of the

world's heroin.

we have already seen a great deal of success in our

counternarcotics efforts in Peru and Bolivia, which have

resulted in 66-730 reductions of coca production in each

country.
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While it is true that production in Colombia has increased

at an explosive rate (with a 20 percent increase last year

alone), those increases have, as a general rule, occurred

outside of the areas of our focused efforts. The aerial

eradication program, for example, treated more than 50 million

hectares of coca and opium poppy in 1999. Although an increase

from the 1997 total, this number represents a decrease in the

amount of coca treated in 1998. This was largely due to the

transfer of spray resources to combat poppy. That transfer

resulted in a 270 percent-increase in treated poppy hectarage

and underscores the importance of the proposed assistance

package. This package will enable .these and other prograp.s to

continue.

A funding delay, however, would limit Colombia's response

to anticipated increases in coca cultivation and

narcotrafficking, increases we expect to be over 20% on an

annual basis. It would allow the traffickers to further

entrench themselves in southern Colombia and to attempt further

efforts to corrupt the Colombian government and society. The

delay would also further undercut political support for our

steadfast allies int the Colombran government, specifically

President Past rana.
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Qusetion toe the Sword Submitted to
~.s~ado !hs 3. ?dakerl"a

Wy Senator caz2... Os"sley
Senate Canons an Internationual MEwootios Control

hbftkazy 22, 2000

What are the primary and second priorities of the United States
in its relations with Colombia and the other nations in the
region that are the source of most of the illicit narcotics
entering the United States?

Answer:

The priorities of the United States in its relations with

Colombia and the other nations in the region are

counternarcotics and reinforcing second stage democratic

reforms. U.S. assistance has gone to supporting

counternarcotics efforts, strengthening deocratic institutions,

and promoting economiQ and social development in Colombia,

Venezuela, Peru, Ecuador# and Bolivia. In Colombia, our

priorities also include supporting President Pastrana's efforts

to bring about a peaceful resolution to the country's

longstanding civil conflict, promoting respect for human rights,

and working with the Colombians -along with other regional

partners - on fighting illicit drugs.
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Qwmttiam fee the Vieord. Submitted to
hobsaipw "Lou"a R. Plokering

or $"&atow CadXes Gessler
Seate Cso~ m anateraton-a Parootias Control

fTOW~. 22, 2000

What are the actions required of the United State. to support
and promote such priorities?

To support and promote these priorities the Clinton

Administration has proposed a two-year, $1.6 billion request to

Congress for additional funding to enhance our bilateral

assistance programs for Colombia. The increased assistance

would be directed to counter-drug efforts and other critical

programs to help President Pastrana deepen democracy and promote

peace and prosperity.

The Administration's proposal for support for Plan Colombia

addresses the breadth of Colombia's challenges and will help

Colombia in its efforts to fight the drug trade, foster peace,

strengthen the rule of lev,. iqrove human rights, expand

economic development, and institute Justice, reform. This

includes ooinitting $240. million to alternative development,

enhancing good governance, anti-corruption and human rights.
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our proposed assistance package also includes $137 million

for regional interdiction ef forts and development in Peru,

Bolivia and Ecuador. This will prevent narcotics traffickers

and growers from moving into neighboring countries.

We have already seen a great deal of success in our

counternarcotics ef forts in Peru and Bolivia. which have

resulted in 66-730 reductions of coca production in each

country.
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Questions for the Reoord lbmitted to
Ambassaor ftoas It. ftik"Laq

- Dmy Seator Me 3.08a Gassley
senate Caucus q utexuat±oaal Earootios Control

I1cxuu 22, 2000

amest.o:

What is the role of the United States in the efforts of the
Government of Colombia to deal with illegal drug production in
Colombia?

The U.S. Government strongly supports the efforts of the

Colombian Government to deal with illegal drug production. our

proposed $2.6 billion assistance package includes funding to

support and build upon our existing programs of drug eradication

and interdiction. This includes expansion of counternarcotic.

operations Into southern Colombia, more aggressive interdiction,

and increased assistance for the Colombian National Police (CNP)

in order to enhance their ability to eradicate coca and poppy

fields.
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Qm"ino few the asma dtamitftd to

ft lemater CMZLm kwlysu
Seate Commas an Za, matimid "mI@U0 COto1

IFhuuaxy 22, 2000

What is the role of the United States in the efforts of the
Government of Colombia to deal with the insurgency in Colombia?

The United States does not provide counterinsurgency

support to the Government of Colombia. As President Clinton has

stated clearly, our policy in Colombia is to support President

Pastrana's efforts to find a peaceful resolution to the

countryts longstanding civil conflict and to work with the.

Colombians - along with our regional partners -on fighting

illicit drugs.

The United States Government strongly supports President

Pastranal's efforts to broker a negotiated settlement to end

Colombia's internal conflict. We remain convinced that the

peace process is integral to long-run prospects for fighting

drug trafficking, reducing kidnappings# and restoring respect

for human rights.
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Question for the Record SuRbmitted to
Ak masador !Iwmas R. Pickering
By senator ChauI** Grassley

Senate Caucus on Zaternational Xarootics Control
February 22, 2000

What is the role of the United States in the efforts of the
Government of Colombia to deal with irregular forces in
Colombia?

Answer:

The United States Government strongly supports President

Pastrana's efforts to broker a negotiated settlement to end

Colombia'sa internal conflict. We remain convinced that the

peace process is integral to long-run prospects for fighting

drug trafficking, reducing kidnappings, and restoring respect

for human rights.

We continue to call on all combatants to move immediately

to humanize the conflict by stopping all kidnapping and murders

of civilians, ending the practice of recruiting child soldiers,

and by abandoning attacks in situations where the lives of

innocent civilians are put at risk.
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Q*etion for the Ieoor Suhitted to
Imbsador ftuas R. plok"xLa

ay Senator C"arlSS 6=09107
Seate Cauaus on Intemnat~cmal Naxootiog Control

hbrua2 22 2000

How does this strategy with respect to Colombia 'relate to the
United States strategy for the countries which border Colombia?

Aa~wr:_

Our counternarcotics package for Colombia was designed with

the benefit of knowing what has worked'in Bolivia and Peru.

With USG assistance, both countries have been able to

dramatically reduce coca production. This was achieved through

successful efforts to re-establish government control and bring

government services to former drug producing safe havens. Both

Bolivia and Peru combined vigorous eradication and interdiction

efforts and with incentives for saall farmers to switch to legal

crops. We aim to help Colombia accomplish a similar record of

success.

In doing this, we cannot$ and will not, abandon our allies

in Bolivia and Peru. Their successes are real and inspired with

66-730 reductions of coca production in each country. But they

are also tenuous against the seductive danger of the narcotics

trade. Therefore, our proposed assistance package also includes

$137 million for regional interdiction efforts and development

in Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador. We are not content to allow the
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cultivation and production of narcotics to be simply displaced

from one Andean country to another.

67-504 00.6
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Question for the Rlecord IuIhsLtted to
Abassador Thoas R. Pickering

my senator Jeff Sessions
Senate Caucus on International VaSZoO.o Control

Febuary 22, 2000

Question:

Per our discussion during the hearing, it is my understanding
that the U.S. government has not publicly endorsed the Colombian
government's effort to defeat the Marxist guorillas, except
those specific efforts that are meant to defeat the guerrillas
that are involved in drug trafficking? Is this a proper
characterization? If not, then could you explain the
Administrations position on Colombia's counter-insurgent
efforts?

The Government of Colombia itself has no policy to "defeat

the Marxist guerrillas" militarily. President Pastrana has made

bringing an end to Colombia's civil strife through a peace

agreement with the various insurgent groups a central goal of

his Administration. Pastrana believes, and the United States

Government agrees, that ending the civil conflict and

eliminating all of that conflict's harmful side effects is

central to solving Colombia's multi-faceted problems. A military

solution is simply not possible for Colombia.

The U.S. Government continues to call on all combatants to

move immediately to humanize the conflict by stopping all

kidnapping and murders of civilians, ending the practice of

recruiting child soldiers.. and by abandoning attacks in
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situations where the lives of innocent civilians are put at

risk.
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Question for the Deoord Submitted to
Ambasador liwuas R. Pickering

Dy Senator Jeff Sessions
Senate Caucus on International Narootias Control

February 22, 2000

Question:

It is also my understanding that "~Plan Colombia" has some
weaknesses that must be addressed before the plan can be
successful. Specifically, the plan calls for limited action in
the areas that the Colombian government has turned over to the
guerillas that reportedly are major drug trafficking staging
areas and hone to drug production? How can any plan be
successful that does not include action in these areas? If
efforts will be undertaken in these areas, could you please
outline these efforts?

Answer:

We are also concerned with reports that there has been an

increase in coca production in the demilitarized zone granted to

the FARC by the Government of Colombia.. We have discussed our

concerns about this with the Colombian government.
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Quetion for the Reoord Subitted to
fassador fls R. ViokerinM

Sy Senator Jeff Sessions
Senate Caucus on Interational Narcotics Control

lap ar 22, 2000

During the hearing you stated that you had spoken to the
Colombian defense minister regarding the regulations (high
school degrees etc) for Colombian military troops to serve in
combat situations and that they hoped to change the policy?
Could you provide an explanation of this policy and the changes
that are being proposed and/or initiated?

Answer;

Colombian Law 48 of 1993 (the Law on Army Drafting and

RecruiLxnent) continued the previous Colombian law (since 1975)

that has prohibited the sending of drafted high school graduates

('"Bachilleres") to combat or "public orderO units. Instead,

they are assigned to Service Battalions or to Brigade, Division

or military conumand headquarters, where they can fulfill

administrative or installation security roles. The law was

originally sponsored as an incentive for youths to finish high

school as well as to focus the (then scarce) educated draftees

on civic action, administrative and engineering roles.

With the intensification of the internal armed conflict,

the need for increased professionalization of the Army, and the

desire to do away with the resulting social discrimination and

unequal bur den sharing within the society# the Pastrana
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government immediately began to radically reduce the number of

drafted "bachilleres' in service, while also seek..ng longer term

reform of the military draft law. Under '4Plan 10,000", the.

number of drafted "bachilleres* in Army service has already been

reduced (from 42,700 in 1998, to 21,600 in 1999 to 10,500 in

2000 - this is in an Army of some 107,000 men). The goal is to

eliminate '"bachillez" intake entirely in 2001, replacing them

with volunteers as part of the move towards an all-professional

force. Volunteer soldiers (and professionals) are not affected

by the "bachiller" roles.

The Pastrana government has also developed a draft bill to

overhaul the recruitment system, standardizing the length and

terms of service for all draftees, regardless of education. The

text of the draft bill appears to have been completed, and

Military Forces Commanding General Tapias has announced his

intenton for quick Congressional approval of the draft bill.

The U.S. Embassy, however, has been unable to confirm whether it

has yet been presented to the Congress.
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Qoesttam fro Senator Char"es a. 6"0834eY
As 1oUlow to 9/2 Pick* ing'
Testimony an Colombia on 2/22/00

YORMaM oiZPAT3Wo wLowCS

Qmtiou:

What is the schedule for making Forward Operating Locations
(FOL) fully operational# including cost estimates and a
description of the potential capabilities for each proposed
location and an explanation of how the FOL architecture fits into
the overall U.S. strategy for the Andean region?"

Answer:

With the closure of Howard Air Force Base in Panama in May
1999, the U.S. sought to obtain other sites3 in the region from
which to maintain our active program of aerial detection,monitoring and tracking of drug traffickers both in the source
zones of Colombia and Peru, as well as in the Caribbean and
Pacific Corridors.

It was determined that a composite of three forward
operating locations (FOLs) would be required to provide the
necessary aerial coverage. We signed FOL accords with Ecuador
(for use of the airport at Manta) on Noveumber 12, 1999 and with.
the Netherlands (for use of portions of existing airports on
Aruba and Curacao) on March 2, 2000. On March 31, 2000, we
signed the third and final FOL agreement with the Government of
El Salvador for access to and use of a section of the
international airport located at Comalapa. These are 10-year
agreements, with the possibility of additional extensions in
five-year periods. The accords are focused narrowly and
exclusively on the use of aerial assets to counter drug,
trafficking.

Operationally, FOLs allow us to remain fully engaged in the
multilateral effort to combat narcotrafficking as host nations
provide access and use of existing facilities,-without incurring
the expense of maintaining a base. In addition, appropriate
third country officers are permitted to fly on board our
surveillance aircraft to serve as communication channels with
their law enforcement authorities to effect interdiction actions.
And, officers of all nations hosting an FOL have or will soon
have representatives at the international task fore command
center at Key West, Florida, joining officers from a number of
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other hemisphere countries, including Colombia, Peru, and
Venezuela. The VOLs are'truly international efforts in all
aspects from tactical planning to execution.

Our goal is for the FOLs to eventually be capable of
supporting continuous aerial operations 24 hour a day, 7 days a
week once infrastructure improvements are accomplished. Until
rOLe become fully operational, the Department of Defense is
relying on a combination of interim sites in Puerto Rico and the
continental U.S., as well as the VOL sites mentioned above, from
vhich to run its counter-drug missions. The initial, but minimal
degradation in our baseline counter-drug aerial interdiction
coverage will gradually improve as E'OLs become fully operational.

With the conclusion of long-term FOL agreements at all three
sites, the Administration hopes to receive the authority and.
budget to carry out necessary overseas military
construction/upgrades that will allow us to maintain the
continuous commitment of U.S. air assets and personnel in the
counter-drug effort.

With regard to your specific request for information
concerning the phase completion schedules for VOLe, to include
operational capabilities and cost estimates, we respectfully
refer you to the Department of Defense for those details.
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AmbomAde Richa" Fbehe
SeasCuu mltutomal CaMoncsa nd th

Subcoumemte en International Trade of the Financ Cemmittee
on UA Ambiance Optim hr the Andes

Vbruo -A noZ

Que11loP Submitted 1r the Reeard D
Semater Chine Gmdey

1) Eleteit develspkg coun t4 that hav bee. the meet op" to trade have had the
fastes esmomc growth. Thoe least Inegratod Into globa markebs have resmained anmg
the world's poorest countries. You ely hae to loek at many of the African countries,
where a loey of war, corruption and bad ecemoeic policy baw* rulpted many of Afica's
people to strrtm and extreme poverty. We're trying Oo help st a path hor Africa now
with the African Growt and OprntyAd,~ which ale. uses tade rfe.. to

Thero has bee. gru dae of support hr the Afric be in Ceugrees, in the
AdmlI I ratn and among my private sector greupe In ondea of adding the
Andean Countries to CDL ATA expires In 2W1.

* Do you believe we should offer the sam bemeft t the Andea Countries that were
ofered So the Criba ndt*e= in CMI?

* Are there other actions the Unite Statee could pursue tha would strengten the
economy of the Andean regio?

* What actions can the United States pursue so strethe the econovey of the Andean
region, while Insuring that the economic beei Is nt concentrated in the hands of a

* What plae does the Adiitainhave hr reneswing ATFA? VWa Is the timeline
hor any planned action?

Queeton Submittd hor the Record By
Setater Dob Graham

.1) 1 racndly traveld to both Colombfia and Dolivia to got a first hand look at their counter
*Iug and economic recovery Program I hav also discussed dibrte'

Coobaad package with rspreeenati fe both the Colombian and Delbian

viht to the region, and from thee dicus ens ht an dictve and co mpre eIv aid
package tM inhd.a trade coeposeut that befte the entre Andean region
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2

0 it has been suggested that early renewal of the Andean Trade Preferences Act, and
the expansion of C131 trade preferne to the Andean reglin are two alternatives
that will promote economic growth, create jobs, and provide acem to the legitimate
economy for workers who are displaced by our counter drug initlatdves.

*What specific action Is the administration prepared to take to expand trade In thke
Andean region and to build both publi and congressional support for the inclusion
of a trade component in a Colombian aid package?

Answer:

The Administration believes that the economic health of the Andean countries is of great
importance to the United Stae. We have worked through a number of means, including ATPA,
to cmete investor confidence and foster growth and economic advancement in the Apdean region.
One of the more significant tools in this regard has been the ATPA. According to our laes
analysis, the ATPA program is proving beneficial to the region by offering increased
opportunities for licit production and exot

The ATPA is a ten year program, which went into effect in December 1991 and expires in
December 200 1. Last year we consulted with Congress regarding the appropriate time to
consider the future of the program and at that point the consensus was to take the matter up
closer to the end point of the current progrun However, we appreciate your interest in the
program and stand ready to work with you on these important questions at any time. In
December 2000 USTR will submit its Third Report to the Congress on the Operation of the
Andean Trade Preferences Act. That report can provide a vehicle for the Administration to both
share its updated analysis of the program and consult with Congress as to its future.

Beyond the ATPA, we are also engaged in negotiations with the Andean Community countries
and the other countries of the Hemisper to create the Free Trade Area of the Americas, or
PTAA. Those negotiations, which are slated to conclude in December 2004, wil open up vast
economic opportunities for the Andean countries, both in their trade and investment relationship
with the United Stats but also in their relationship with the other countries of the Hemisphere.

On the issue of the distribution of economic benefits, our initiatives have been geared to
enhancing the rule of law, promoting governmental trnprnyand opening markets. These
initiatives are benefitin both large and small businesses. Eveni our efforts on behal of a

flwishing electronic commerce marketplace are geare to empowering all entrepreeur to take
advante of the new tcnologis.

The CBIehncmn bill1 is an important Amnsaton initiative with sufficient support in
Congress that it is now in onerence. It hs bownalong road to gotthere -it has teanoverfive
yams. It is niot clar that there would be Psfcient support in Congress to include the Andean
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3

comatie amosg the bmefciuy coitie ad sMl puss the bil Howev we would defer tW
you end your Coareslal claues on tbt questio.

Whet we can sa. for ola~n is tdot (1) we gangly tap Congres lo pm tde CBI mia nt
legllda oon aw possible due to its imprtance to the Cmibbe m d Centra Aumeia
comutres; ad (2) Amiud dot legisla ot Include the Andms. o cs, we would be p ap mda1
to work Oan expedtlo basis with Congres on ths mst sWopiaes to address the..
cosuules' coucaus in tis am

Beyond asde pefiemce pragrms,the Abltoo a aso Incude a Wsonficmw ecam ic

we also belive the Free Trade Ares of th Amwkeu (FTrAA) will povide a tmruad boos to
the ecoacomlu of the ,egion,- ad we sacosug the Andan coumtres so coadmie their acti

putipasln te oing FTAA 1 evid-ms Inr iAmiL.
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UNCLA.SS1i ED

SENATE CAUCUS ON InTERATIONAL NARCOTICS CONTROL
AND SUBCOMMITTEES ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE,. COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

JOINT H HEARING ON: U.S. ASSISTANCE OPTIONS FOR THlE ANDES
22 FEBRUARY 2000

WITNESSe GENERAL WILHELM
SENATOR GRASLIEY Q.1

PAGE 1 oF 1

AIR INTERDICTION

Senator Grassloys According to GAO testimony before the House
Subcouujttee on Criminal Justice and Drug Policy, U.S. officials in Peru
stated sincee 1997 there has been little to no aerial1 support to the air
interdiction operation between Peru and Colombia."

If air interdiction has been identified as one of the primary methods
for traffickers to move their shipments, and with viewing the success of the
Peruvian's own air interdiction why hasn't there been more of an effort from
the U.S. to monitor the skies?

General Wilhelm: We are not satisfied with the level of support to air
interdiction operations between Colombia end Peru. Since 1996, three
Department of Defense (DoD) Citations have flown [DELE12ED). This number is
inadequate for effective interdiction. The closing of Hfoward Air Force Base
also affected the level of support to air interdiction. Currently, only the
Curacao FOL is capable of supporting the AKAZS which geographically precludes
consistent coverage of the deep Source Zone and most of Peru. Once
additional improvements (i.e., runway, taxiway, parking ramp~, and safety) are
made, we will be able to operate the AWACS out of Manta VOL and effectively
extend consistent Detection and Monitoring (Daft) coverage into the Source
Zone. The funding request for the Mante inprovements is before Congress at
this time. Additionally, USSOUTHCOI( is working several initiatives:

a. Forward Operating Sites (FOS). We are surveying airfields in
Colombia and Peru (April 4-19, 2000) to identify possible forward operating
sites. These sites will allow D&N aircraft to deploy for short expeditionary
operations with minimum personnel and equipment footprints.

b *. USCS Deployments. Since August 1999, USCS has deployed P-3 AEK
aircraft three times to Peru in support of air interdiction operation.
[DEMLETE).
Focused Air Interdiction Program. [DELETED). This program is designed to
work specifically with Partner Nation (IN) assets. We will review lessons
learned in June and develop a sustained program to capitalize on the
coordinated efforts of DoD, the Interagency, and our Partner Nations.

c. Ground Based Radars. TPS-43 radar system at Iquitos, Peru and
Leticia, Colombia transmit critical position and altitude information on
suspected drug trafficking aircraft. However, these old system have an
availability rate of only 50 percent and should be replaced with more
reliable TPS-700s. Additionally, the Relocatable over the Horizon Radar
(ROTOlR) in Puerto Rico comes on line this spring and will complement the
above systems in detecting and, tracking suspicious aircraft.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLAJ8ITIED

S3IATB CAUCUS ON INTERAAIOSIA NARCOTICS CONTROL
AND 3UWCGHITT28 ON INTS3PJATIONAL "RADS, CCW(ITUZ ON FINANCE

JOINT HEARING ON: U.S. ASSISTANCE OPTIONS FOR 'M ANDES
22 FEBRUARY 2000

VITN933s GENERAL WILMUK
3U(ATOR GMASSLEY Q.2

PAGE 1 0F 1

COUNTERDRVG SUPPORT

ftaaor Grapple r In GAO testimony on January 27th before the House
Subcommittee, there was, a distinct decline iz the numbr of flight hours and
ship days devoted to detection of illegal narcotics bound from the U.S.
between 1992 and 1999. DOD stated it was due to the lower priority of this
mission as compared to others such as peacekeeping, training and overall
budget reductions.

Due to the reduction in peakeeping mission, abroad, has the number of
flight hours and ship days and general counter narcotics operations resumed
its pre-peace keeping levels?

What were those levels exactly before the Kosovo conflict?
Are there any particular additional assets that Southern Command needs

to fulfill its mission requirements?
In your statement, Mr. McCaffrey's statement, and Ambassador

Pickering's statinant, the need for additional intelligence and intelligence
sharing with the Colombian military is emphasized. Yet the President's
request is rather light on asking for additional intelligence assets. Why
weren' t these assets included as part of the President' s emergency
supplemental request?

General Wilhelm: The nawber of AMACS flight hours has not returned to
pre-Kosovo levels. Prior to operations in Kosovo, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
(JCB) Counteridrug Execute Order (CD EXORD) taisked U.S. Pacific Command and
U.s. Joint Forces Command to provide two E-3 AWAC3 aircraft and 23 sorties
per month to USSOUTECOM for CD missions. In January 2999, .YCS reduced this
requirint to one ANACS due to higher priority requirements in Europes and
the Xiddle est, decreasing our average monthly sorties to eleven. AWACS was
the only US30UTHOOK CD asset directly affected by Kosovo. Department of
Defense (DoD) has consistently provided U33OUTHCCH about 90 percent of the CD
EXORD' s ship day requirements.

C DELETED.)

UNCIASIFID
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SamAwCUS on ITEmATroNAL NRCOrICS CONTROL
AND SUBCOKITTEE ON INTEMATIONAL TRADE, COMMITTIM ONE FINANCE

JOINT NEARING OW, U.S. ASSISTANCE OPTIONS FOR THE ANDES
22 FEBRUARY 2000

WITNESS: GENERAL WIELM
SENATR GRASSLEY Q.3

PAGE I 09 2
-------------------- ------ ----------------------------------

SHIP DAYS IN TRANSIT 50113

Sector Grassle:s General, in that same testimony, the GAO stated, "DOD
officilsstaethat the greater efficiency of its operations and other
efforts have made up for the decline (in the number of flight hours and ship
daysl."1(p. 6)

Given this statement, is it then accurate to say that the decline in
the number of ship days in the transit zone have not resulted in a decrease
in the amount of information the VS has been able to gather about trafficking
patterns in the region?

Is that statement true?
Has there been more efficiency? What are the 'other efforts" that are

making up for the decline?
General Wilhelm: the decline in the number of ship days in the Transit

Sone has resulted inadecrease in the amount of information U330VTHC01E is
able to gather. Tactical forces at sea are an important source of
information on trafficking patterns. rewer ships equal less information. No
are achieving mom efficiencies in collecting intelligence for counterdrug
(CV) operations. Improved sensors and more capable platforms (e.g., Aegis
cruisers), combined with coordinated operations with our regional partners,
have all contributed to an increase in efficiency. We are also able to
partially compensate for insufficient Deparmnt of Defense aircraft and
shipdays with the following supports

a. U.S. Customs, U.S. Coast Guard, and Partner Nation participation in
CD operations.

b. Extend 'Oon station" time of our collection assets from Forward
Operating Locations (TOWs)in Curacao and Aruba# and Manta, Ecuador.

c. An additional Relocatable over the Horizon Radar (WYTH) site in
Puerto Rico which will coplemnt other system in Identifying trafficking
patterns in the region. The Puerto Mico ROMH site will reach initial
Operating Capability (10C) on March 24, 2000 with a 60-90 day testing period
to achieve Full Operating Capability (FOC).

UNW3ASI3I
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SENATE CAUCUS ONI'MNJATIOKAL NARCOTICS CONTROL
A"D 3UBCOOITIN OfIN TERNATIONAL TRADE, COMUEXIt ON FINANCE

JOINT HEARING O~t U.S. ASSISTANCE OPTIONS IOR THE ANDES
22 FEIMJARY 2000

WITmZ3s GENERAL WILNEUM
SENATOR GRASSLY Q.4

PAGE 1 or 1

FLIGT REUSTS

Seao rsly According to the GAO testimony-, "DOD could only meet
43 ercnt 1 US. outhern Comand's requests for these flight requests in

FY 2999.10
What has been the attitude of DOD in fulfilling these requests? What

excuses did they give you?
What actions have you taken to minimize the effect of this deficit?
Do you believe DOD will be able to fulfill more of Southern Command's

requests in the future? It not, what steps will SOUTWAM* take to maka iup for
this shortfall?

General Wilhelm3 [DELETED To satisfy our requirement, we need to
either increase the national inventory of these high demand assets and/or
adjust allocation priority for counte'rdrug (CD) requirements to a higher
level. Currently, CD ranks 14, the lowest priority, trailing both exercises
and training. U33OUTHCOK is unable to make up this shortfall within
currently allocated assets. To mitigate the inpoct of extant deficiencies,
we have pursued the followings

a. Contracted non-DoD assets such as the Southern Cowmmnd
Reconnaissance System (SRS) and the Airborne Sensor Platform (ASP). Both
system will achieve Initial Operating Capability (IOC) later this year.

b, Established the Relocatable Over the Horizon Radar (ROTUR) in
Puerto Rico. Joins AOTRR Virginia and Texas to provide initial detection of
Airborne Targets of Interest (ATOI) * ROTHR Puerto Rico will achieve IOC in
April of this Year.

a. Established Forward Operating Locations MFOWs at Aruba and Curacao
and Wanta, Ecuador to extend "on station" time of limited assets deployed to
this theater.

UTMCLiJSXIIt
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UDICLhSSI VID

SENATE CAUCUS ON INTEMATIONAL NARCOTICS CONTROL
AND SUBCOIMITTE3 ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE, COtO(ITTE11 ON FINANCE

JOINT H CAR ING ON: U.S. ASSISTANCE OPTIONS FOR THE ANDES
22 FEBRUARY 2000
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PLA COLOMBIA

Senator Grasuley: President Pastrana's Plan do Colombia calls for long-
term support towards counter narcotics efforts in Colombia.

Won' t the Colombian'sa stretch themselves too thin as far as manpower
and equipment for counter narcotics if they have to fight a two-front battle
between the drug traffickers and the insurgents?

How can the Colombians use their resources most effectively and
efficiently?

General Wilholmi t do not believe the Colombians will stretch
themselves too thin in this effort if our aid and their internal capabilities
are planned and Iuiplemented properly. out support to Colombia will provide
for an extensive build-up of the Colombian Army's counterdrug (CD) forces as
specified in Plan Colombia. A major portion of this aid is to form a
Counternarcotics (CN) Brigade that will move, using helicopter lift support,
into the major coca producing areas to provide area security for the
Colombian National Police (01?) a" they perform their law enforcement
mission, and to assist the C1P in destroying illegal drug production. This
focused mission will then permit the majority of Colombia's remaining
military ground forces to concentrate on fighting the insurgents or drug
traffickers as the situation requires.,

In determining how to best use their resources, we feel that the
Colombians can dedicate forces (i.e., the 01? and the CM brigade) to
destroying critical nodes of the cocaine industry, such as the important
jungle laboratories, while the remainder of the Colombian military addresses
other security challenges.
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VZNEZZELA BORDER

Senator Grassleyt With regards to the Venezuela border, what is your
opinion on that particular region?

what assets, in particular, would be needed to maintain an effective
watch over the border region?

General Wilhelm The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia MFARC),
National Liberation Ainy (ELM), and Colombian paramilitary forces operate
with relative impunity along the Colombian border with Venezuela. Criminal
activity in the border region, to Include arm and drug trafficking,
kidnappings, extortion, hijackings, and murder, is a source 6f friction
between Bogota and Caracas and Inhibits cooperation against transnational
threats. Despite deploying nearly 10,000 troops along the border, the
Venezuelan military presently lacks the capability to prevent all incu~rsions
by drug traffickers, insurgents and paramilitary forces from Colombia. With
recent cuts in Venezuelan military funding, the border is likely to remain
porous for the imadiate, future.

Increased Intelligence, Suzveillanoe, and Reconnaissance (ISH) assets
and improved human intelligence collection will enable us to better focus our
efforts on vulnerable areas such as the Venezuelan border region. Partner
Nations will also need to increase the sophistication and scope of Oheir
Intelligence, collection.
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COUNTERNARCOICS BATTALION

Senator Grassley: For the last year, the United States has beon funding
and training a counter-narcotics battalion in Colombia. My understanding is
the battalion finished its training on December 15, 1999 - about two months
ago. The President's 3mrgency Supplemental request asks for funding for 2
more battalions.

What counter-narcotics activities will these battalions be conducting?
What has the existing battalion actually done to demnstrate its

effectiveness either am an operational unit or as proof of concept to justify
the creation of more units?

General Wilhela: The mission of the two additional Counternarcotics
Battalions (CN BR) will be the same a the existing CN SN - to plan and
conduct offensive ground and airmobile operations, in support of the
Colombian National Police (CNP) to counter the activities of drug traffickers
and the organizations that support them. The new battalions will be manned,
trained, and equipped to conduct light infantry operations and will have
integrated intelligence support provided by the Colombian Joint Intelligent-e
Center (COJIC). With appropriate helicopter support, the CN SNP will be
capable of rapid deployment throughout the Putumayo and Coquet& regions of
southern Colombia. Since completing its training in December 1999, the
existing CN BN has conducted two operations. These operations resulted in
arrests, destruction of laboratories, confiscation of precursor chemicals,
and identification of new cultivation sites.
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MARTA FORWARD OPERAING LOCATION$

Seatr Grassle:t What is the status of the FOL in Manta?
General Vilbelsa The U.S. Government signed a ten-year access agreement

with the Goverrmsnt of Ecuador in Nfovember 1999. We are currently flying
multiple aircraft from Manta in support of counterdrug operations however,
we are limited to day/visual flight rules operations until additional safety
improvements are coq~leted this month, at which time, night and instrument
flight rules operations will be possible. The proposed Colombia Supplemental
includes $30.6N in fiscal year 2000 to upgrade the runway, taxi-way, and raz*
to support multiple large aircraft such as the highly 6apabl6 3-3 ANACS and
KC-135 tanker. Manta is the only site from which we will be able to cover
all of Colcmbia, Peru, and the coca producing. regions of Bolivia. It is the
linchpin for the crucial detection, monitoring, and tracking mission.
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TRES ESQUINAS UPGRADES

Mr. Grassig i Please describe the current upgrade program for Tres
Esquinas. Now is that going? When will it be coulted?

General Wilhelms The currently funded upgrade program is on schedule
for completion by fall 2001. Som projects have been completed, and others
are underway or planned as follows

a. Cowleted:
(1) The Colombian Joint Intelligence Center (COJIC) was completed in

December 1999. It includes a building with necessary utilities* data
processing, and communications equipment. It also includes & personnel
bunker and a perimeter fence fortified with a sandbag wall. Additionally,
berthing has been constructed for COJIC personnel.

12) Many foxce protection upgrades have been made to the base,
including bunkers, fighting positions, and defensive barriers. Continuous
improvements are being made to both the interior and exterior perimeter
defenses.

b. Vndaw
(1) We are developing a "Pioneer Carp for the Counternarcotics

Battalion. The construction contract is scheduled fo award next month, with
an expected completion date of July 2000.

(2) A C-130 parking rarp arid three helicopter pads are under
construction and scheduled for completion In December 2000.

(3) The 480-meter extension to the runway is progressing on schedule
and should be completed in April 2001.

c. Planned:
Design is underway on a pair of infrastructure projects for the

Colombian riverine unit at Tres Esquinas. One project develops piers,
maintenance buildings, and other operational facilities. The second project
concentrates, on berthing, dining and personnel support facilities.* Both
designs will be coupletea by Auagust 2000 and constricted as soon as funds are
available.
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ADEQUACY OF CD SUPPLEMENTAL

Senator Ggassleiz What support is SOUTHCOW( providing to the Colombian
counter drug efforts through 3TF-SOUTH?

What is your assessment of the adequacy of the proposed Counterdrug
Supplemental to SOUTHCOM' a support to the Colombian counter drug effort?

General Wilhelm: USSOUTHCOX does not provide any direct support to
Joint Task Force-South (JTF-S), which is based at Tres Esquinas. JTF-S is an
wweotted nine-man headquarters that has tasking authority over the
Counternarcotics Battalion (QI BN),, the Colombian Joint Intelligence Center
(COJIC), Tres 9squinas-based. riverine forces, and the 12t" and 24th Colombian

Army (COLAA) Brigades. These subordinate elements are vetted and have
received support from USSOUTHCW4 in the form of non-lethal equipment
(uniform, individual field equipment, fuel, etc.) and training (human
rights, fire support, land navigation, patrolling, etc.).-

The requested funding for DoD program in the Fiscal Year 2000
Ccunterdrug Supplemental adequately supports the immediate requirements of
the Colombian Military (COLMIL)_to combat drug trafficking in the major coca
producing regions of Putumayc and Caqueta. Specifically, it will provide the
COLNIL enhanced and effective counterdrug (CD) capabilities in the following
areas fielding and training of two additional CN INs and a Brigade
headquarters 15 additional VH-IN and 30 additional VH-60 helicopters and
associated infrastructure: military aircraft (AC-47, OV-10, and Tucano)
modifications and upgrades) installation and upgrade of Ground Based Radars
(GSP); and operations & Maintenance MAN) funding for offensive operations in
support of the Colombian National Police (CN?) against drug traffickers.
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Senator liden: Pleae elaborate an the, Othree U.S. subject mtter
*eprts* that your opening statement says are *deployed to th* COJIC
(Colombian Joint Intelligence Center) ."

Fon whaot depatet or Oilitary device are thea.e exerts?
Nov long have they been deployed to the COJIC?
Mhat are the experts doing? In tAt mserw are they wobserving and

asaisting Colombian Army and Colombian National Police intelligence,
specialists* at the facility?

W11ll they be replaced wbme their deployment esus in Jubse 2000?
is the rnmer of subject mtter experts assigned to the OWUC expected

to incrae in Fiscal 2000?
9"e16era I~eu IDW.UTUVJ
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U.S. MIILITARY PERSONL IN COLOMBIA

Senator Biden: Please provide information on the nm.r of U.S.
stilitary personnel present in Colombia, on average, during each of the last
six months.

General Wilhelm: The numer of U.S. military personnel in Colombia
during each of t9e last six months wans: September 1999 - 161 personnel
October 1999 - 152 personnel; November 1999 - 190 personnel December 1999-
124 personnel; January 2000 - 126 personnel: February 2000 - 166 personnel*
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COUNTrNARCOTCS BMTALIOP1 TRAINING

Senator Biden: Please describe the training conducted by U.S. military
personnel for the counter-narcotics battalions, specifically-

Te number of U.S. trainers,
The location of this training,
The length of the training ooursest
The number of Colombian personnel participating in the training

courses
?he curriculum of the training courses
Te force protection measures in place or anticipated to be

established
The rules of engagement for U.S. trainer.
Genrail &Ilholn: The number of U.S. trainers varied between 45 and 65

trainers. Training was conducted in three phases for all 931 personnel
assigned to the Count*erna rcoti cs Battalion (CM BN) . tach phase lasted
approximately three months.

Phases One and Two, conducted at Tolemaidar focused on basic infantry
skills for the three infantry companies, specialty unit training for the
support platoons, end included human rights instruction.

Phase Three, conducted at Tres Naquines, consisted of more advanced
unit level training and exercises. A Colmian National Police platoon
participated in this phase and provided training on basic law enforcement
procedures.

U.3. forces have the right to act In self-defense, to include the use
of deadly force, under Peacetime Standard RWas of hagagmnt (RDS). To
reduce the risk to our personnel, we have ensured that extensive force
protection measures are in place for our trainers at three locations: Tres
Isquinas, Larandia, and Tolemaida. Approximately 1600 Colmian soldiers
operate at or from Tres Maquinas where defense fortifications have been
upgraded and include perimeter concertina wire, improved defensive fighting
positions, a dedicated base security force, a commnd bunker, and combat
aircraft on site. 'The second and third CM Battalions will receive training
at Larandia and Tolemaida. Approximately 1500 Colombian soldiers occupy
Larandia in addition to a detachment of the Colombian National Police manning
six to eight helicopter gunships. Tolemeida has been called zhe "Fort
benning* of Colombia and is a well-fortified training (-enter for many of
Colombia's elite combat forces. Protection at Tolemaida includes two
Colombian Special Forces battalions and a Aviation Battalion. The Xilitary
group Commnder in Bogota conducts continuous coordination with Colombian
forces to safeguard deployed U.S* personnel. Additionally, a Joint Staff
Integrated Vulnerability Assessment (JSMV) Team will conduct updated
assessments of the three training sites in May to identify any additional
force protection measures that may be needed and to validate those In place.
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NPRI ASSESSMENT

Senator Sidens In your testimony today and in testimony before the
House loot week, you stated that the Pentagon had engaged the firm of D4PRI to
perform an assessment of the Colombian military and rocoinend ways to
professionalize and modernize the Colombian Armed Forces.

When is it expected that the assessment will be concluded?
Does the contract involve only an assessment, or does it also involve

follow-on elemnts? If thete is to be follow-on, what does the contract call
for in that regard?

General Wilhelm: The Office of the secretary of Defense (OSD)
contracted )(RI to complete two phases, of work. During the first phase,
which was completed in December 1999, NPRI identified broad recomendations
and developed a notional plan for implementation. During March 2000, NPRX
will initiate ?has* 2, which will implement the action Item developed during
Phase 1 for doctrine, operational concepts, and force structure. Phase 2
will be completed by March 2001. In July of this year, MPRI will submit to
OSD, USS0VTHC064, Department of State (DoS), and Colombian senior leadership
their baseline roquirinnts and cost estimates for system and improvements
in equpmnt, training and infrastructure, logistics, cinsunica tins, and
other areas that axe required for a more relevant and effective Colombian
military. NPRI has proposed a follow-on third phase to advise and assist the
Colombian military in the implementation of new programs. The length and
scope, of a Phase 3 contract has not been determined and is largely contingent
on the Govermnt of Colombia's response to the recoewwwations of Phase 2.
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COUNTERNARCOTICS BATTALION PERSONNEL INCENTIVES

Senator Biden: I understand that it is not unusual for Colombian
soldiers to leave the military and join the guerrillas where they will
probably be better paid and better equipped.

Are there any incentives (such as higher pay) for members of the
specially trained counter narcotics battalions to remain in the Colombiana
military?

General Wilhelm: There are no special monetary incentives for soldiers
of the Counternarcotics Battalion (CII BN). However, since December 1999,
soldiers who couplets an 18-month tour and reenlist as professional soldiers
receive 378,000 pesos ($200) per month. This is a significant increase over
conscript pay which is about $20 per month. Soldiers of the CH SN who met
time in service requirements quality for the increased pay. Although
specific monetary incentives do not exist, the CM ON has other incentives to
attract and retain skilled personnel. The Colombian CN BN is the best
trained and best equipped unit in the Colombian military. Key retention
incentives include excellent training and leadership coupled with a sense of
pride, camaraderie, purpose, and patriotism.
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PANAMA COSJNTERDRUG

Senator Graham: The withdrawal of U.S. forces from Panama had been
anticipated as part of the return of the Panam Canal to tho government of
Panama since the signing of the Panama Canal Treaty.

What actions has the Administration taken over the pest five years to
ensure that Panamanian and U.S. law enforcment agencies wore prepared to
respond to the threat of drug trafficking organizations who may attempt to
us* Panama an a money laundering haven, and a transit point for cocaine and
heroin destined for the United States?

General Wilhelp: My coments are limited to USSOUTHCOff'a assistance to
Panama a security forces. During the past five years, despite the Imminent
withdrawal of all U.S. military forces from Panama, USSOUTCOK remained
constructively engaged with the Panmanian Public Forces (PIN) in an effort
to develop and sustain Panamanian countordrug (CD) capabilities. Joint U.S.
and Panamanian CD efforts have included the followings

a. Operation Conjuntos. Conjuntos is a continuing U.S. and Panamanian
operation to respond to detected drug smuggling events and assist in the
arrest of traffickers and the seizure of contraband. The U.S. Navy, Coast
Guard, and Interagency assist the Panamanian maritime and air services in
developing CD capabilities. The goal of the operations Is to prepare the
Panamanians to unilaterally conduct CD operations.

b. Exercise United Countordrug. This annual exercise, which began in
1996, has evolved into high-level concept development and information
ehnge to refine the CD operational approaches of Panama and its neighbors.
Its charter includes identifying merging narcotrafficking trends and

establishing procedures for coordination and command and control of CD
operations.

c. Small Scale Exercises. The U.S. Coast Guard and Special operations
Command-South (SOCSO) participate in joint CD trainng with the PPF. USCG
cutters# U.S. Navy patrol coastal ships, and Navy Special Warfare forces
train alongside Panamanian vessels during U.S. sponsored CD exercises.

d. Policy Developwmnt. US5OSITRCOO recently assisted the
Government of Panama in developing a draft National security Strategy. The
Strategy recognizes narcotratficking as a significant threat to Panamanian
security and makes specific proposals to modernize the PPP to address the
illicit drug trade.
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COUNTER DRUG INTBELLGFEICE ASSETS

SeatGraham: This past September# the Senate Caucus on Internntional
Narcotics Control held a hearing to examine U.S. counter narcotics assistance
to Colombia. During this hearing, you indicated that there was a critical
need for additional intelligence assets to support counter drug operations in
Colombia. In the past five months since that hearing, have you received
additional intelligence assets dedicated to the counter drug mission in
Colombia? If so, what additional intelligence assets have been provided?

Do you continue to have a need for an aerial intelligence collection
asset to replace the ARL that crashed in Colombia during 1999?

Is the ARL the beet-suited aircraft to perform this function, or are
there other aircraft available that are just as capable of successfully
performing this mission?

General Wilhelm: We have received one additional intelligence asset for
the countordxug (CD) mission -- a Navy P-3 for one mouth (November 1999).
(DELETED) USSOUTHCON has a critical need for an aerial intelligence
collection asset to replace the crashed Airborne Resconnaissance Low-Imagery
(ARL-I) aircraft. We believe the ARL is the best available aircraft to

perform mltidi'scipline intelligence collection in the USS0UTHCCS Area of
Respnsibility. The ARL carries host nation riders, downlinks images in
near-real tim, and produces imagery releasable to host nation and law
enforcement agencies. These unique capabilities are critical to our theater
intelligence architecture.
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NAR CC AnD INSURGENT INTELIGENCE SHARING WITH COLMBIA

Senator Grahast: Pursuant to current law and Administration policy, the
United States makes a bright line distinction between counter drug and
counter insurgency intelligence. As a result the United States provides only
drug related intelligence information to the Colombian military and Colombian
National Police (CUP).

Under this concept, U.S. Intelligence officials withhold all non-drug
related intelligence regarding the non drug related movements of rebel
forces, and rebel lead operations that may potentially result in significant
casualties on the part of the Colombian military and the CHP.

It is clear that the line between insurgent and drug trafficker has
become somewhat indistinguishable. Is It reasonable for the United States to
continue to make this distinction and to withhold critical intelligence
information that may reduce the unnecessary loss of life, and aessist the
Colombian forces in reclaiming its national sovereignty, destroying rebel
groups that are involved in drug trafficking, and restoring Colombian
national security?

Do you believe that access to this additional intelligence information
would assist Colombia in fulfilling__the goals outlined in Plan Colombia?

Do you support the full discloir-a-t- both drug related and non-drug
related intelligence information to the Colombia military and the CNP?

General Wilhelm:. r fully support sharing drug and non-drug related
intelligence with the Government of Colombia to the maximum extent possible
consistent with Director Central Intelligence and National Disclosure
Policies. (DELETED] I believe this is the proper policy.

Access to timely and actionable intelligence will assist Colombia in
fulfilling the counterdrug goals outlined in Plan Colombia. USSOUTHCOM
Tactical Analysis Team working for DIA in the Emassy, the Host Nation Rider
Program and the Colombian Joint intelligence Center (COJI*C) provide us the
means to readily share critical intelligence.
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